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GLASER -STEERS GS -77
With the availability of stereophonic records, the requirements for turntable and record changer quality become
more critical than ever before. Yesterday's 'bests' may no
longer be good enough. All previously acceptable units must
now be re- examined in the light of the new quality demands
imposed by stereo.
That the Glaser -Steers GS -77 should be ideally suited for
stereo is no mystery. It is simply the result of strict adherence
to rigid precision standards, and permitting no compromise
in quality. This is evident in every feature of the GS-77.
The Tone Arm, by reason of optimum mass distribution and
free pivot suspensions, exhibits no resonance in the audible
spectrum. And tracking error is virtually eliminated. In
addition, the arm counterbalance is so designed that the
stylus pressure between the first and tenth record in a stack
does not vary beyond 0.9 gram. These characteristics virtually eliminate vertical rumble (to which stereo is sensitive).

Turntable Pause is an ingenious GS-77 innovation designed
for added record protection. During the record- change cycle,
the GS-77 turntable comes to a complete halt, and doesn't
resume motion until the stylus has come to rest in the lead groove of the next record. This completely eliminates the
grinding action which takes place where records are dropped
onto a moving turntable or disc more important than ever
because of the delicate grooves of stereo records.
The GS -77 is the perfect record changer for stereo as it is
for conventional monaural high fidelity. It brings with it
traditional turntable quality at its very best plus the most
modern automatic conveniences. And does it all with incredible mechanical simplicity. $59.50 less cartridge and base.
See the new GS-77 at your hi -fi dealer today, or write to:
GLASER- STEERS CORP., 20 Main Street, Belleville 9, N. J.

-

-

-

In Canada: Glaser-Steere of Canada. Ltd., Trenton, Ont.
Export: M. Simons & Sons Co., Inc., N.]:C.

www.americanradiohistory.com

5»RECORD GLENN MI LLER ALBUM FREE
with the first album you buy
as a member of the

NATIONALLY
ADVERTISED
PRICE

$19.98

POPULAR ALBUM CLUB
...if

you agree to buy 5 additional albums from the Club during
the next 12 months from at least 100 albums to be made available
Ills exciting new plan, under the direction of the Bookof. the -Month Club, enables you to have on tap variety
of popular music for family fun and happier parties
and at an immense saving. Moreover, once and for all,
it takes bewilderment out of building such a well balanced collection. This way you can "program"
music for every mood and every kind of occasion.
You pay far less for albums this way than if you buy
them haphazardly. For example, the extraordinary introductory offer described above can represent around a
40% saving in your first year of membership.
Thereafter you save almost 331/2%. After buying the
six albums called for in this offer, von will receive a free
12 -inch 33% R.P.M. album, with a nationally advertised
price of at least 83.98, for every two alhnms purchased.

].

...

AN ALBUM OF FIVE 12 -INCH 331/2 R.P.M. RECORDS
CONTAINING SEVENTY -FIVE DIFFERENT SELECTIONS

-

A wide choice of RCA VICTOR albums enough to satisfy
every kind of taste -will be described each month. One
will be singled out as the album -of -the- month. if you
want it, you do nothing
will come to you automatically. If you prefer one of the many alternates
or nothing at all in any month -you can make your
wishes known on a simple form always provided. You
pay the nationally advertised price- usually 53.98, at
times 84.98 (plus a small charge for postage and
handling).

-it

o

MEW MIMER

-

.

ARMY AiRFORCEBARD

"The highest precision, polish and rc
Gnetnent ever known
in the playing of popular American music"
-IRVING KOLODIN
Saturday Review

Tate
BEGIN
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OF THESE

... INDICATE TITLE

Perry MARIO LANZA- STUDENT
Como slogs 12 standards: PRINCE Hits from RotnS'postn', 'Deed 7 Do, etc. acrg's operetta. plus teher.
Rodgers gems, etc. 11
IELAFONTE Scarlet Rib- favorite. by the exciting
bons, Matilda. Walerboy, tenor.
more. Folk songs. bal8
BING WITH A BEAT A
lads. spirituals. calypsos.
Crosby Iss7 lark with Bob
Dlxlelandere.
FRANKIE CARLE'S SWEET. Scobey'S
Sractly Like
HEARTS Dancy plano. Whispering,
10 more old -time ever12
"girl" You,
rhythm,
on
greens.
songs; Nola. Laura, Cecilia, etc.
TOWN HALL CONCERT
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ate.

PORGY AND BESS Highlights
from
Gershwin's
classic. All-star cast featuring Rise Stevens. Robert

Merrill.
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-In

P12-8
THE RCA VICTOR POPULAR ALBUM CLUB
e/o liook.of- the -abmth Club, Inc.
315 Hudson Sirect, New York 14, N. Y.
Please register
me as o member of The RCA VICTORn Popular
Album
g
P
Club and send me, free, the five -record album, Cienn Millers Army
Force
Band,
with
the
first
Club
album
I
purchase,
indicated
Afr
below. I agree to buy five other albums offered by the Club within
the neat twelve months, for each of which I will be billed al the
nationally advertised .rice: 53.98 (at times 54.98), plus a small
charge for postage and handling. Thereafter, I need buy only four
e such albums in any twclvcntonth period to maintain membership.
may cancel my membership any time after buying six idioms
from the Club. After my sixth, if 1 continue, for every two albums
I buy from the Club 1 May choose a third album free.

O

1

Brothers slag 12 standards.
Little White Lies, I Don't

Know Why. For Sentimental Reasons. etc.

LET'S
CHA CHA WITH
PUENTE Urgently rhythmic
Latin dance_ fare In the
THREE SUNS Forty show modem, preferred big -band
tunes, standards In "soci- style.
ety" dance medleys.
THE EYES OF LOVE Hugo
SOUTH PACIFIC Original tVlnterheiter's lush orches-

8. PERCUSSION
Morton Gould Symphonic
Bend. hi -a showpiece. 17 movie sound track record- tra in 12 standards: Smoke
marches, with 8 of Sousa's ing of Rodgers- HammerYour Eyes. I Only
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MOONGLOW Artie Shaw.
JAMAICA Original Broad - THE FAMILY ALL TO- 12 all -time hits from '38 to
Boston '43. Begin the Benulne,
way Cast. starring Lena GETHER Fiedler,
Complete Arlen - Pops. light classics: Ravers Freshest, Star Dust, NightUorne.
Marburg hit score.
Bolero, Clair de Lune, etc. mare. etc.

BRASS

These recordings represent the high
point as well as the final chapter in
Miller's legendary career. Here are
75 selections played by the 50-man,
star-studded Air Force Band, in.
ciudingdefinitivc versions of Miller's
biggest hits
the Mood, Tuxedo
Junction, Si. Lords Blues March, etc.
Johnny Desmond sings top ballads;
Ray McKinley sings his G. I. Jive
and pet for
drum specialties. Jazz
stars Mel Powell, Peanuts Iluckoand many more -are featured.
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'unquestioned masterpieces of precision!

The precision marching of West Point Cadets never fails to quicken the pulse. Dedicated men with

a

common

purpose...the group achievement transcending the sum of individual efforts...The precision achieved
in JBL Signature Speakers is the result of such effort. Each skilled craftsman

-be

he machinist,

designer, coil winder, engineer, or cabinet maker -is determined that preserving "JBL" as the symbol of the

highest precision in loudspeakers shall be his individual responsibility. To you this precision means
more accurate sound reproduction. More realistic sound reproduction. Cleaner sound reproduction.
JBL precision brings you and the original performance closer together. You can readily identify

JBL Signature units. JBL Extended Range Speakers have

a

large, silvery, durai dome in the center;

and rigid, cast frames. JBL High Frequency Units may be equipped with the acoustical lens.

Or the unit that catches your eye may be the 075 with its gleaming, annular exponentially tapered horn. See and hear

these paragons of precision in the demonstration room of the Authorized JBL Signature Audio Specialist in your

write,..
B. LANSING SOUND, INC., 3249 casitas avenue, los angeles 39, california

community. For his name and address and

"JBL" means

JAMES

a

free copy of the new JBL catalog,

I[uat

4
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NEW H. H. SCOTT
STEREO -DAPTOR
Updates your present
H. H. Scott System
for Stereo records and tape.
Lets you buy a monaural
H. H. Scott System
now; convert later.

Call to Satellists

Once upon a time Htcu Ft »EL-rry
Magazine was more or less instrumental in popularizing the word audiophile. As a matter of fact, we carried it
on our cover for many months . . .
old -time readers will recall "the magazine for audiophiles."
Now we are happy to offer our
services in the dictionary division
with the startling coinage presented in
the heading above. We are not quite
sure what a satellist is but suggest it
may be a person interested in satellites.i
We also offer satellitophile . .
o,
more euphoniously, satclliphile.
And Audio Devices (this is how we
got involved in this item) offers for
the sum of 100 a very handy booklet,
You Can Record the Satellite.,. Tells
what the satellites are and gives a lot
of interesting information about the
signals transmitted by them and the
best methods for their reception. The
twelve -page booklet winds up by explaining what you should do with
your recordings since some of the material may well be of interest to the

P,,vrdt t loudne, c,mptnteaon
on both channel. It d,tir.ra

rupe

make !hem

.I progoam

Toscanini Broadcasts Wanted
in an effort to re- create a complete
library of Arturo Toscanini performances- his son Walter and RCA Victor
engineers have been going through
vaults containing acetate transcriptions and tapes of Toscanini broadcasts. They are hoping to build a complete library and to reissue those of
adequate quality.
In some cases, the acetates have
been lost or become disfigured. \\'alter Toscanini has asked us to broadcast through the pages of Htcu FIDELITY an appeal for assistance in locating Toscanini transcriptions, in particular those made during the war
years, though anyone having a good
off -the -air recording of the Berlioz
Romeo and Juliet performances of
1947 also will receive an especially
warm welcome. Will anyone who feels
he can be of real help please write
to Walter Toscanini at 655 \Vest 254th
St., New York 71, N. Y.

mono. .lero

the Stereo-Daptor and a new H. H. Scott
amplifier to your present H. H. Scott system and you
can play the new stereo records, stereo taper stereo

Just

acid

AM -FM or stereo from any source.
The Stereo-Daptor permits control of two separate
amplifiers from a central point. A Master Volume Control adjusts the volume levels of both channels simultaneously. Special switching lets you play Stereo,
Reverse Stereo, use your Stereo Pickup on Monaural
Records, or play monaural program material through
both amplifiers at the same time. This
gives you the full power of both amplifiers. No internal changes are required
when used with H. H. Scott amplifiers.
IMPORTANT! Stereo- Daptor works with
All current H. H. Scott amplifiers and
with any system
most older models
having separate pre -amplifier and power
amplifier . . . and with complete amplifiers
having tape monitor input and output provisions.

...

Send for Complete
Information Now

H. H.
Export

Scott Inc.
:
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SPECIFICATIONS
H. H.

Scott Stereo Daptor

Stereomasler Control Center
Compalidóh' Any amplifier in any of
the groups shown below nlay be used
with a second amplifier IN THE
SAME GROUP for best results with
the Stereo -Dopler.
Group I: 99- A.B.C,O; 210-F, 120.A.
120

-R;

21G -C.

Group 11 121 -A,B.C; 210 -D,E.
Group III Any systems with separate
preamplifiers and power ampfjfiere.
Group IV: Two identical complete
:

:

amplifiers having lape monitoring,
input and output connections.
ConlroH: Master Volume: Loudness Volume: Funclicn Selector (with
these positions
Slereo; Reverse
Stereo; Monaural Records; Monaural

-

Channel A, Monaural Channel Bi
Tape Monitor Power off (on volume
control).
Connecting Cables: Four two fool
shielded cables are supplied for all
necessary connections
Maximum
recommended cable length 3 feet.
Custom Installation: The Slereo- Daptor
is easily custom mounted, and no
special mounting escutcheons are
required.

524.95 completely enclosed.
Accessory cases ealla
Price:

'dliphlly higher Vest u/ !h: Rurkics

Powdrmlll

Road, Maynard, Mass.

Teleseo International Corp., 36 West 40th Street. New York City

Rush me complete information on the New
H. H. Scott Stereo- Daptor and your new catalog 1117-s
NAME
ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

!l
.. c
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Continued from preceding page
o

Weathers has done it again -with
components engineered specifically
for the finest reproduction of stereophonic
sound. These components are the ultimate
in quality, reliability, and economy.

2

Superb Stereo Cartridges*

The Weathers Ceramic Stereo Cartridge (shown) outperforms any magnetic cartridge. Tracks at 2 grams ... shielded against hum ... 25 db channel

separation ... 15 to 30,000 cps frequency response. Comes complete with
leads and connectors to fit all standard mountings ... with diamond stylus
$17.50... with sapphire stylus $9.75.

The Weathers FM Stereo Cartridge for the Weathers

FM Pickup. Universally acknowledged to be the finest ever made. Gives you the ultimate in
channel separation (up to 35 db) and 10 to 30,000 cps flat response. Tracks
at 1 gram
never causes record wear. Prices on request.

...

'Play both monaural and stereophonic records without damaoo.

The Weathers Turntable and FM Pickup
The lightest, quietest, and smoothest turntable ever produced. Noise level
is 25 db less than that recorded on today's finest records. Isolated against
outside vibrations. Rumble and acoustic feedback are practically eliminated.
Maintains constant speed regardless of variations in line voltage or load.
The Weathers FM Pickup and Micro Touch Tonearm show absolutely no intermodulation or harmonic distortion and no resonances over the complete audio spectrum. Prices on request.

Compatible Speaker Systems
Shown above at left isthe Weathat right the
ers Decorator
both ideal for stereo.
Fiesta

...

...

Mahogany Blonde

Decorator
Fiesta

each

each

$135.00
$ 59.95

$139.00
$ 62.50

See your dealer or write for booklet

01V110141

INC.

eei, 66

E.

Gloucester Pike, Bonington,N. J.

Export: Joseph Plasencia, Inc., 401 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

WEATHERS TECHNICAL MAGIC IS SOUND
G

Oopsl
Our apologies to Boston's radio station
\VCRB AM -FNI for an item we printed back in April that gave credit for a
stereo first which was not really quite
a first. \VCIOB was broadcasting the
Boston Symphony Orchestra Saturday
concerts live and in stereophonic
sound all through the past season.
incidentally, there's lots of stereo on
\VCRB. When Dick Kaye wrote us at
the end of March, they had a regular
weekly schedule of fifteen hours of
stereo broadcasting.

Danger Ahead
Bendix Aviation Corporation has announced operational tests of an automobile radar device that sends ant
beeps to the driver of the car so
equipped .yhen he gets too close to
the car ahead. The closer he gets, the
louder the beeps. A remarkable device, we think; and efforts in this direction are highly commendable. Now
what we need is to have Hermon Hosmer Scott figure out a method of
coupling his highly sensitive loudnessmeasuring devices to the volume controls on some high -fidelity sets. When
the sound intensity gets to the danger
level and ear drums are about to crack,
the Scott Automatic Volume Control
would take care of things.
More Stereo Broadcasts

number 658H.

&W
Weadieteel
CJ %Zdl
Or A0VNCE 11134-lTRICS.

HF Equals HIGH FIDELITY
We have just received word from S.
Yancey Belknap of the University of
Florida that in her exhaustive Guide
to Musical Arts. 1053 -1956 the initials
HF stand for HIGH FIDELITY. Seems
that the compilers went through three
years' issues of this magazine, making
a careful index of all the material
to include in their 1200 -page reference
manual -and then somehow omitted
to decode the HF.
Clad to pass along the equivalence.
Incidentally, it's quite possible we
may do the same thing occasionally
ourselves. All the publication staff refer to Htctt FIDELITY as HF. This is
simpler and eliminates, for us, the possibility of confusion with the half
dozen or so publications that now
call themselves Hi -Fi.

Station KRFM in Fresno, Calif. advises
us that as of May 1 they were programing four hours a week of stereophonic music. Schedule is Sunday,
1:35 to 3:00 p.m.; Wednesday, 7:30
to 8:30 p.m.; Saturday, 8:00 to 9:25
p.m.
HIGH FIDELITY NfAGAZINE

ADDS OCTAVES TO YOUR SOUND SYSTEM
New Toroid Tweeter design lets the sound grow right out of the voice

disperses clean, brilliant highs through

a

coil...

full 100° angle! Developed by Bert

compact,
catty to

Berlant and the Stephens Trusonic engineering staff, the new Toroid Tweeter
adds octaves to your system. A distortion -free 5000 to 25000 cycles per second

brings you thrilling new treble clarity and transient response. Hear new realism

from your sound system. Try it -at your audio dealer's now.

Listen....you'll always hear more from:
'xv
1NT
8538 Warner Drive, Culver City, Colifolnia

S TE PI-I

S

coiv IC INC.

adjustable brillinnee
control network!

inelnll...

A worn needle
Duty of the Critic

ruins records

Sin:
I am writing you because I feel that
Alfred Frankenstein is performing an
inestimably valuable service to the
cause of modern music through your
HIGH FIDELITY reviews and because I
feel this service could be still more im-

Airade

Not as quickly as a spiked heel, but just as surely. Any needle that's been
played too long develops sharp edges that slowly slice away sound impressions.
By the time you can hear the damage your valuable records are ruined. What
can you do? Take your needle to your Fidelitone dealer and ask him to check
a Fidelitone Diamond. It gives you
it. If it's worn, ask him for the best
playing
time
than
hours
of
safe
record
any other type of needle. FREE
more
Fidelitone will send you complete information on record and needle care. Send
name and address to: Fidelitone, Record Care Booklet, Chicago 26, Illinois.

-

-

Fidelitone
"Best buy on records"

WIN AN EXPENSE FREE TRIP TO THE BRUSSELS WORLD'S FAIR
You and a guest can fly there non -stop aboard
a luxurious Lufthansa German Airlines Super

Star Constellation, unsurpassed for comfort and
service. Simply enter Fidelitone's "Name Your
Favorite Tune contest. George DeWitt, star of
TV's top musical quiz show, "Name That Tune"
(CBS -TV Tuesday evenings), and popular
Johnny Olsen may choose YOU! Get your contest entry blank today from nny good record
dealer where Fidelitone Phonograph Needles
are sold. There is no obligation. Do it today.

portant than it is. . .
I very rarely pass by one of his reviews in any issue and I always find
them exciting.
I aun beginning to wonder, though.
whether he ever hears a record of
modern music which is not in some
way or another (performance, recording, composition) "brilliant" or otherwise of the first importance. in any one
issue I am hard put to find a less than
favorable comment over his initials
and would be led to believe that every
record he reviews. virtually without
exception, is one that I should add to
my library. I am tempted to indent
here an A. F. Sampler, listing the
glowing comments in his reviews from
the latest issue -but he wrote them
and he knows.
I will confess that his enthusiasm is
contagious -I certainly owe to him
most of what little I know about modern music. I went out and bought
many of the records he raved about.
While the result may not have been
warmth of feeling equal to his, I nevertheless have come to know a good deal
of music I would otherwise not have
known.
But there are times when I firmly
draw the line. In the January 1958
issue he reviewed Stravinsky s Agon
and Canticum Sacrum, and said,
"Both compositions are instantly and
completely enchanting." Now I have
heard the Canticum Sacrum, performed in the flesh by the BSO, and I
most emphatically protest his statement. These compositions, or at least
the Canticum Sacrum, may become
enchanting after several hearings; but
I cannot believe that anyone, even
Mr. Frankenstein, could find the work
completely enchanting the first time
round. . .
In order to have a correct appreciation of contemporary music we, your
readers, must know what is bawl as
Continued on page 10
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ALLIED HI-FI CLEARANCF SALE
BIG SAVINGS

ON QUALITY COMPONENTS AND COMPLETE SYSTEMS
SAVE

$2405

_

SAVE

REG.

$1500
$49.50

SALE PRICE

$3450
REG. $139.50

SALE PRICE

$9995

KNIGHT KN -200 TUNER -PREAMP
Precision -designed deluxe preamplifier
combined with a highly sensitive FMAM tuner-complete control unit and
tuner in one case! Just add a good basic
amplifier and speaker for an outstanding
music system. Features: preornp control of tuner volume and tone; scratch
and rumble filters: loudness controls;
bass and treble controls; full equalization for all records: tuner filaments
switch off during phono use; FM dipole.
Handsome case, 4 %x13 %x9 34. Shpg.
tvt., 15 lbs.

915Z985. Reg. $139.50.

SAVE

SALE 599.95

knight

$650°

REG.

$124.00 SALE PRICE

KNIGHT KN -315 TUNER -AMPLFIER
The famous "I1ni- Fi
rninhining 15watt amplifier, sensitive FM -AM tuner
and versatile preamp in a single quality

"-

unit. Add only speaker and record

changer for a complete system. Ventures:
full 15 watt output, special switch for

converting from volume to loudness
control; bass, treble controls: 3- position
speaker selector switch; rumble and
scratch filters; AFC on FM with defeat
position for tuning weak stations; two
EL 84 power tubes; built -in antennas.
4%x15x10.Ç. Handsome case, 22 lbs.
915Z986. Reg. $124.00. SALE $99.95

KNIGHT KN -315 "Uni -Fi" Tuner- Amp -Preamp
UNIVERSITY Enclosure with UXC- 122 12" Speaker
GARRARD RC 121 -11 4 -Speed Changer with base

SALE PRICE

$19914

LP

Reg.
Reg.
Reg.

SALE PRICE

Wolnul or Blonde for speaker en-

YOU SAVE $6500

ORDER SYSTEM NO. 79PA927 (Shin. wt. 72

SASE ON

knight

SYSTEMS!

KNIGHT KN -200 FM -AM Tuner -Preamp
KNIGHT KN -1515 30 -Wolf Basic Amplifier
COLLARO RC -440 4 -Speed Changer with base

$26786
1

44090/

Specify choice of Mahogany,

SALE PRICE

Walnut or Blonde for speaker enclosure and changer base.

VOU SAVE $11000

ALLIED'S
LATEST BARGAIN SUPPLEMENT!
STEREO TAPE CATALOG!

L.

AUGUST

1958

ALLIED RADIO, Dept. 49 -HB

100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80, III.
Ship the following:

9152985.
91 52986.

Send FREE Supplement No. 175.

Send for both! Sec our latest Big Value
Supplement for the best buys in Hi -Fi

systems and components, stereo,
recorders, Public Address -bargains

Nome

everything in Electronics. Write also
for our complete catalog of latest Hi -Fi
Stereo Tapes. FREE -use coupon!

Address

in

j

$139.50
74.50
Reg.
64.86
Reg.
49.50
49.50
Reg.
$377.86
267.86

ORDER SYSTEM No. 79PA928 15hpg. wt. 112 lbs.l

FREE

.1L1.LU

Needle

...Reg.

REGULAR PRICE

Reg. $377.86

LP

Reg.

KNIGHT KN -1300 Klipsch Kit Prefinished Enclosure
KNIGHT KN -800 12" Three.Way Hi -Fi Speaker...

SALE PRICE

Ibs.)

RADIO -PHONO SYSTEM

Ready -To- Play...With G.E. Cartridge and Diamond

SAVE $11Ooo

10x21x32' deep. Shpg. wt., 43 lbs.
SALE $34.50

79DZ263 -C. Reg. $49.50.

$124.00
75.07
65.07
$264.14
199.14

Specify choice of Mahogany,
closure and changer base.

AVAILABLE

finished enclosure. Lock -miter joints
securely seal horn chamber without glue.
Adapter board supplied accommodates
tweeter or extra speaker. Available in
Mahogany, Walnut or Blonde. SPECIFY FINISH WHEN ORDERING.

Needle

REGULAR PRICE

EASY TERMS

KLIPSCH- DESIGNED ENCLOSURE KIT
Precision- designed Knight - IC lipsch pre finished corner speaker enclosure for 12'
speaker. Efficient. folded -horn uses walls
of room to greatly improve and extend
bass range. Requires only a screwdriver
for assembly into a beautiful furniture -

RADIO -PHONO SYSTEM

Ready -To- Ploy...With G.E. Cartridge and Diamond

Reg. $264.14

KNIGHT
KN -1300

$9995

City

79DZ263 -C.

79PA928.

79PA927.

S

enclosed.

Send FREE Stereo Tape Catalog

Zone

State

LETTERS
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" YOU

HAVE

well as what is good. We are, furthermore, going to grow sceptical when we
read review after review which leads
us to believe that the music in question is great or near great, the performance magnificent or brilliant, and
the recording not to be surpassed.
Would it not be advantageous for
Mr. Frankenstein to review a record
now and then, even one or so an issue,
which he does not like, did not enjoy,
does not approve, and, especially, music which he thinks unworthy? l think
it would; I think it would give your
readers a better rounded picture than
they must now have from reading his
reviews. . .
Can we not also know what is poor
music so we may better judge what is
fine?
Hugh \ran Dusen
New York, N. Y.

NEVER HEARD

ANYTHING SOUND
SO REAL

"

says Dr. Constantin Bakaleinikolt.
world reknown symphonic conductor
and Head Musical Director of R.K.O.
Motion Picture Studios for 17 years.
.

.

Se recorder

Discover the exciting realism of
recording and listening to your own
stereophonic tapes...sound so life-

like, you can almost "see" the performers. The new STERECORDER
captures and reproduces the actual
depth of anything you record. It is
the only complete fully stereophonic
recorder and playback in one compact unit.

THE FIRST COMPLETE

STEREOPHONIC
RECORDING
AND PLAYBACK

Today, hear a startling demonstration of "living sound" that goes
beyond high -fidelity... and beyond

SYSTEM IN ONE
LOW COST UNIT

"half -way" stereo units with only
monaural recording. Amazing low
cost! Ask your hi -fi dealer or write
for information.

tommiliommmete

STERECORDER Model #555

f.
""U'.iiiIg CT-'!i1

I

h

From rTotion
in

_

nnme

orlon pictures:

c

-

complete stereophonic recorder and
playback unit (monaural operation
also) ...includes 2 "built -in" matched
pre -amp and amplification channels,

hysteresis synchronous motor,
2 matched professional dynamic
microphones, 2 V.U. meters, and
many other professional features.
Mounted in rich portable leather -

vinyl

case.

/'.
8520 Tu I un 9 a Ave.,r

un

Valley,r California

10

Many thanks for your most delightful
letter, which HIGH FIDELITY bas forwarded. I am particularly interested in it because I recently sent Hlcn FIDELITY the
sourest hatch of reviews l have so far
written for that publication; I scarcely
liked anything.
If you will look back over my contributions to HIGH FIDELITY, I think you Nvill
find that I am likely to dismiss the trivialities Ivith a word or two but to dwell
at length on things that are worthwhile.
Space is limited, and it seems to me a
waste thereof to go into detail regarding
inadequate releases unless they are offered with great fanfare. This happens
seldom in the case of contemporary
music, on which I specialize so far as
HIGH FIDELITY is concerned. Consequently, it may look as if my contributions
to limn FIDELITY burble endlessly, but
that is not quite true.
So far as the two Stravinsky pieces are
concerned, all I can say is that I found
them instantly and completely enchanting when I heard then at the Los Angeles Festival performance which later
came out on the record, and I found that
the record bad preserved the qualities I
admired in the concert ball. No kidding.
-Alfred V. Frankenstein

Mr. Sheean's Opinion Disputed
Sin:
Your correspondent, Vincent Sheean.
is entitled to his opinions, but his bald
description of the Royal Festival Hall
as a "weird and inexplicable failure"
and his assertion "one can scarcely endure hearing any music there, it is so
distorted by brilliance," are simply not
true. The sound is certainly brilliant;
it can also, with adequate perform-

Continued on page 12
HICIi FIDELITY MACAZINE
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STEREO

AND
M ONAURAL

the
experts

say...
in HI -FI

the best buys are

5EIcOL7®

World- famous
EICO advantages
guarantee your complete satisfaction:

. Advanced engineering Finest quality components
"Beginner -Tested," easy step-by-step instructions
LIFETIME service & calibration guarantee
. IN STOCK
Compare, then take home any EICO
equipment -right "off the shelf' -from 1900 neighborhood EICO dealers. No mail delays, no high penalty
freight costs.

-

1

MONAURAL PREAMPLIFIERS (stack 2 for Stereo)
HF65; superb new design. Inputs for tape head, microphone, mag -phono cartridge

& hi -level sources. IM distortion 0.04% @ 2V out. Attractive "low silhouette"
design. HF65A Kit $29.95, Wired $44.95. HF65 (with power

supply) Kit $33.95. Wired $49.95.
HF61: "Rivals the most expensive preamos"

-

AUDIOCRAFT. HF61A Kit $24.95, Wired $37.95,

power supply) Kit $29.95. Wired $44.95.

Marshall,
(with

11161

MONAURAL POWER AMPLIFIERS
(use 2 for STEREO)
HF60: 60 -Watt Ultra Linear Power Amplifier with
Acro T0-330 Output

Transformer; wide band -width, virtually absolute stability & flawless transient response.
One of the best -performing amplifiers extant; an excellent buy..' AUDIOCRAFT Kit Report. Kit $72.95. Wired

$99.95. Matching Cover E -2 $4.50.
HF50: 50 -Watt Ultra Linear Power Amplifier with
extremely high quality Chicago Standard Output Trans former. Identical in every other respect to 11F60, same
specifications at 50 watts. Kit $57.95. Wired 587.95.
Matching Cover E -2 54.50.
HF35: 35 -Watt Ultra- Linear Power Amplifier version
of the 11F60 above. Kit $47,95. Wired $72.95.
HF30: 30 -Watt Power Amplifier employs 4 -EL84 high
Power sensitivity output tubes in pushpull parallel, Wib
liamson circuit, 20 db feedback, & high stability margin.
full -wave rectifiers for highly reliable power
2 -E281
supply. Unmatched value in mediumpower amplifiers.
Kit $39.95. Wired $62.95. Matching Cover E -3 53.95.
HF22: 22 -Watt Power Amplifier version of the HF60
above. Kit $38.95. Wired $61.95.
HF14: 14-Watt Power Amplifier of the HF81 above.
Kit $23.50. Wired $41.50,

MONAURAL INTEGRATED AMPLIFIERS

(use 2 for STEREO)
HFS2: 50 -Watt Integrated Amplifier with Complete
"front end" facilities & Chicago Standard Output Transformer. Ultra-Linear power amplifier essentially identical
to HFSO, "Excellent value"
Hirsch -Houck Labs.
Kit $69.95. Wired 5109.95. Matching Cover E -I $4.50.
HF32: 30-Watt Integrated Amplifier combines excellent HF30 power amplifier above with versatile Preamplifier featuring tape head & microphone inputs. scratch &
rumble filters, all amplifier facilities. Kit $57.95. Wired

-

-

$79.95. Matching Cover E -1 54.50.
HF12: 12 -Watt Integrated Amplifier provides coni
plete "front end" facilities & excellent performance for
any mediumpower application. "Packs a wallop"
POPULAR ELECTRONICS. Kit $34.95, Wired $57.95.
SPEAKER SYSTEMS (use 2 for STEREO)
HFS2: Natural bass '30 -200 cps via slot -loaded 12 -ft.
split conical bass horn. Middles & lower highs: front radiation from 81/2" edge -damped cone. Distortionless spike shaped super -tweeter radiates omnidirectionally. Flat
45-20.000 cps, useful 30.40,000 cps, 16 ohms. HWD 36 ",
15Ú4'. Il1/2" "Remarkable realism; eminently musical;
Holt. HIGH FIDELITY.
unusual suitability for stereo."
Completely factorybuilt Walnut or Mahogany. $139,95;
Blonde, $144.95.
HFS1: Bookshelf Speaker System, complete with factory-buill cabinet. Jensen B" woofer, matching Jensen
compression -driver exponential horn tweeter. Smooth
clean bass; crisp extended highs. 70. 12.000 cps range.
Capacity 25 w. 8 ohms. HWD: 11" x 23" x 9 ". Wiring time
15 min. Price $39.95.
FM TUNER
HFT90: surpasses wired tuners up to 3X its cost. Pre wired. preallgned, temperature compensated "front end"
drift -free. Precision "eye -Ironic" tuning. Sensitivity,
I.5 uy for 20 db quieting
6X that of other kit tuners.
Response 20- 20,000 cps ---1 db. K- follower & multiplex
outputs. "Drift absolutely absent; audio quality excellent; novel tuning quite effective.''
ELECTRONICS
ILLUSTRATED. Kit 939.95`. Wired $65.95-. Cover $3.95.

-

Stereo

Amplifier Preamp

-

HF81

Bookshelf
Monaural Integrated Amplifiers:
50, 30, 20, and 12 -Watt
(use 2 for Stereo)
attrara

-

Speaker System
HFSI

Speaker System HFS2

Monaural Preamplifiers:

36"

H it

151/4

W x 111/2" D

-

(stack
-

2

for Stereo)

EICO, 33.00 Northern Blvd., L. L C.

1

....¡:

:t.

Monaural Power Amplifiers:
60, 50. 35, 30, 22 and 14-Watt
(use 2 for Stereo)

1

-..1116

-

HF65, HF61

4

Over

-

-

HF20: 20Watt Integrated Amplifier complete with
finest preamp- control facilities, excellent output transformer that handles 34W peak power. Plus a full UltraLinear Williamson power amplifier circuit. "Well -engi
neered"
Slocklin, RADIO TV NEWS. Kit $49.95, Wired

FM Tuner HFT90

`! .

-

& controls any stereo source
tape, discs, broadcasts.
Distortion borders on unmeasurable. Self -powered. Works
with any 2 high -quality power amplifiers such as EICO
HF14, HF22, HF30, HF35, HF50, HF60. Available shortly.
HF81: Stereo Dual Amplifier- Preamplifier selects,
amplifies & controls any stereo source
tape, discs,
broadcasts
& feeds It thru self-contained dual 14W
amplifiers to a pair of speakers. Monophonically: 28
watts for your speakers; complete stereo preamp.
Ganged level controls, separate locus (balance) control,
independent full -range bass & treble controls for each
channel. Identical Williamson -type, push-pull EL84 power
amplifiers, excellent output transformers. "Low silhouette" construction. Kit $89.95. Wired $109.95, Incl. cover.

$89.95. Both include cover.

Stereo Preamplifier HESS

Y

STEREOPHONIC EQUIPMENT
Stereo Dual Preamplifier selects, preamplif its

MILLION FICO instruments in use throughout the world.

Aucusr 1958

1,

N. Y. HF

-

SHOW ME HOW TO SAVE 50% on 60
models of top quality equpment as
Hi -Fi
checked below.
Ham Gear.
Test Instruments
Send FREE literature & name of neighbor.
hood EICO dealer.
NAME
ADDRESS
STATE....
CITY

11.
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Continued from page 10
ance, be full and lush. The greatest
advantage of the hall is that all the
parts in a score are audible. This can
be a surprise to the listener and an
embarrassment to the players, but musically, it is an advantage.
The bare facts of bookings for the
hall, and attendances for the concerts
show how unrepresentative Mr. Sheean's opinions are. I have heard many
concerts there, and played in many
more [former principal oboist, London
Philharmonic Orchestra], and I can
assure your readers that the hall is
anything but a failure.
Tony Darby
Minneapolis, Minn.

Warped LPs
am dismayed at the number of
warped long -playing records that are
sent to record stores by the manufacturers. This situation is due mainly, I
believe, to the extreme "thinness" of
current LPs. Ever since RCA introduced the "Cruve -gard" (please spare
us any more of this pseudo-English)
records have gotten thinner and thinner -and more of them are warped.
My older thicker records are relatively
firm and almost entirely free of this
disease.
I am now afraid to buy
by mail because of the increased expense of returning defective warped
records, and I buy fewer records in
stores because I cannot find unwarped
records. Can you prod the manufacturers in any way to correct this situaI

GOODMANS

...

"The
Goodmans
speakers are

...

tion?

Dale W. Swami
Palo Alto, Calif.

one of the uniformly
best lines on the market today."

Lots of Nightingales

Audiospeaker Bulletin

Sin:

I, being a Stravinsky fan, have read
the review of Song of the Nightingale [May] as performed by Fritz
Reiner and the Chicago Symphony.
You stated this is the only recording
available of this work. Please let this
inform your readers that this is an
error. There are two other fairly recent
recordings of the work-one by Van
Beinum on Epic, and one by Ansermet
on London. Also Decca is releasing a
new recording of Song of the Nightingale coupled with yet another Firebird
Suite.
D. T. Weekes
Chicago, Ill.

Write for free 12
page brochure on
Goodmans extended
range loudspeakers,
multiple speaker
systems, speaker
enclosure kits and the
famous Goodmans
Acoustical Resistance
Units. We will also
send you the name of
your nearest dealer.

ROCKBAR
Rockbar Corp. Dept.

RG -20

Mamaroneck, N.

Y.

flffiltlftltffftfffffffff
Huai
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The best amplifiers
in high fidelity
bear this name -

THE FISHER
THE FISHER

The name "THE FISHER" on a power amplifier tells
LOOK CLOSELY!
you that it is the product of twenty -one years of high fidelity leadership.

distortion inaudible.

The clean tonal output of THE FISHER is the
result of advanced engineering. Power output is constant over the entire
audible range, without fall -off in the low bass tones or overemphasis in the
highs. Tremendous reserve power for orchestral peaks, and freedom from
overload relieve listener fatigue and add to the enjoyment of your system.

LISTEN CAREFULLY!

THE FISHER

THE FISHER 125 -AX
125 walls on regular program
material. Speaker outputs for 4, 8,
16 ohms and 70.7 volts.

WRITE TODAY FOR COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS

At1cl-sr 1958

44th DRIVE

100

power. ZMatic Variable Damp
ing Factor Control.
$119.50

speaker impedances. Conservative construction throughout assures every
owner virtually unlimited years of trouble -free, dependable service.

21 -25

$179.50

30 watts; 70 watts of reserve peak

Whatever your needs, the FISHER amplifier you select
JUDGE WELL!
will meet your requirements perfectly. Terminal connections match all

FISHER RADIO CORPORATION

200

60 watts; 160 wafts of reserve
peak power. IM and harmonic

$229.50

Slightly Higher in the For West

LONG ISLAND CITY I, N. Y.

1:3

ou

the
difference

FAIR

T1u
hau Counter

LD
stereo

cartri gre
model

The owner of a Fairchild Stereo Cartridge takes justifiable pride in its possession, for it reflects
in tangible form a quarter century's consistent policy of building up to a high quality standard
cost remaining a secondary consideration.
He is sure that the new Model 232 Stereo Cartridge is an investment in the finest record
reproduction -both stereo and monaural. He knows that its superb performance is the natural
result of advanced engineering -the very same engineering which produced the first Stereo
cartridge ever demonstrated to the public (December 1957). Its phenomenal tracking ability,
absence of distortion, and gentle treatment of records, are taken for granted by the Fairchild
owner, although they are often a revelation to those accustomed to ordinary cartridge performance. Its transparent, shimmering sound quality, so faithful to the original, as well as its full
range channel separati3n, are further evidence of Fairchild's engineering leadership.
Therefore, he is not surprised to learn that many major recording studios are using Fairchild
cartridges to test the quality of Stereo and other high fidelity recordings. His pride of ownership,
in short, stems from the added satisfaction which only a quality product can provide, and from
his secure knowledge that the name Fairchild is synonymous with integrity of manufacture.
Price of this superbly engineered cartridge.. $49.50.
Hear the Stereo 232 at your hi-fl dealer. Write for booklet K -i, the complete Stereo Disc Story.
FAIRCHILD RECORDING EQUIPMENT COMPANY
10-40 45th Ave., L. I. C. 1, N. Y.

-

Fairchild "Sound of Quality" Components include:
cartridges, amts, turntables, pre -amplifiers and amplifiers.

14
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the o

it's worth

The Knight -Kit 18 -watt AMPLIFIER
features a printed- circuit switch and
two printed -circuit boards for ease of
construction. It has eight inputs. seven
equalization settings. bass and treble
tone controls, and volume control.
Claims: 0.5% distortion at 18 watts
output; hum level better than 60 db
below rated output; frequency response of 20 cps to 30 kc, ± 1 db, at
18 watts output. Styling is in gray and
black. Stock No. at Allied is 83 ]:\
786; price is S39.95.
A series of ducted -port SPEAEEn
ENCLOSURIts with removable bases
permitting horizontal or vertical arrangement has been added to the Norelco line of hi -fi products. They're designed primarily for Norelco speakers.
but are equally usable with other
types. Models (the FRS I, FRS II, and
FRS HI) range in price from $31.60
to $119.95 depending on finish.
The American Microphone Manufacturing Company has recently issued
a new CATALOGUE describing its full
line of products. including mikes for
tape recording, broadcast, public address. and general purposes. as well
as handsets, phono cartridges and
arms, mobile equipment, and accessories. Free on request.
From Electro- Voice: the Musicaster
portable SPF.AKER SYSTEM, suitable
for both indoor and outdoor use. It
weighs jest 2:3 lb.. anti measures 21!_
by 21% by 8% in. Price is $48.
The Bell Model 2521 TUNER-AMPLIFIER combines an FM -AM tuner
and a 15 -watt amplifier on one chassis.
An Electronic Tuning Bar indicates
accuracy of hming: a broken bar of
light comes together as the signal gets
stronger. Controls included are for
tuning, bass, treble, selector, volume.
and loudness. Sensitivity on FM is
said to be 3.5 µv for 20 db s /n, and
6µv for 30 db s /n; AM sensitivity is
stated as 20 µv for 20 db s /n. Frequency response claimed is 20 to
20,000 cps ± I db on FM, 20 to 5,000
cps ±-3 db on AM, and 20 to 20,000
cps ± 0.5 db in the amplifier. $149.95.
HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE

FisHEA

QUALITY ON TRIAL! Beginning with the preliminary checking of
every phase of operation, and culminating in the final test, each
FISHER instrument is on trial. Only after it has successfully passed
more than thirty testing stations, can the unit be approved. The test
engineer, who checks and rechecks these instruments, is making
MUSIC -for his standards are your guarantee of quality.

The tests and inspections to which FISHER instruments are subjected assure the same precision operation in your home as in the
laboratory, and every instrument we make meets these high standards.

THE FISHER "400" reflects typical FISHER quality. A universal,
self -powered STEREOPHONIC Master Audio Control and Preamplifier, the "400" is a unit of such versatility you can use it in
an almost unlimited number of stereo and monaural applications.

THE FISHER Y0o
Two -circuit Rumble Filter.
16
9 controls.
-knob Channel
4 output jacks.
Volume -Balance Control.
Complete equalize
Chassis,
lion and Loudness Contour controls.
$169.50
Slightly Higher in the For West

input jacks,

1

WRITE TODAY FOR COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS

WPM
FISHER RADIO CORPORATION

AucusT 1958

21 -25

44th DRIVE

ONG ISLAND CITY I, N. Y.
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Jensen LOOK OF FASHION
(

t

New standard for

hi-fi performance...

JENSEN DS-I00 DUAL 3 -WAY SYSTEM
WITH THE NEW

ensen
STEREO DIRECTOR*

The DS -100 dual stereo unit, in the popular lowboy, is the answer to the buyer's demand for a
complete stereo reproducer in one cabinet. This
handsomely styled loudspeaker system provides
two completely independent 3 -way speaker systems with 12" Flexair woofers (total of 6 speakers) which can be used together for superior
spread source monophonic sound, as well as
stereo. The two Sterco Directors, each having an
8 inch mid-channel and compression driver h -f
unit, allow flexibility in cabinet placement with
maximum effectiveness in aiming the sound to
the favored listening area. Crossover frequencies 600 and 4000 cycles. 32" H., 52" W.. 181/4"
D. Available in Walnut, Tawny Ash and
Mahogany.

369.60

Net Price
e`+

NEW TP -260 TRI -PLEX II 3 -WAY SYSTEM
This latest version of the Jensen Tri -Plcx reproducer incorporates the extreme bass capability of the 15" Flexair woofer, in combination with advances in midchanncl and supertweeter design. This beautiful unit outperforms any speaker system of comparable size or
cost. Excellent for superb monophonic reproduction or as one side of a stereo system.
Response range, 16 cycles to beyond audibility. Crossover frequencies. 400 and 4000 cycles.
Components available also in kit form (see KT -34). 301/2" H., 341/2" W., 181/4" D

294.60

Net Price

BF-200 CABINET FOR 16" SYSTEMS

Bass- Superflcx cabinet only as used for TP -250 Reproducer. Ideal for any 15" speakers or
systems. 301/2" H., 341/2"" W.. 181/4" D. Available in Walnut. Tawny Ash and Mahogany.

Net Price

129.76

JENSEN SS -I00 3 -WAY SYSTEM

enSen
STEREO DIRECTOR*

Space speakers, suit decor
...always perfect stereo.

Equivalent in performance to onesection of the DS -100
Dual Stereo system, this elegant model includes Sterco
Director Chassis and 12" Flcxair woofer in the Jensen
Bass- Superftex enclosure for smooth coverage of the
range from 20 to 15,000 cycics. Adequately driven to
normal room levels with a 10 watt amplifier. Two SS -100's
are ideal for stereo in the difficult -to- arrange living room,
assuring perfect sound in the favored listening area. 32"
H., 21" W 181,t" D. Available in Walnut, Tawny Ash
and Mahogany.

Perfect stereo
wherever you listen, even
With adjacent wall layout.

Net Price

179.95

ABOUT JENSEN'S NEW FLEXAIR WOOFER
The new Jensen Flexair Woofers are designed to extend bass response down to very low frequencies.
They have highly -damped superlow resonance at the very bottom of the audio range -16 to 20 cycles.
They have an exceptional degree of linearity and are capable of a total movement of ". In even a relatively small Bass- Superfex enclosure, they deliver their extreme low -frequency performance with a new
low in distortion.
1

HOW THE NEW JENSEN STEREO DIRECTOR WORKS
Jensen acoustic research in o great many living rooms
proves you need the highest possible ratio of direct
sound to generally reflected sound from each speaker
system for best stereo effect in the favored listening
area. In other words, the speakers should beam the
sound an such as possible directly toward you. Ordinarily this would mean twisting the cabinet at on

ugly ongle.

tPi.Jn,x aoolicd

-.

Jensen STEREO DIRECTOR

solved the problem this way:
A. The speaker system is divided into two sections
I. The directional elements
which can be independent of the enclosure,
2. The nondirectional ele-

...

ment (woofer) which

Wr.

needs.the acoustic

...

Wo assemble all the directive elements on o STEREO
DIRECTOR chassis, arranged
to be rotatable.
C. We put the STEREO DIRECTOR on top of the acoustic
8.

yenclosure
ou

so

it co

point to

independently of the

enclosure placement.

enclosure.
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TAKES THE LEAD IN SOUND...
Challenging comparison with speakers of any size.. at any price!
FOR MONOPHONIC... FOR STEREOPHONIC SOUND
.

The New JENSEN "FLAIR LINE" FURNITURE
With the aid of nationally known furniture designers and
interior decorators, Jensen conducted a comprehensive research on buyer preferences and trends in furniture styles,
woods and finishes. The result is the high -fashion, livingwise "Flair Line ", a sculptured transitional style with
warmth, grace and interesting details, and a high degree of
compatibility with existing pieces. Illustrated here in \Valnut
with Rattan, all new Flair Line pieces are also available
in Tawny Ash and Mahogany with complementary grille
fabrics.

-200 Yar.hlwt i.uiprn.nl CbIn.HN.I prl..-.

266.60

JENSEN SS -200 "CUSTOM" 4 -WAY SYSTEM
WITH THE NEW_en6en

J

Director principle even allows
adjacent wall placement
for stereo. Impossible with
conventional systems-

STEREO SINES roR

Stereo Director sends the sound straight to you regardless of cabinet location, A
easy access to the Stereo Director for instant directional adjustment. This 4 -way system consists of a unique 15 -inch Flexair high compliance
superlow resonance woofer in a Bass -Superflex enclosure for response down to 16
cycles, plus (on Stereo Director chassis) special 8 -inch upper bass unit, compression driver horn -loaded mid -channel, and a new phase correcting supertweeter unit for
response beyond audibility. Crossover frequencies 200, 400 and 4000 cycles. 361/2"
H., 321/" \V., 23" D. Available in Walnut, Tawny Ash, and Mahogany

lift top permits

439.50

Net Price

NEW JENSEN CN -100 3 -WAY SYSTEM
A new 12" 3 -way system, the CH-100 reproducer gives a new small -scaled
fine furniture look to the hi -ft speaker, ideally suited to small living spaces.
The 12" Flexair superlow resonance woofer in Bass-Superflex enclosure
gives full bass response to a low 20 cycles. Special 8 -inch mid -channel and
RP -103 h -f unit assure smooth clean response to 15,000 cycles. Crossover
frequencies 600 and 4000 cycles. 32" H., 21" W., 181/2" D. Available in
Walnut, Tawny Ash, and Mahogany.
Net Price
149.60

wT -esa
Ud run
end. Trl -alt

m.ka

handsome
little lowboy

BF -100 ENCLOSURE FOR 12" SYSTEMS
In up- to- the -minute "Flair Line' styling, the BF-100 cabinet

is ideal for all
12" speakers, and system kits including those with Flexair 12" woofers.
Incorporates new acoustical design with tube -loaded port for unusual extension of the -f range. Available in Walnut, Tawny Ash and Mahogany.
1

Net Price

1

I
I

"

Stands on end to meal

'(N° °tly° nn°lshed
° "'r°"' °n"

69.60

all tour eldest)

Big Speaker Bass
JENSEN'S AMAZING TIR-10 TRI -ETTE
Sophisticates Choice in 3 -Way Components

in Smallest Space

34.

Conversation -Piece Flair Styling To Grace The Living Space
Heart of the Tri -ette is the new Flcalr I'_° woofer with ils superlow free -air resonance

of 20 cycles and
high damping. In conjunction with the flew Bass -Superflcx enclosure, useful response down to 25 cycles is
attained with the lowest distortion ever measured on such a small reproducer. Cabinet is extra rigid with
Fiberglass lining. Special 8 -inch midchannel handles the range from 600 to 4,000 cycles. through L -C
crossover network. RP -103 Tweeter carries the response from 4,000 to 15,000 cycles. 131/2" H., 25" W.,
111/2" D. Choice of \Valnut, Tawny Ash and Mahogany. Net Price ....114.60
(Specify Walnut,
ST -944 Stand*. For floor use. Places top of cabinet 28" above floor.
Tawny
or
ST -945 Bases. For table or shelf,

THE TWO STEREO DIRECTORS
A pair of these rotatable Director assemblies are
used in the DS -I00 Dual 3 -way System (illustrated above), a single assembly in the SS -1110,
mounted on the shelf above the Flexair woofer
enclosure.

s

c,,

Ser d for your copy of Bulletin

AUGUST

1958

J11-1

Net Price
Net Price

Ash

12.96

Mahogany finish.)

6:46

FOR 3 -WAY, FOR 4 -WAY SYSTEMS
Used in the SS -200 Custom 4 -way System.
Cabinet lid lifts for directional adjustments. S"
upper base unit. new midchannel and phase
corrected supertweelvr for the frequency range
:,hove 200 cycles.

Jensen STEREO DIRECTOR lets
you place the speakers wherr decor dictates. square to
the wall for best appearance.
You so ad the sound to you- inetantly adjust for best stereo listening without moving cabinet.

ensen

MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Division of Th. Mule/ Company
6601 SOUTH LARAMIE, CHICAGO 31. ILLINOIS
1,. CI,-.o:ir, .:. R. Longstoffe Co., Ltd, Toronto
In Me.¢o: Rodios Y T,deeii, on. S. A., Mexico D.F.

which describes the Jensen STEREO DIRECTOR and other new Jensen firsts

ìn

speakers.
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Enjoy stereo high fidelity now or plan for

it later using the versatile ALTE[ 344A
Quartet
monaural amplifier.
e

With the ALTEC 344A the conversion to stereo
is simple and inexpensive. All you need is

ALTEC's ingenious, new

t

S40

Master Stereo Control and a

Quartet amplifier.

second

The remarkable ALTEC Master Stereo Control, priced at just $12.00,
simply plugs in to the 344. It provides master channel control for both
Quartet amplifiers which can be used together for 40 watt stereo high
fidelity from tape, records or radio, or singly for 20 watt monaural play.
If you already own an ALTEC 344A Quartet you can use it for stereo
conversion anytime. All Quartets have been pre- engineered to
accept the ALTEC S40 Master Stereo Control.
You have all of these control

features for each channel
with the ALTEC 344A Quartet
stereo amplifier system.

-

Inputs
V.R. phono, tape deck, microphone, radie
tuner, tape machine, high level phono.
Six

Four Major Source Volume Controls allow you to pre -set
and balance the level of any major program material and

change from input to input or turn the power on and off

without readjustment.
0.0. powered program indicator lights for completely
hum-free operation.
Position Contour Control for undistorted listening with.
out loss of extreme high and low frequencies at low
4

Learn how you can
convert simply and
inexpensively to stereo
high fidelity with the
S40 Master Stereo
Control at your local
ALTEC dealer or write:

levels.
Separate bass and treble controls.
Three Position independent rumble and scratch filters.

-

provided so material from any
input may be selected for recording.

Tape Recording Output

Guaranteed Performance Specifications: 20- 22.000 cps
range, 20 watts (40 peak), 135 db gain, 32 de bass control range, 35 db treble tone control range.

Prices: S40 Master Stereo Control $12.00
344A Quartet $111.00
Walnut, blond, or mahogany cabinet $19.50

ALTE[
LANSING CORPORATION

ALTEC LANSING CORPORATION, Dept. 8H
1515

S.

Manchester Avenue, Anaheim, California

161 Sixth Avenue, New York 13, New York

12.20
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Listening in the Dark is not, as its
title might imply, a study of that
contemporary phenomenon, recorded
"mood" or "calling young lovers" music, but a Harvard zoology professor's
textbook on the "acoustic orientation of
bats and men." If you think of Vespertilionidae, common bats, only as
belfry denizens or winged vermin, you
are in for one of the surprises of your
life when Donald R. Griffith demonstrates them to be masters of ultrasonics who can completely shame human
engineers by their command of frequency-modulated pulse techniques
and whose aural acuities make those
of the keenest-eared hi -fi fans seem obtuse. I know few scholarly studies in
any field which I've read with more
consistently exciting and rewarding
pleasure, for Griffith writes with quite
unprofessorial verve and lucidity, as
well as with authority based on direct
observation and indefatigable experimentation. From him one learns that
bats (and certain birds, fishes, and
other creatures) miraculously have
evolved capacities for maneuvering in
complete darkness and over immense
distances which far surpass those of
our most advanced electronic and
acoustical technologies, which even to
measure and analyze still baffle those
technologies, and which-most significantly of all -may eventually serve
as effectively as models for man -made
guidance devices for the blind as they
already have for guided missile systems. In short, Listening in the Dark
is one of those rare path -breaking
masterpieces which explore the deep
mysteries of nature that science even
today is just beginning to comprehend
but still scarcely hopes to "solve" (Yale
University Press, $7.50).
The Way of a Conductor: His Origins, Purposes and Procedures. Like
many of his fellow baton wielders,
Karl Krueger writes stiltedly, often
lapsing into sheer metaphysics; he seldom penetrates into the basic aesthetics of orchestral interpretation; and he
abstains from controversial criticism of
current celebrities. But there still is a
great deal here- especially on the historical evolution of the conductor's
role and on the emergence of the modern orchestra as an incredibly complex organism -which every serious
listener can read with interest and
considerable profit. Following his
somewhat meandering historical sur-

Continued on next page
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STROMBERG -CARLSON RF -480

NEW

8

-INCH TRANSDUCER

INTE GRITY
IN MUSIC
permits no idleness in
research. Thus, we are
alert to the new and the
better. The genesis of
the SLIMLINE resulted
from a startling new development in transducer
design -the barium ferrite ceramic magnet.
"Barite" has 2x the
coercive force of Alnico

"BARITE" CERAMIC

MAGNET CREATES THE

SLIMLINF
SPEAKER

...

a

V- reduces

revolutionary new

magnet

length 50%. The result,
in the new 8 -inch RF480: a SLIMLINE 3inch depth.
"Barite" ceramic magnets are the finest permanent magnets available today. You'll find
them soon in other,
larger Stromberg- Carlson
speakers. Look for the
SLIMLINE identified by
chromed frame, black
magnet structure, and
red cone. But the important differences are
apparent only to the ear.
Hear them for yourself.

look in high fidelity
speakers

1

RF-480 SPECIFICATIONS

POWER -HANDLING CAPACITY: 18 watts peak.
EFFECTIVE FREQUENCY RANGE: 30 to 17.000
cps for I0:1 average loudness range re. 32 soner (90
phons). 52 to 12,000 cps for
5:1 average loudness range
re. 32 sons (90 phons). I.
M. DISTORTION: 200 cps
and 7.000 cps at 2.8 volts,
1:1 ratio, an instantaneous
power input of 4 watts: 3.9%.

POWER RESPONSE:

Within the effective frequency range of from 30 to 17.000 cps. the integrated power response (PWLI is flat
within 4 db from 62 to 6400
cps. DISPERSION: 100°
Test Signal. constant amplitude noise Imnd, 1 kc to
20 kc. The intensity at the
outer limits of the 100 degree solid angle is within 10
db of the intensity on axis.
FREE AIR RESONANCE:
80 cps, ±5 cps. MAXIMUM FLUX DENSITY

-

*

Speaker shown here actual size!
Note distinctive red cone

IN MAGNET STRUCTURE: 17.000 gauss. FLUX
DENSITY IN AIR GAP:

10,000 gauss. TOTAL
FLUX IN AIR GAP: 29.700 lines. NOMINAL IMPEDANCE: 8 ohms. DIMENSIONS: Diameter

"There is nothing finer

than

5-c

a

31,5,1

STROMBERGÑ
CARLS ON
DiViSION
GENERAL

GD

OF

1419

N.

GOODMAN STREET

ROCHESTER 3, N. Y.

ELECTRONIC AND COMMUNICATION PRODUCTS FOR HOME, INDUSTRY ANO DEFENSE
ING

HIGH

FIDELITY

CONSOLES;

SCHOOL,

-

Depth"; Weight
-2
Its. PRICE: $24.95
(Zone U.
&h2 ";

Stromberg- Carlson"

SOUND,

INTERCOM

AND

PUBLIC

...

ADDRESS

INCLUDSYSTEMS

10

BOOKS IN REVIEW
Continued from preceding page

In terms of balancing
sensitivity with stability,
dependability and simplicity
of operation ...there is
NOTHING MORE DESIRABLE

than a N EWCOM B

vet's, Krueger provides useful analyses
of specific performance problems (liberally illustrated with miniature-score
reproductions) as well as the still more
practical ones of orchestral seating arrangements, sonority and color blending- and -contrasting difficulties, and

the proper evaluation of transcriptions.
Unfortunately, however, phonophiles
will look in vain for any discussion of
recording sessions and their special
problems (Scribner, $3.95).

The Gold in Tin Pan Alley starts
out as another routine anecdotal history of popular music in America, but
when Hazel Meyer gets down to her
main subject, the completely zany
"pops biz" itself, she is superb. I wish
she had been less discreet in her scrupulously objective accounts of the bitter battles between ASCAP and BMI,
and between Petrillo and the world;
but she is fascinatingly candid on the
scarcely less controversial topics of
disc jockeys, a R r men, "payola,"
copyright complications, and other
agonizing problems of present-day
song writers and publishers. In particular, her lively book is required
reading for every amateur lyricist or
composer who is sure that his Ms is
a potential hit. How hit songs and
recordings actually do come about is
a disillusioning, but here irresistibly
comic story, recounted with obvious
gusto and no less obvious inside au-

thority (Lippincott,

$3.95).

The Memoirs of Carl Flesch, the great
violinist and violin pedagogue (1873
1944) are likely, even at this late date,
to set many famous fiddlers (and conductors too) squirming uncomfortably in their beds, or graves. I know
of no other musical autobiography
quite as candid in its evaluations of
the talents of the author's colleagues
-and, for that matter, of his own.
Flesch's claim of complete objectivity
must be taken with some grain of
salt, yet he does seem almost inhumanly free from malice and, except
possibly in the case of Huberman, bis
judgments have been largely confirmed by most more detached critics
and connoisseurs. At any rate, Flesch
offers some of the most penetrating
analyses of musical performance and
personalities to be found anywhere in
the literature. And for good measure
he throws in many such provocative
jeux d'esprit as, to cite almost at random, "The mentality of conductors is
-

compact 200

AM -FM

tuner

If

listening to good music is one of the principal interests in your home, the Newcomb
Compact 200 is designed specifically for you. The 200 combines brilliant performance
with proven -in -use dependability, freedom from gimmicks, and neat harmonious styling.
Virtually free from distortion and hum, the Newcomb 200 has an optimum, measured
FM sensitivity of 2 microvolts for 30 db of quieting. Utmost stability is assured by snap -in
automatic frequency control and temperature controlled oscillators. The Compact 200
has a multiplex jack, up to 10 volts from a cathode follower output permitting remote
placement up to 200 feet from amplifier, and unsurpassed conventional tuning eye. All of
this beautifully balanced engineering is dressed in a gold -toned cabinet measuring just
121/2 "x 4'/s "x 9 ". Listen carefully and inspect the Newcomb Compact 200 closely before
you decide on the tuner you plan to live with. Enlightened comparators choose Newcomb
8 times out of 10. The 200 is not available to every dealer. Write for the name of the
Selected Newcomb Specialist nearest you.

N E W C O M B AUDIO PRODUCTS CO., 6824 Lexington Avenue, Hollywood 38, California
Hollywood's leading producer of home sound equipment since 1937
DEPT. W-S

Continued on page 26
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stereo
tape deck kit
HE

ATHK IT

MODEL TR ID

$14395

stereo equipment
cabinet kit
CENTER SECTION MODEL SE -1

SPEAKER WING MODEL SC -IL or
Enjoy the wonder of Stereophonic sound ir,
your own homef Precision engineered for fine per-

--

formance, this tape deck provides monaural -record /playback and stereo playback. Tape mechanism is supplied complete. You build only the
preamplifier. Features include two printed circuit boards -low noise EF-86 tubes in
input stages -mic and hilevel inputs -push -pull bias -erase oscillator for lowest noise
level -two cathode follower outputs, one for each stereo channel- output switch for
instantaneous monitoring from tape while recording. VU meter and pause control for
editing. Tape speeds 3% and 7,4 IPS. Frequency response *2 db 40. 12.000 CPS at 7%
IPS. Wow and flutter less than .3%. Signal-to-noise 55 db at less than 1% total harmoni c
distortion. NARTB playback equalization. Make your own high quality recordings for
many pleasant listening hours.

Beautifully designed. this stereo equipment cabinet has
ample room provided for an AM.FM tuner -tape deck
preamplifier
record changer
recamplifiers
ord storage and speakers. Constructed of %- solid.
core Philippine mahogany or select birch plywood,
beautifully grained. Top has shaped edge and sliding
top panel. Sliding doors for front access. Mounting
panels are supplied cut to fit Heathkit units with extra
blank panels for mounting your own equipment. Easyto-assemble, all parts are precut and predrilled. In.
eludes all hardware, glue. legs, etc. and detailed instruction manual. Speaker wings and center unit can
be purchased separately if desired. Overall dimensions
with wings 8Y W. x 3T H. x 20' D. Send for free details.

TUNER KIT
HEATHKIT
MODEL PT -1

88995

Here is a deluxe combination
AM -FM tuner with all the advanced design features required
by the critical listener. Ideal for
stereo applications since AM
and FM circuits are separate and
individually tuned. The 16 -tube
tuner uses three circuit boards
for easy assembly, Prewired and
prealigned FM front end. AFC
with on /off switch -flywheel
tuning and tuning meter.

HEATHKIT

HEATHKIT
MODEL W -7M

This unique two- channel control center provides all controls
necessary in stereo applications.
Building block design lets you
buy basic single channel now
and add second snap -in channel

later for stereo without rewiring.
12 inputs each with level con
trot -NARTB tape equalization
-8 dual concentric controls in

eluding loudness controls
built-in power supp.y.

-

-

WATT HI -FI
AMPLIFIER KIT
12

AMPLIFIER KIT

®5695

-

.

55 WATT HI -FI

STEREO PREAMPLIFIER KIT
MODEL SP -2

-

-

i
DELUXE AM -FM

R

$14995
s3996 ea.

HEATHKIT

85495
offered -a

MODEL UA -I

First time ever
55watt basic hi -fi amplifier tor $1
per watt. Features EL-34 push
pull output tubes. Frequency re-

sponse 20 CPS to 20 KC with
less than 2/ harmonic distortion at full output throughout this
range. Input level control and
"on -off" switch provided on
front panel. Unity or maximum
damping factors for all 4, 8 or 16
ohm speakers.

s2196

Ideal for stereo applications. this
12watt power package represents an outstanding dollar
value. Uses 6805 /EL34 push pull output tubes. Less than 2%

total harmonic distortion

throughout the entire audio
range (20 to 20.000 CPS) at full
12.watt output. Designed for use
with preamplifier models WAP2 or SP -1. Taps for
ohm speakers.

4. 8

and 16

For complete information on above kits -Send for FREE FLYER.
HEATH COMPANY
Aucusr 1958

a

subsidiary

aystrom, Inc.

Benton Harbor 8, Mich.
01

easy-to -build

high quality

Look ...

how simply you can
assemble your very own high fidelity
system! Fun -filled hours of shared

pleasure, and an everlasting sense
of personal accomplishment are
just a few of the rewards. Heathkits
cost you only HALF as much as
ordinary equipment and the quality
is unexcelled. Let us show you
how easy it really is!

...

Step -by -Step
Assembly
(y( Pulall

a .001

pfddlst condenser from sotkst

Jug oil INS). Cet tae
leads so that they are Just long enotgh SO
reach and dress the condenser close to caaasi.. over the wire. already present.

el

I

(NS) to

t,ouna

xn
connect
yellow) from sorta 07 IS) Il) to 6e (NSJ.
Mount aa cinse to the socket as possible.
a

170

re

or (yeltom.vtoiM.

Instructions

-

_

_

...

Read the step
perform the operation

.. and

check it off

-

it's just that simple)
The plainly -worded,
easy -to- follow steps
cover every assembly
operation.

HEATHKIT

Easy -to- follow

Pictorial
Diagrams

.

.

Detailed pictorial
diagrams in your Heathkit
construction manual
show where each and
every wire and part is
to be placed.

Learn -by -doing
Experience
For All Ages

.

.

Kit construction is not
only fun -but it is

educotionoltool You
learn about radio,
electronic parts and

circuits as you build
your own equipment.

Top Quality

Name -Brand
Components
Used in All Kits...
Electronic components

bookshelf 12 -watt
amplifier kit

MODEL EA -2

NEW

$2795

There are many reasons why this attractive amplifier is a tre.
mendous dollar value. You get many extras not expected at this
price level. Rich, full range. high fidelity sound reproduction
with low distortion and noise ... plus "modern styling, making it suitable for use in the open. on a bookcase. or end table.
Look at the features offered by the model EA -2: full range fre
quency response (20-20,000 CPS ± I di)) with less than 1%
distortion over this range at full 12 watt output -its own built -in
preamplifier with provision for three separate inputs, mag
phono, crystal phono, and tuner -RIAA eoualization- separate
bass and treble lone controls- special hum control -and its
easy-to- build. Complete instructions and pictorial diagrams
show where every part goes. Cabinet shell has smooth leather
texture in black with inlaid gold design. Front panel features
brushed gold trim and buff knobs with gold inserts. For a real
sound thrill the EA -2 will more than meet your expectations.
Shpg. WI. IS lbs.

used in Heathkits come
from well -known manu-

facturers with established
reputations. Your
assurance of long life
and trouble -free service.

TIME PAYMENTS AVAILABLE
ON ALL HEATHKITS
WRITE FOR FULL DETAILS
HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE

www.americanradiohistory.com

HEATHKIT

chairside enclosure kit

NEW

This beautiful equipment enclosure will
make your hi -fi system as attractive as any
factory -built professionally- finished unit. Smartly designed for maximum flexibility and compactness consistent with attractive appearance, this enclosure is intended to house the AM and FM tuners
(BC -1A and FM -3A) and the WA -P2 preamplifier, along with the
majority of record changers, which will fit in the space provided.
Adequate space is also provided for any of the Heathkit amplifiers
designed to operate with the WA -P2. During construction the tilt-out
shelf and lift -top lid can be installed on either right or left side as desired. Cabinet is constructed of sturdy, veneer -surfaced furniture grade plywood %" and '/." thick. All parts are precut and predrilled
for easy assembly. Contemporary available in birch or mahogany,.
traditional in mahogany only. Beautiful hardware supplied to match
each style. Dimensions are 18" W x 24" H x 35%" D. Shpg. Wt. 46 lbs.

CE -IC Mahogany
CE -1 CB Birch

CONTEMPORARY

Be sure to specify

CE -1T Mahogany

TRADITIONAL

model you prefer

$439

each

P

,t-,,,,JJ1111.T

I

HEATHKIT

HEATHKIT

high fidelity FM tuner kit

broadband AM tuner kit

tuner is your least
expensive source of high fidelity material. Efficient circuit design
features stablized oscillator circuit to eliminate drift after warm -up
and broadband IF circuits assure lull fidelity with high sensitivity. All
tunable components are prealigned so it is ready for operation as soon
as construction is completed. The edge- illuminated slide rule dial is
clearly numbered for easy tuning. Covers complete FM band from
88 to 108 mc. Shpg. Wt. 8 IDS.

This tuner differs from an ordinary AM radin in that it has been de
signed especially for high fidelity. A special detector is incorporated
and the IF circuits are "broadbanded" for low signal distortion. Sensitivity and selectivity are excellent and quiet performance is assured
by a high signalto -noise ratio. All tunable components are prealigned
before shipment. Incorporates automatic volume control, two outputs.
and two antenna inputs. An edge -lighted glass slide rule dial allows
easy tuning. Your "best buy" in an AM tuner. Shpg. Wt. 9 lbs.

MODEL FM -3A $25.95 (with cabinet)

MODEL BC -1A $25.95 (with cabinet)

For noise and static free sound reception, this FM

HEATHKIT

master control preamplifier kit

pioneer In
"do -lt- yourself"
electronics

HEATH
AUCUST

1958

Designed as the "master control" for use with any of the Heathkit
Williamson -type amplifiers. the WA -P2 provides the necessary compensation, tone, and volume controls to properly amplify and condition a
signal before sending it to the amplifier. Extended frequency response of
IX db from 15 to 35,000 CPS will do full justice to the finest program
material. Features equalization for LP, RIAA, AES, and early 78 records.
Five switch -selected inputs with separate level controls. Separate bass
and treble controls, and volume control on front panel. Very attractively
styled, and an exceptional dollar value. Shpg. Wt. 7 lbs.

MODEL WA -P2 $19.75 (with cabinet)
F%)rbsidiary of Daystrom,

COMPANY

Inc.

BENTON HARBOR

B,

MICHIGAN
0:3

HEATHKIT 25 -WATT
MODEL W -5M

-

HEATHKIT

high fidelity amplifier kits

To provide you with an amplifier of top-flight performance,
yet at the lowest possible cost. Heath has combined the
latest design techniques with the highest quality materials
to bring you the W -5M. As a critical listener you will thrill
to the near -distortionless reproduction from one of the
most outstanding high fidelity amplifiers available today.
The high peak -power handling capabilities of the W -5M
guarantee you faithful reproduction with any high fidelity
system. The W -5M is a must if you desire quality plus
economy! Note: Heathkit WA -P2 preamplifier recommended. Shpg. Wt. 31 lbs.

HEATHKIT DUAL- CHASSIS
MODEL W3 -AM

$4975

70 -WATT
MODEL W -6M

$10995

For an amplifier of increased power to keep pace with the

growing capacities of your high fidelity system, Heath
provides you with the Heathkit W -6M. Recognizing :hat as
loud speaker systems improve and versatility in recordings
approach a dynamic range close to the concert hal itself.
Heath brings to you an amplifier capable of supplying
plenty of reserve power without distortion. If you are looking for a high powered amplifier of outstanding quality.
yet at a price well within your reach, the W -6M is for you!
Note: Heathkit model WA -P2 preamplifier recommended.
Shpg. Wt. 52 lbs.

HEATHKIT SINGLE- CHASSIS
MODEL W4 -AM

$3975

HEATHKIT

high fidelity amplifier kits
One of the greatest developments in modern hi -fi reproduction was
the advent of the Williamson amplifier circuit. Now Heath offers
you a 2g -watt amplifier incorporating all of the advantages of
Williamson circuit simplicity with a quality of performance considered by many to surpass the original Williamson. Affording you
flexibility in custom installations, the W3AM power supply and
amplifier stages are on separate chassis allowing them to be
mounted side by side or one above the other as you desire. Here
is a low cost amplifier of ideal versatility. Shpn. Wt. 29 lbs.

In his search for the "perfect"
the world a now -famous circuit

amplifier, Williamson brought to
which, after eight years. still accounts for by far the largest percentage of power amplifiers in use
today. Heath brings to you in the W4AM a 20 -watt amplifier in
corporating all the improvements resulting from this unequalled
background. Thousands of satisfied users of the Heath kit Williamsontype amplifiers are amazed by its outstanding performance. For many pleasure -filled hours of listening enjoyment
this Heathkit is hard to beat. Shpg. Wt. 28 lbs.

HEATHKIT

HEATHKIT

high fidelity
amplifier kit

electronic
crossover kit

MODEL A -9C

$3550

For maximum performance and versatility at the lowest
possible cost the Heathkit model A -9C 20 -watt audio

amplifier offers you a tremendous hi -fi value. Whether for
your home installation or public address requirements
this power -packed kit answers every need and contains
many features unusual in instruments of this price range.
Thp preamplifier, main amplifier and power supply are all
on one chassis providing a very compact and economical
package. A very inexpensive way to start you on the road
to true hi -fi enjoyment. Shpg. Wt. 23 lbs.

MODEL XO -1

$1895

One of the most exciting Improvements you can make in
your hi -fi system is the addition of this Heathkit Crossover
model XO -1. This unique kit separates high and low frequencies and feeds them through two amplifiers into
separate speakers. Because of its location ahead of the
main amplifiers, IM distortion and matching problems are
virtually eliminated. Crossover frequencies for each channel are 100, 200, 400, 700. 1200, 2000 and 3500 CPS. Amazing versatility at a moderate cost. Note: Not for use with
Heathkit Legato Speaker System. Shpg. Wt. 6 lbs.

44
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NEW LOW PRICE!
HEAT HKIT

"LEGATO"

high fidelity speaker system kit
Wrap yourself in a blanket of high fidelity music in its true form. Thrill to
sparkling treble tones, rich, resonant bass chords or the spine -tingling
clash of percussion instruments in this masterpiece of sound reproduction. In the creation of the Legato no stone has been left unturned to bring
you near -perfection in performance and sheer beauty of style. The secret
of the Legato's phenomenal success is its unique balance of sound. The
careful phasing of high and low frequency drivers takes you on a melodic
toboggan ride from the heights of 20,000 CPS into the low 20's without the
slightest bump or fade along the way. The elegant simplicity of style will
complement your furnis'ings in any part of the home. No electronic know how, no woodworking experience required for construction. Just follow
clearly illustrated step -by -step instructions. We are proLd to present the
Legato -we know you will be proud to own it! Shpg. Wt. 195 lbs.

MODEL
SS -2

$3995

..AP

MODEL HH -1 -C
(Imported white birch)
MODEL HH -1 -CM
(African mahogany)

$29995h

HEATHKIT

HEATHKIT

BASIC RANGE

RANGE EXTENDING

high fidelity speaker system kits
A truly outstanding performer for its
size, the Heathkit model SS -2 provides

you with an excellent basic high fidelity speaker system. The
use of an 8' mid -range woofer and a high frequency speaker
with flared horn enclosed in an especially designed cabinet
allows you to enjoy a quality instrument at a very low cost.
Can be used with the Heathkit "range extending" (SS -1B)
speaker system. Easily assembled cabinet is made of veneer -

surfaced furniture -grade %' plywood. Impedance
Shpg. Wt. 25 lbs.

16

ohms.

HEATH

Froc C'atalog,

pioneer in
"do- lt- yourself"
electronics

Designed to supply very high and
very low frequencies to fill out the
response of the basic (SS -1)
speaker, this speaker system exMODEL
tends the range of your listening
ss-la
pleasure to practically the entire
range of the audio scale. Giving the appearance of a single
piece of furniture the two speakers together provide a superbly integrated four speaker system. Impedance 16 ohms.
Shpg. Wt. 80 lbs.

$9995

COMPANY

r

BENTON HARBOR

IE-vbsidiary
1C-r

8, MICHIGAN

of Deysfrom, Inc.

Please send the Free HEATHKIT catalog.

Enclosed is 25c for the New Hl -FI book.
name

Don't deprive yourself of
the thrill of high fidelity or
the pleasure of building
your own equipment any

longer. Our free catalog
tisis our entire line of kits
with complete schematics
and specifications.
Send for it today!

address
city

&

state

ALSO SEND THE FOLLOWING KITS:
QUANTITY

ITEM

MODEL NO.

PRICE

-e

Please enclose postage Id parcel post
rem orders are s loped delivery
Enclosed lind S
shames collect. All pricos F.O.B Benton Hermon, Mich. NOTE: Prices suojoet to change without notice.
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BOOKS IN REVIEW

Jans/en

LISTEN TO

Continued from page 20
a dark, abysmal chapter that still
. is
awaits a historian. Conducting
the only musical activity in which a
clash of charlatanism is not only harmless, but positively necessary." Edited
by Hans Keller and the violinist's
nephew, C. F. Flcsch, and excellently
translated by the Former, these memoirs are "must" reading not only for at
practicing fiddlers and conductors,

Hear the speaker
without a "voice"

but For every listener genuinely interested in the complex problems of
musical interpretation (Macmillan,
$6.00).

The Model 130 Electrostatic Tweeter
the most nearly perfect loudspeaker.
$184 in mahogany.

The Notation of Medieval Music.
Far too specialized for even the most
historically minded of nonprofessional
listeners, Carl Parrish's scholarly treatise on Gregorian and Ars Nova notations may be well worth its cost simply for its sixty -two breathtakingly
beautiful facsimile reproductions of
some of the Middle Ages' most famous manuscripts (Norton, $7.50).

..

AUTHORitatively Speaking

...

The Model 250
a Dynamic Woofer
specially designed for use with the
Electrostatic. $171 in mahogany.

...

The Z-200
a combination of the 130 Electrostatic and 250
Dynamic. The woofer and tweeter are so smoothly matched and
blended that nearly perfect realism results. $329 in mahogany.

Most knowledgable high fidelity experts agree that a perfect loudspeaker should
reproduce music as it was originally recorded without adding to or subtracting

from the music. In pursuit of this aim, Arthur A. JansZen began his research
several years ago. The result of his explorations into new design concepts, new
materials and new principles was the JansZen Electrostatic loudspeaker
now recognized by authoritative research groups and music lovers throughout
the world as
the most nearly perfect loudspeaker.

...

...

Why?

The JansZen Electrostatic has no "voice" of its own. It doesn't add to the

...

...

music
exaggerate the instruments
distort the sound. Instead, it reproduces music with a clarity that borders on the superb. The JansZen Electrostatic,
combined with the new JansZen Dynamic
widely acclaimed, low frequency
counterpart-gives you a complete high quality loudspeaker that produces the
musical realism you've always wanted but could never obtain.

-a

Listen to JansZen*. Write for literature and the name of your nearest dealer.

Hear the Music, Not the Speaker
'Designed by Arthur A. Janssen

Produc,s of

NESHAMINY ELECTRONIC CORP.,

Export Division; 25 Warren Street, N.Y.C. 7

Noshorniny, Pd.

Coble Simontrice, N.Y.

g

Richard M. Powers, who bas written
for us the Newport fantasy which begins
on page 3:2, will of course seem no newcomer to regular readers of Iluett Fmet:
rrY. His illustrations and cover paintings
have been recurrent features here for
sonic years. "Hipsters in the Bleachers"
is his third published writing, the first
having been a short story for Story magazine and his second another whimsey for
us entitled "Back to the Acoustical
Horn." He has painted many a jacket for
records and books, his specialty in tho
latter area being science fiction. RCA
Victor record club subscribers soon gill
see his cover for the Berlioz Symphonic,
jantastique. He lives in Ridgefield, Connecticut, in a new (old) twenty -room
house, at the other end of which his son
Richie practices the trwnpet and French
horn. Richie, unlike his father, has no
special interest in jazz.

stilton R. Bass, our reporter on Parisian
jazz ( see page 35 ), was born and reared
in Pittsfield, Massachusetts, where he
still works as critic and columnist for
The Berkshire Eagle. Fie attended the
University of Massachusetts and World
\Var II almost simultaneously, incurring
in the latter some damage from contact
with the Reichsivehr. His first degree was
in biology. Thereafter he had the distinction of being one Of the few males
ever to attend Smith College. Iic enjoyed
it, and emerged with a Master's degree
in English literature. Subsequently he
studied at Columbia University, which
some Clay may yield him a Ph.D. in return
for a dissertation on "The Aesthetic Integrity of James Joyce's Ulysses." The
chances of his completing this, \1.11.13.
puts at (roughly) one in one million.
HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE
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STEREOPHONIC AMPLIFIER

3 New Stereophonic Components
by
We

have advanced upon a new era In high fidelity

-the age of stereo. And now we can enjoy music
eproduced in its original sculptured dimensions
vith all the spatial breadth and depth of the
living sounds
Stereo fidelity is high fidelity at its ultimate best.
And its demands upon equipment gt:ality are rigid
,nd uncompromising. For only through quality
quipment can the realism of stereo be achieved.
it is with considerable pride, therefore, that Pilot presents three new stereophonic components: The SP -210 stereo preamplifier, and two basic stereo
amplifiers, models SA -232 and SA -260. Brilliantly engineered, the monaural
.nd stereo performance of these units reveals the painstaking care devoted to
design.
The SP -210 consists of two identical preamplifiers with ganged controls for
balanced stereo operation. Every measure has been taken to achieve maximum
quality and versatility. Premium type, low -noise triodes arc used in all low
level stages, and hum -free dc on all tube heaters. Inputs with equalization
are provided for all possible stereo source material: phono, tape, microphones,

FM -AM and FM multiplex. The extreme sensitivity
of the phono input makes the SP -210 ideal for
magnetic stereo cartridges, as well as for other
types of pickups. There are also auxiliary outputs

Ot

for making stereo tape recordings.
The SP -210 is housed in a modern, low silhouette metal cabinet with brass control panel. Price
is 589.50 complete, less power supply. The P -10
Power Supply is priced at $19.50.
The SA -232 and SA -260 Basic Stereo Amplifiers each consists of two identical power amplifiers. The SA -232 delivers a total of 32 watts of undistorted
power (64 watts peak) the maximum power obtainable without exceeding the
tube manufacturer's specifications. The SA -260, with 60 watts of undistorted
power (120 watts peak) is well within operating characteristics of the output
tubes. Both units have power tap -offs for operating the SP-210.
The SA -232 is priced at $89.50, and the SA 260 at $129.50. Both are supplied
with brass finished metal covers. (Slightly higher in West.)
Complete specifications at your high fidelity dealer or write to: Pilot Radio
Corporation, 37 -02 36th Street, Long Island City 1, N. Y,

Electronics manufacturer for snore than

39

years!
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Serving the owners of Garrard
World's finest record playing equipment...
and other discriminating listeners
interested in high fidelity.

Subject:

Your new records

Standard

Garrard Tone Arm
with Stereo Cartridge
(underside view
throwth a
translucent record)

- Monaural and Stereo -

played on the Garrard...
Changer

Transcription Turntable

What records?
Any records

Manual Player

... stereo or monaural.

How do they sound?
Uniformly excellent -on any Garrard Player.
Rumble (lateral and vertical), wow and flutter are
inaudible, since motors and drives are entirely Garrard
built; with pulleys concentric to .0001 of an inch; and
rotors dynamically balanced to the remarkable accuracy of .0008 in /ozs. These characteristics, developed
originally by Garrard to insure proper performance of
very low gain magnetic cartridges, have now been even
further refined, and make any Garrard an ideal
stereo player.

%'

Which Garrard model?
Any Garrard Record Player or Changer.
They all come wired and ready now for stereo and
monaural cartridges... (Older Garrard models already have the triple pronged plug -in heads to facilitate rewiring.) And Garrard changers have been
tested and enthusiastically endorsed by the leading

Transcription Turntable or Automatic Changer?
As long as it's a Garrard-this depends entirely
on your preference, your budget, and your con venience.
Garrard builds all types... automatic changers, transcription turntables and manual players ... all to the
identical standards of quality in design, engineering
and performance. Every Garrard is a high fidelity
instrument: every Garrard automatic changer is a
single record player as well. For this reason, it is a
fact that most people, even the most critical, prefer
the Garrard changer to any transcription turntable.
Considering the exciting (but sometimes confusing) developments now taking place in records and playing equipment. we
repeat the Garrard policy:
Garrard models change. Garrard ideals do not. Meaningful new
features are added. Time- proven features are carefully re.
tained. Gadgets. for the sake of gadgetr> are sternly rejected.
The all- important fact to remember is that thirty -five years of
experience in designing, testing. and building fine record players. make possible the present Garrard models.

There's a Garrard for every high fidelity system.
Fully wired for Monaural and Stereo records.

New Comparator Oulde-FREE

`g..---441,
C86

11C121

/II

1nrml,
'h,nmt

SSt.50

142.50

301
TrwrrtD,k:

Tulntanl.
$58.00

IPA/10

Tuaatlplh,
Tone Arte

$24.50

Modal

T/II

Garrard Sales Corporation. Dept. GK -28
Port Washington. New York.
Please send your new comparator
guide which contpnrew all Garrard
players and their advanced features.

]taaud

Name

$32.50

Address

Marc,

....

sty
GARRARD SALES CORPORATION, PORT WASHINGTON, N. Y.

Zane..

.

State

.

A Whisper to Cats
to Benny Goodman this sum mer without the faintest resistance. Meanwhile all
Europe still echoed to the passage of Louis :Armstrong,
whose crisscross trail of conquest would have reduced
Napoleon to dithering envy. And overhead thrummed
Willis Conover's Voice of America jazz broadcasts
you may read about them in the following pages
bound for a myriad of ardent listeners on both hither
and yon sides of the Iron Curtain. Of the resounding
transatlantic success of American jazz there could be
small doubt. Indeed, there has never been any very
large doubt since the first "hot" clubs began springing
up in France after World War 1.
Back then, however, the acceptance abroad stirred
only a glum triumph in the hearts of American jazz
enthusiasts, because they could not find any matching
acceptance at home. You may be surprised to know that
aficionados still have this complaint to make. Their dissatisfaction has narrowed and taken a new turn, but it is
still alive. To be sure, Newport jumps thunderously for
a week each summer, but Newport is unique -and how
many of the jumping thousands go really to listen?
Smaller festivals do draw earnest listeners, but fewer by
far. A Goodman record album may sell in the 200,000s.
but other discs deemed by the cognoscenti quite comparable in jazz merit sometimes fail to pay their makers
BRUSSELS CAPITt'LATED

--

any profit at :dl.

well as a quantitative substance to the jazz people's grievance now. though the
two are interrelated, or so they seem to mc. (I may interject that I am writing as an Outsider in this platter. albeit
a sympathetic one.) The present want appears to be that
not enough of the right people take jazz seriously.
01 course, the main populace indifferent to jazz is no
proper concern of ours. A great many Americans don't
take any music seriously, and they arc blithely set in their
evil ways. They will make Welk and Liberace rich if they
have a mind to do so, and Bach and Brubeck can go
climb a tree. These folk may help move Mr. Goodman
into the best-seller ratings from time to time. but not
because of his kingly stature' as a jazz maker. They buy
him because once they were young. and to his music
they danced and drank their beer and wooed in the
moonlight. The appeal is nostalgia, not jazz. Some of
them also go for Guy Lombardo.
To the jazz -resistant classics listener, on the other
-There is a

qualitative

as

hand, we can speak here. And I have begun with a
misnomer. The truc Classicist is not (in my experience)
jazz resistant, though he may be a little hard to please.
This comes of his having heard too much Landowska

Bach and Beecham Mozart, after which an improvised
fugue or a free solo invention may not awe him if it isn't
very, very good. But the idea of jazz does not repel him.
Whom it does repel, much more often, is the man conditioned by Romantic music. the Beethoven -to- Sibelius
listener. For this man demands from his music something
that is more than music: a logical emotional and philosophical development which amounts. in effect. to a
dramatic plot. He keeps harking for the sermon (as one
must do, in conscience, when hearing Brahms or Schubert); and if none is forthcoming, he is affronted. He is
not affronted, incidentally, by Viennese waltzes. cocktail lounge music, or even popular tunes (though he may not
care for them). These have adopted the Romantic
devices, the tonal and metrical signals that signify gaiety,

melancholy, tenderness, humor, and the like, with which
he is familiar.
Jazz does not (except in uncommon instances) afford
such signals, an abstention it shares with much of the
through -composed music written since Le Sacre du
Printemps. It is contrived for the ear and for immediate
response; it does not compel, and in fact it defies. interpretation by the listener.
Professedly modern composers have been battering at
the Romantic barrier for forty years with only middling
success, and there is no reason to expect the jazz men to
outstrip then) in the same assault. However, there may
lx some tips that could accelerate this progress.
First, the gentlemen who write promotion for jazz,
on record jackets and elsewhere, should eschew pretentious patter and get back to English. When I read that
a combo is endeavoring to utilize the utmost in intragroup tensions and togetherness, oscillarionwise, to extend its area of improvisatory reference within a variant
Ìnune of rhythmic limitations, I quietly put the record
back in the dealer's rack and sneak off to ask the clerk
if there arc any new George Fcyer releases. And I am not
the only one.

mistake to imply (to the
unwary Brahmsian, the potential convert) that all jazz
is good jazz. The ecstatic moment when Jess Stacy
matches Maurice Ravel does not come often: it couldn't
possibly. Sometimes we have routine performances, enjoyable and nothing more. Let's keep the claims modest.
Finally, speaking of conversions: jazz is now more than
half
-century old, and its maturity is not graced, nor
a
its appeal enhanced, by the shrill combative cries we
continually hear exchanged by cultists of the sundry
Second,

it probably

is a

schools -cool. Dixieland, what have you. A
is in order.

AS THE EDITORS SEE IT
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little dignity
J.M.C.

International Beat:

The Voice of American Jazz

by Edward L. Randal
might strike all but the most dedicated
hipsters as faintly nightmarish.
Via long -, medium- and short-wave radio, from twenty
transmitters operating on almost as many frequencies,
the taped broadcasts arc beamed to every accessible
square foot of the globe. Day after day, all around the
clock -some hour, somewhere, on someone's receivcra rich baritone voice announces: "Time for jazz! This is
Willis Conover in Washington, D. C., with the Voice of
American Jazz Hour."
And every day thirty million listeners in some eighty
nations tune in, and stay tuned in, as the program's
theme, Duke Ellington's Take ilk "A" Train, whets their
appetite for the syncopated treat to come. Clandestine
jarz lovers in even the most xenophobic Red stare can
be sure of uninterrupted rhythmic rapture; by a peculiar convention of the kilocycle cold war, neither side
jams musical programs.
The Jazz Hour is actually the second, and by far the
more popular, half of a two -hour session of recorded
selections called Music U.S.A., of which the opening
round. emceed by this same Willis Conover. is devoted
to pop tunes. It's a small baby to have so big a voice.
Music U.S.A. originated less than four years ago when
former VOA Program Manager Eugene King and his
THE PROSPECT
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deputy. John Wiggin, convinced the tone -deaf U.S.
Information Agency that -for better or for worse-jazz
is America's top musical product. The success of the
program. all the more striking because it is wholly in
English. has been phenomenal: it now boasts the largest
and most varied radio audience in history.
Perhaps the fullest measure of its success is the fact
that Music U.S.A. has never suffered assault, oral or
fiscal, from Capitol Hill -and this as part of a program
which virtually from its inception has been a favorite
Congressional whipping boy. ("The loudest noise produced by the Voice," observed one lawmaker at an early
appropriations hearing, "is the deafening click of radios
being shut off all over Europe whenever it comes on. ")
Far from having felt the ire of the Hill. Music U.S.A.
in fact even received a kind of ultimate benediction
when Representative Frank Thompson, Jr. (D-N. J.),
himself a jazz buff. served a stint as guest disc jockey.
The effectiveness of broadcast propaganda is, of
course, difficult to assess, and this is notably true of
Music U.S.A., which contains no apparent sell. The program's underlying rationale is simply that a friend of
jazz can hardly be an enemy of the people who create it.
Conover is convinced that the show's complete lack of
overt propaganda is, of itself, the best possible propaganda. Time seems plenty of evidence to support him.
After a recent sally behind the Iron Curtain. George
Wein, a director of the Newport Jazz Festival, reported
HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE

back: "Eastern Europe's entire concept of jazz comes
from Willis Conover. His program has a fantastic impact
in Communist countries. Some people even listen to it
twice each evening."
Every month hundreds of letters pour into Jazz Hour
headquarters
cluttered desk on the second floor of
Washington's Health, Education, and Welfare Building.
About seven per cent of the mail comes from beyond the
Elbe. Typical of the East European reaction is a letter
from a Budapest university student: "Since many years,
for a long rime, every night I listen with great interest
and delight your jazz programme. Especially the musical
pieces from Jim Kruppa, Woody Herrman, and Tommy

-a

Dotsey."
While Duke Ellington's brass section- unlike Joshua's
at Jericho -may never cause the Kremlin walls to
crumble, there's no doubt that it does make some Russians jump. Ar last summer's 'World Youth Festival in
Moscow, a visiting British jazz man was miffed when
Soviet cats --or possibly cooligans ?- showed a preconceived notion of how Take the "A" Train should be
played. Willis and the Duke had been there first.
Jazz is currently enjoying an unprecedented upsurge
of popularity in the Communist world. As a result, professional musicians arc among the most avid listeners to
the Jazz I-lour. Cut off as they arc from the wellsprings
of the big beat, they frequently tape the programs surreptitiously and painstakingly transcribe them in order
to study and imitate American arrangements.
So wholehearted has been this Communist acceptance
of jazz that a devoted Italian listener recently alerted
Conover to the most sinister twist in the battle for men's
cars. "Do you know," he wrote, "that Russia propaganda- radio- stations transmits Jazz music too? Before
this music was capitaliste but now his idea is changed and
they do all the possible for dcmonstre that Russia is the
Jazz fatherland!"
American music also wins many a friend in the uncommitted arcas of the world. In a survey of 9,500 VO.\
listeners in Indonesia, Music U.S.A. placed third in
popularity -behind two Indonesian language programs.
A listener in Mozambique wrote: "It is with tremendous
eagerness that everyday I look forward to hearing your
voice on the jazz hour." From Roorkee, India, a fan
relayed the heartening news that thanks in part to
Music U.S.A., "nowadays the trend in Indian light
music is steadily going toward jazz." Still another beathappy inhabitant of one of the Asian countries hailed the
Jazz Hour as "America's finest export."
To those who wince at Dixieland and its offshoots this
sweeping encomium may suggest the story of a certain
turn -of- the -century French savant. Asked to name his
country's greatest living poet, he responded, "Anatole
France, alas."
The man behind the Music U.S.A. microphone is a
cool, cultivated, thirty -seven- year -old bachelor whose
principal stock in trade is a high regard for the intelli-

of

his international audience. This he combines
happy faculty of speaking slowly without seeming
to. The latter talent is of supreme importance, for the
variables of short -wave reception make comprehension
chancy for those whose English is rudimentary.
Jazz caster Conover ( "Don't call me a disc jockey. I
don't pitch commercials for reconditioned vacuum
cleaners and play the top ten tunes anymore ") has
been cueing records for upwards of nineteen years. Formerly with Washington's Station WWDC he came to
the Voice specifically to exercise oral suzerainty over
Music U.S.A. "As long as I can remember," says Conover, "I've tried to play music with more than a transitory appeal. I conduct the Jazz l -lour as I feel a classical
music program should be conducted. No pedantry, but
plenty of information with an over -all leavening of

genet

with

a

good humor."

The good humor is Conover's personal contribution,
and the information is acquired at first hand. In order to

mirror image of musical America,
Conover spends about forty per cent of his time on the
road, communing with the live product in the bistros
and concert halls of New York's 52nd Street and points
west. He has contributed articles on jazz to Down Beat
and Metronome; and, no stranger to the other side of
the disc, he once cut a best -selling LP for Brunswick,
Willis Conover Presets THE Orchestra, which copped the
German Jazz Federation's top 1956 award for arranging.
keep the Jazz Hour a

One result of these peripheral activities is a tight
Washington schedule that secs him record five full programs in three days. The two week -end shows are now
emceed by another D.J., Bill Cary.
Jazz Hour Number 1307 -which is just that, the
a typical compendium of Cono1307th in the series
ver's wide- ranging taste. Step into VOA Studio Two,
also on the second floor of the Health, Education, and
Welfare Building, as Conover tapes it. As is his custom
on recording days, Willis has started work at 6:00 a.m.
and staggers into the studio under the weight of three
Continued on page 86
carrying cases full of records;

-is

Just between us ambassadors

... Conover and Satchmo,
31
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When we sent an
we knew not

what

we

artist

to Newport to garner impressions,

would get. Having got it, we are

still far from

utterly certain, but we like it and hope you will. It should be approached,
we suggest, like one of those exotic drinks wherein one bites the lemon,
licks the salt, and gulps the vodka. To pause is fatal.

IPSTERS

ONCE UPON A TIME a young man who
had been converted to Christianity from Botulism
by the stories of Gene Stratton Porter went all the
way down to Acapulco, saw a subdeacon in sunglasses swing a censer and lost his faith.
\Vhy then should it. only confirm in his, your
correspondent all the way up ro Newport, R. l.,
confronted by the improbable blasphemy of a
shaven Jazzbo Collins talking authoritatively and
no doubt passionately into a dead mike?
That is. one of the last several Newport summers
Jazzbo appeared debearded, but everything gets
kind of indistinguishably joyous when you've
listened to enough Brubeck, and for all I know my
keen incisive impressions of a certain Newport
may be a conglomerate, with perhaps the Harvest

IN THE

Moon finals at the Polo Grounds wrapped protectively around it all, like the plastic poncho on
a

salami.

has a right to expect
and I want to
on
these
pages
succinct reportage
explain why he just isn't going to get it, why he

Nov, the pecunious reader

will get something other, not necessarily of less
moment: if not a solution to 92% of the world's
troubles, then surely a sure cure for morning backache, or the crucial elements for a new self- winding
global metaphysics (complete with loving little
green brothers), at least a piquancy, a pitapat, an

ebullition.
Read on.

If

I recall correctly, that midsummer night, I

had traded my press card for a mess

32

of pottage,
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into the general admisof the madding mob was on my way to a choice location in
modest triumph when basta! my beanie is snatched.
A distraction.
I press on, much like Ben Hecht after the slayers of fake Lingle, when an expensive piece of
orthodontry begins to wiggle ominously in the
front of my mouth where a hulking high -elbowed
bacchante has nudged me in my cunning grin.
had hornswoggled my way

sion bleachers gratis, and in the midst

Another impediment.
I have

lost my beer -can opener now, and am

literally and figuratively defenseless and then, just
as I am seared a quarter of a mile away from the
stage upon which virtually every veritable virtuoso of this single solid mode of the musical whizz
will perform; as the goal of months of anticipation
is in sight, a fuzz-topped partisan in a Tufts UniversitvT-shirt fiddles with a portable radio and on
comes loud and strong, just

as

Satchmo blows

a

big blare:

Long John with the huest soft focus data on flying
saucers.
Have I come to Newport for this?
No, he won't listen to the calm screech of
reason and early in the disputation sure enough
out comes that wobbly bridge and when down I
go on hands and knees to feel around despairingly
for it someone sluices my spine with icy and ersatz
orange. Straightening up with a howl in flatted
fifths I meet at that very instant in time and space
a strenuous unit of New York's Favorite Beer,
Light perhaps and Dry doubtless, but in the can,
half-filled, neither.
Upon regaining what passes for consciousness

by Richard M. Powers

www.americanradiohistory.com

no- quarter struggle between the rock
and their pitiless opponents.

At Newport, at the Festival, of course, in the
center -field bleachers, where else indeed would
one be?

is confine it to the
up
bleachers, and never even tote
the casualties. Down
front, who knows? Gillespie is blasting the bcargreascd
coiffures off the photographers who jam the runway, and
the patricians in the boxes are furtively trying to remember the name of that good Park Avenue car man Bernard
Baruch recommended.

And now, just in case I am not already in the proper
textbook condition for precision reportage, to compound
the concussion and the hystcroid etiquette of the
aficionados, the second worst P.A. system this (the
good) side of the Iron Curtain cuts in with an overshot
caterwaul that would shock Schoenberg on tilt and shoot,
man, the riot starts in spades.
Gives it the unnatural thunder of sneakers and blue
suede shoon on planking, a Fortesquc downpour of gay
berets, an insatiate roar, a grumbling mumble. Some of
the hunger sounds arc genuine no doubt; much of the
frustration is purely theatrical, not to say phony, but
rather effective theater I must say as was affected.
lip front the real undchydrated stuff, cool and gone
and hand -rubbed as advertised, but back here in the
rabid dark, chaos. The P.A. cuts in and out, alternating
an acoustic horror and a dead silence almost merciful by
comparison, but begging for and getting modification in
a big way: animal howls, the euphonious thud of a high
heel on a low forehead, the snapping of a substandard
tibia: the voice of the cowbell from that grisly source
that always has a cowbell on hand; a couple of claxons
strategically spotted near cerebral types who like Man tovani best and Carmen Cavallcro ncxr, for their fearless
technique and /or fearsome teeth. By a count necessarily
inaccurate every second bleacherite has brought a portable radio along and one is less than amused as an heretical
clique fights its way up out of the heaving underground
to insinuate Alan Freed's peculiar predilections into the
melee. and in the nature of things there ensues the classic
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'n' roll subverts

among my leers I whine piteously according to the

script: Where am I?

All the kindly Newport flics do

All of which may explain the deplorably nonobjective
character of this wad of notes I find in my shaky clutch,
apparently the skilled labor of assorted sessions. Some
of this wisdom I can decipher through the malt stains
and I record it for semanticists yet unborn, as well as my
slavering public. Since there was in every instance where
a name figured legitimate doubt as to just who might be
involved besides my lawyer (J. Foster Pater Noster)
have risen above personalities; anybody who knows the
scene, like, can fill in with a good ball-point.
1

etoin shrudlu talented gent lurches in testily
glistening knockwurstlike
tugging talented squeezebox
big strategic smear of lipstick or maybe ketchup on foulard authentic as Slaughter stalking
off field after brawl hat on backwards
makes with soft passages slightly out of P.A.
phase
echo like tissue -paper -comb- obbligato heavy
stuff nice
cracked liberty bell touch
artist disowns confreres after fiasco
I never played with these guys before sacre
bleu or
Continued on page 89
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A search for "le jazz authentique"

in -the Queen

All photos talon by Hermon (canoed

quite often the case with converts to a new religion, the French take American jazz with devout
intensity. They pounced on it in the 1920s with a fervor
still rather frightening to Americans born in the faith,
and the early jazz studies of Charles Delaunay and
Hugues Panassié had an evangelical passion which gave
them that gospel ring. Right now one of the most respected books on the subject is Jazz, Its Evolution and
Essence, by Andre Hodeir, the pianist- musicologistcritic. Sincc Mr. Hodeir has studied the subject from all
angles over a period of years, his opinions might be considered authoritative; and when this influential mentor
came out recently with an article in an American magazine on "The Rise of Parisian Jazz," this innocent bystander, about to spend four blessed weeks in Paris, was
all eyes to go all ears.
Hodeir had pointed out in his piece that Paris now
ranks with Stockholm as a jazz center, and bad listed
numerous musicians and musical developments which
led him to believe that before long French jazz "will be
incontestably superior to any other European school."
The article was so convincing that it surprises me now
why 1 didn't ask the Air France stewardess if there were
going to be a jam session on the way over.
One's first meeting with French jazz buffs heightens
the sensation of being at the pontifical scat. You sit down
with the average French fan, and in ten minutes he'll
give you a brainwashing that will insure you a musical
inferiority complex for the rest of your ignorant life.
He'll list for you every jazz number ever made on any
label, and he'll name the personnel concerned on each
and who took what solo where. He'll even tell you who
didn't show up for the session and why.
They know the music and they know the history, displaying a familiarity with the American Civil War period and its aftermath considerably beyond the average
American student's. And they not only know New Orleans and the Storyville background of jazz, but it
seemed, late one evening, that one of the cats was trying
to tell us in his "zis and zat" English what girls worked
what houses.
The reasons for this encyclopedic knowledge arc many.
First of all, Europeans are much more systematic than
we are in their approach to any subject, and they have
applied the same scholarly disciplines to jazi. Secondly,
there was very little new jazz for them during World
War It, and American records had to be smuggled in and
played surreptitiously at underground meetings. Each
record was a sacred object, and discussions would go on
for weeks about its merits and demerits.
When the war ended, the gates were opened again,
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and the flood of information about new artists and their
music spurred the youngsters to greater activity than
before. And to more furious discussion, also. Dixieland
had been the only jazz they knew, earlier. and the advent
of new sounds proved bewildering. The pounding
rhythms of the New Orleans jazz created by Negroes had
been their liturgical music; now here was something
strange and alien trying to push through the nave. Edicts
had to be issued, camps drawn up. battle cries raised,
blood shed. It wasn't as simple as if one were only changing a government.
It was just ten years ago that the French received this
first modern shock in jazz. Dizzy Gillespie was touring
Europe with his big band, and the French attended his

Paris performance with absolutely no premonition of
what was to break loose. They wanted to be fair about
the whole thing, and with cool objectivity planned to
demolish the music only after a hearing.
Critic Charles Delaunay, who sponsored the concert,
still trembles a little when he describes the proceedings.
"They were dumbfounded," he said. "Critics, audience,
French musicians, they were shaken to the very roots
of their being. They didn't know what they were hearing, they were too surprised even to applaud. But when
it- was over, they knew that from then on the musical
scene would be different."
The New Orleans faction slid not just give up the
field (rear -guard actions are still being fought), but after
this concert the tide started to swell in different directions. Modern jazz was at least assured an audience.
Delaunay helped consolidate this audience by instituting
discussion columns in his Jazz Hot magazine. Up to that
time, all debate on jazz in France was based on the opinions of a few "experts." Young listeners would argue
the validity of Delaunay's views or Panassie's, but they
rarely ventured to sally forth on their own. The round
tables threw over this caste system by soliciting the
opinions of jazz fans and printing the results in the same
type that formerly had been reserved for professionals
only. Jazz lovers were so impressed by this opportunity
that they really began to think for themselves; and as a
result, new music had a chance to be heard and evaluated
on its merits. Whether New Orleans or modern jazz was
at issue, the young Frenchmen we met had positive
judgements to make right down the line.
When it came to listing places where jazz could be
heard in Paris, however, they were not so assured. There
were several cellars that featured Dixieland combos,
notably the Caveau Huchctte, where Maxim Saury's
group played. The Trois Maillots offered expatriate
American Mezz Mczzrow, and one or two little places
had progressive quartets. But the only jazz in town that
the Frenchmen would recommend was at the Club St.
Germain des Prés, where American guest stars were
featured with the top French artists.
lVc decided to try the small joints first, and began a
tour that rivaled both in length and vicissitude the
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Joe IVilliams, Nicole Barclay, Alilion Mezzroru, Cornrt Basie,

miserable trek of Jean Valjean and Javert. We went into
every cellar in Paris, trying to catch a session that would
warm one's spirit, amid clammy drafts more suitable for
wailing prisoners than wailing horns.
Space is at a premium in Paris and the jazz bistros have
gone lower as the prices have gone higher. The French
promoters and club owners are incapable of taking the
long view, one that would build business and profit gradually from a quantity basis. They extract an admission
fcc at the door, and then charge for the drinks with a
vengeance that makes the ordering of a second round an
act of financial suicide. Consequently, there are almost
no young people listening to live jazz, only middle-aged
wealthy Frenchmen and tourists on the prowl. The
youngsters arc at the newly-popular "Discothécques,"
softly -lighted intimate cafés which feature high- fidelity
equipment, American records, and reasonably priced
drinks. But the music you hear there is American, and
WC were after the native product.
You can wander through the caveaux of Paris, as we
did, and you will hear plenty of New Orleans jazz
played in the manner of a typical American college
group. Occasionally you will run across a second- or
third -rate American musician who is playing for the
peanuts no one would throw him back home. You also
keep coming across Milton (Mczz) Mezzrow, the man
who would like to be a legend. The French are tolerantly
fond of Mezzrow, but even they now know enough to
separate the music from the man.
Weary and bedraggled, we finally reached the Club
St. Germain, where guest star for the week was trombonist J. J. Johnson, backed by drummer Kenny Clarke
-one of the busiest American musicians in all Europe
and French stars Martial Solal on piano, Barney Wilen
on tenor saxophone. and Pierre Michclot on bass. The
admission fen was a dollar- and -a-half, and each drink was
five dollars. but the sound was almost worth it. For the
first time that evening we were hearing jazz, real jazz.

-
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The venerable Sidney Beebe! has become a Paris landmark.

It wasn't outstanding. but it was good enough to carry
the weight of the quintet.
And that's where we made our discovery about
Frenchmen and jazz. They Iovc it passionately. They
clutch it to their bosoms, cover it with kisses, fondle and
caress it. and make it their very own. At the same time.
they analyze its every nuance, discuss its every possibility, point our its every fault. and suggest all sorts of
improvements. They have taken it over as completely
as is possible with any artistic form.
The only drawback is they can't play it worth a damn.
Why should this be? Why should the French be incapable of playing good jazz? \Veil, as Henry Pleasants
pointed out in a recent article in this magazine, jazz. is
based on the beat. The French apparently cannot create
and sustain jazz rhythms; they just don't swing. The
insufficiency is not confined to men. Go into any Parisian
night dub that features a show and look over the girls
(a not unpleasant assignment). The strippers will be
French, but the dancers almost invariably will be English. French girls seem incapable of keeping to the bear.
They move their hands around, toss their heads, and
kick their feet. But the unhappy fact is that none of this
has any relation to the music.
This is why drummer Kenny Clarke is so much in
demand throughout Europe. and why he is always rushing from one gig to another. This is why a musician like
J. J. Johnson can command a tremendous fee in Paris,
while the top native musicians are lucky if they get ten
dollars a night. Alone, the French players we heard
sounded cold and derivative, solemnly echoing solos from
American records, but when teamed with Clarke and
Johnson, they caught a little fire and once or twice
almost sounded original in their "improvisations."
Quincy Jones, the brilliant young arranger who is currently under contract to one of the largest recording
companies in France, finds the lack of rhythmic drive
especially frustrating during the recording sessions he

conducts. Because musicians can be hired so cheaply. he
is able to have from thirty -five to fifty for each recording,
and the opportunities for a modern jazz arranger arc as
challenging as they are unlimited. But although all the
musicians. conservatory -trained from childhood, have
complete technical command of their instruments and
a remarkable grasp of composition, arrangement, solfeggio, and what- have -you. it is practically impossible to get
that big jazz sound out of them. "They just don't have
it in here," said Jones. clutching his abdomen and bouncing a bit. "They won't tear into a number, attack it. dig
into the beat." Ffe bounced some more. registering bafflement. "They've got everything technically." he continued. "Tian, they can make sounds on those instruments that we never heard of. They know all the variations, all the fancy stuff. But you have to write it all
down for them, man. and when they play it, it just
doesn't sound the same. They lost it somewhere along
the route, and they just don't have the imagination to
go look for it."
For the same reasons, Kenny Clarke feels much more
comfortable playing with big bands in France than with
small groups. "You give them lots of big stuff." he said,
"with plenty of violins and horns and all sorts of things
and they feel pretty easy about the whole affair. But
you get them in a small outfit, where they have to stand
up on their own and blow by theirselves and it's a lot
different. I push them and push them, but it just doesn't

work."
The same opinions were expressed by all the American
jazz musicians we met in Paris. At the time, according
to my statistics, there were fourteen, seven white and
seven Negro, living in the city. Right after World War ll
there were dozens of them able to make out by virtue
of the Gi bill and low living expenses. But time runs out
even on government benevolence. and most of them
have drifted back to the States where opportunities and
pay scales are much more varied.
Sidney Bechet, who has taken up permanent residence
in France, is, of course, an institution unto himself. Most
Frenchmen arc familiar in some form or another with
Dixieland, and for them Louis Armstrong rules from the
heavens and Bechet is his son come to live among them.
b-lis sweet soprano saxophone wails to them of New Orleans, and the "pure primitivism of the Negro" is the
Word as they want to believe it. The satellites of modern
jazz which are whipping by them with frightening rapidity nowadays cannot be ignored, but so far the French
prefer to look at them as habitats for animals, not people.
The human beings of France are not yet ready to go
"out there."
Thus-music played by Bechet and other Negroes of
the New Orleans school is the only kind regarded in the
Carlylean light as "true truth." The French remember
only too well how at first they were fooled into believing
that white men had created jazz. They have always felt
Conrin ied on page )I
that white jazz players
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Second of two articles on the proper care and operation of home tape machines.

No Hum, No Bugs
Louis E. Garner,
PERHAPS you recall the story of the two elderly,
catty dowagers who were discussing their jewelry
each with an eye to impressing the other.

...

"Of course," said one loftily, "I wash my diamonds in
vintage champagne, my pearls in milk, my rubies in the
best port, and my emeralds in the finest imported

Jr.

properly maintained instrument probably will
become technically obsolete before its performance
deteriorates enough to make replacement necessary.
For maximum service life and continued quality
fact,

a

"Why," replied the second dowager, "when my
diamonds get dirty. I simply throw them away!"
If you own a personal key to Fort Knox, or if your
financial statement reads like that of the second dowager,
you may, if you wish, treat your rape machine as she does
her diamonds. lise it until it becomes dirty or until its
performance deteriorates slightly, then throw it away
and buy another.
But if your finances are not those of a prewar rajah,
you may want your tape machine to give top performance for many years before you replace it. With reasonable care, its service life should be a decade or more. In

performance, a regular inspection and maintenance program is mandatory. There are some things you should
do every time you use the instrument, while other items
may be checked on a weekly, monthly, or quarterly
basis, depending on how often the machine is used.
Check the magnetic head, tape guides, and exposed
metal parts of the tape transport mechanism for loose
deposits of dirt, dust, grit, and oxides every lime you use
the machine.A rubber car syringe, used as a miniature
blower, is quite satisfactory for removing loose dust
particles, while more stubborn dirt may be dislodged
with a soft artist's brush.
Check the various accessories used with your machine
at least twice a month. These include connecting cords
and cables, telephone pickup coils, microphones, and so
on. Replace any worn, frayed, or broken cables. Make
sure, too, that cable shields arc intact, with ne broken
or shredded strands.

These are accessories which every tape machine owner should
have in bis kit. Test tells how to use these to best advantage.

Heads, head guides, and pressure pads should be cleaned
often with alcohol or special fluid. Follow instruction book.

creme de menthe."

"Is that so ?" smiled the other, "I'm sorry to hear you
arc suffering from the recession."
"What do you mean ?" asked the first lady.
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You should check your instrument's over -all operational characteristics at least once a week. If it is a combination rccordcr-playback machine, you can give it a
fair operational check by copying a familiar classical
disc recording-preferably one having good bass and
treble components-and then playing the tape back,
listening for noise and distortion. If your machine is
designed for playback only, you must rely on your
musical memory -periodically play, while listening critically, a familiar musical selection from your library of
recorded tapes.
A somewhat better operational test may be made by
employing a standard prerecorded test tape. Such tapes
arc available through many distributors and supply
reference signals for both frequency response tests and
head alignment. A few manufacturers make up special
tapes, designed especially for testing their machines (as,
for example, Ampex's Stock No. 5563 Alignment Tape).
For good tape reproduction, an intimate contact must
be maintained between the tape and the magnetic head
during performance. In expensive professional machines
the magnetic tape is held against the head only by
supply reel holdback tension. In other instruments.
small spring -loaded felt pressure pads arc employed for
this function. Such pads should be checked at least once
a week. A hard or dirty pad may scratch the tape. A
worn pad may fail to maintain an even contact between
tape and head, with consequent deterioration of program
quality and, sometimes, serious head wear.
To get at the pressure pads, you'll have to remove the
head's dust covers. These generally are held in place by
one or more machine screws, though in some machines
they may simply snap into position. Check the instruction manual for your machine when in doubt.
If you find dirt on the pads, brush them lightly with a
stiff fiber brush. If and when a pad gets hard, oily, or
shiny, if it works loose, or if it begins to wear perceptibly thin, it should be replaced.
The replacement of a felt pressure pad may be a relatively simple or a difficult job, depending on the exact

Between periodic liquid-cleaning operations keep machine
free of grit by blowing it away with syringe or similar tool.

AUGUST

design of your instrument. You should be able to get
replacement pads from your local distributor, though
he may have to order them for you. If you have no local
distributor, write to the manufacturer. In any case, make
sure that you obtain an exact duplicate replacement.
Specify the make, model number and, if possible, give
the serial number of your machine when ordering.
There have been minor design changes during the production of sonic machines, and the serial number will
permit a positive identification of your instrument.
In some tape machines, it may be necessary to replace
the felt pad(s) and its support arms) as a single unit.
In other instruments, the new pad is simply cemented
in place on the support arm. Use a general purpose
solvent (such as General Cement No. 31) to remove all
traces of the old pad and cement before replacement.
The new pad can be cemented in position using General
Cement No. 45, Duco, or some similar general purpose
household or shop cement.

For minimum distortion, low noise, and best over -all
frequency response, a tape machine must be kept clean.
Cleanness insures not only the best in over -all performance, but also maximum service life. Dust and dirt on
the tape guides and head may shorten tape life and
seriously affect sound quality. Dust and dirt in the
machine itself may grind into mechanical joints and
bearings, accelerating wear and introducing vibration
and uneven performance.
The interior of the machine should be cleaned of
accumulated dust at least once or twice a month. To do
this job, remove the machine from its cabinet and prop
it up with blocks so that under surfaces arc exposed, but
there is no pressure against cams, drive wheels, or other
mechanical components. Blow out accumulated dust.
You can do this by using the exhaust of a vacuum cleaner
or the bellows borrowed from your outdoor barbecue.
Do not use a vacuum cleaner to suck out dust, and
don't try to brush it out with a stiff brush; you might
break fine connection leads or shift the position of

if your machine has pressure pads such as these,

keep them
soft by regular cleaning: replace them when wear is severe.
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components. causing electrical shorts or mechanical
damage.
If your home is in the suburbs. take the machine outdoors for this dusting operation. If you are an apartment
dweller and have to clean the machine indoors, you can
avoid spreading dust by preparing a simple "dust trap."
Line the sides of a bathtub or shower stall with dampened
newspapers, and set the machine inside for its air -bath.
The blown -out dust will ding to the wet newspapers.
As has been mentioned earlier, you should inspect the
heads and tale transport mechanism every time you use
the machine, removing surface dust when necessary.
On somewhat less frequent occasions -daily if the
machine is used more or less continuously, or weekly or
monthly if the instrument is used occasionally -the
magnetic head, capstan, rubber pressure roller, and tape
guides should he thoroughly cleaned of stubborn dirt
and oxide deposits, as well as accumulations of adhesive
or binder from tape splices. Special care must be taken
with the capstan and capstan idler. Both of these tend to
pick up the lubricant with which most tape is impregnated. Even a thin film of this lubricant. rubbed off on
the capstan and idler, may lead ro tape slippage, flutter,
and wow. A chemical cleaner or solvent should be used
for this operation, and, of course, the head's dust cover
must be removed.
There is some difference of opinion among tape machine manufacturers as ro what type of chemical cleaner
is best for use on magnetic heads and rape guides. Some
suggest that old familiar stand -by, carbon tetrachloride.
Others recommend ethyl alcohol or water. In practice,
carbon tet is, perhaps, a better solvent and general
purpose cleaner than alcohol. However, its fumes can be
dangerous unless the chemical is used in a well -ventilated
room and, unfortunately, it can corrode the mu metal
used to shield magnetic heads and may injure some
types of plastic. It also may damage pressure rollers,
drive belts, and other rubber components.
In addition to alcohol, carbon tet, and water, there
arc special cleaning materials which have been com-

pounded specifically for cleaning tape recorders. If in
doubt as to the type of cleaner to use with your machine,
check the manufacturer's instruction manual for his
recommendations.
Regardless of what cleaner you choose, use it sparingly. Use the minimum amount needed to do each job,
applying it to the magnetic head, capstan. tape guides,
and rubber pressure roller with a soft, lint -free cotton
(not rayon or synthetic fabric) cloth, pipe cleaner, or a
lint -free cotton ball or swab. In some cases, as, for example, when cleaning a rubber pressure roller caked
with adhesive, you may have to apply moderate pressure to do a good cleaning job. But don't use so much
pressure as to shift the position of components or to
bend shafts or supports.
Ignore its electronic circuitry for a moment, and consider your tape machine as a mechanical device. Because
it is, periodic lubrication of its moving parts is necessary
to insure friction -free performance and minimal vicar.
What lubricants to use as well as where to apply them
may vary with individual machines. Check your owner's
instruction manual.
In general, unless porous bronze bearings carrying
"lifetime lubrication" are used, the motor bearings
should be lubricated after every five hundred hours of
operation. Other parts, such as the capstan bearing,
pulleys, gears, and rotating shafts, should be kept clean
and lubricated with a machine oil, usually No. ID or No.
20 weight, every one thousand or two thousand hours
of use. The wiping surfaces of cams and mechanical linkages should be cleaned and lubricated with a light grease,
such as Lubriplate, whenever the motor is checked. The
grease should be applied only at the points of friction or
sliding contact and kept away from other surfaces.
Exposed metal parts should be covered lightly with a
light machine oil to prevent corrosion or rusting.
Take care not to overlubricate. l'oo much oil or grease
will not improve performance and may get on the tape,
capstan, rubber pressure roller, rubber drive wheels,
belts, and so forth, causing slippage. Also, oil on rubber
parts may cause deterioration. If you get oil or grease on
any rubber components (including shock mounting
grommets) accidentally, clean it off immediately with
detergent or soap and water.
As background ro your raped music what you want is

A

head demagnetizer should be used often. If you don't have
will serve as a temporary substitute.

one. your soldering iron

pure silence, i.e., a lack of extraneous magnetization.
It is essential, therefore, that a recording or playback
head impart no magnetic signal to the tape other than
the program material; the head itself must be free of
residual permanent magnetism.
Naturally, when a tape machine leaves the factory
the heads are unmagnetized. They would remain so indefinitely if the machine %vere used only CO reproduce
pure sine -wave tones, since such signals have a symmetrical waveform characContinued on page 93
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-380

PRE -AMP

FM -AM TUNER WITH STEREO

AND TONE CONTROL

This Hi -Fi instrument represents the

$189.60

-

full accomplishment of a challenging objective
the combining on one chassis of a dual channel professional stereo pre -omp and tone control with that
of a Deluxe FM -AM Tuner.
Some of the outstanding features are:

Stcrce :duo!) inputs for tope heads with 3 postlions of equalization for 15 INARTBI, 71/3, and
33/4 I.P.S., phono cartridge [both magnetic and
ceramicl, tope recorder, and aux. The FM position has o stereo channel input for use with the
future FM multiplex tronsmission. It may now be
used for stereo FM -FM or FM -AM by inserting
another FM or AM source.
Extremely stable
FM sensitivity of 3 uy for 20 db quieting, which
is unaffected by a mismatched antenna.
Push -button operated rumble and scratch filters.
Stereo
Push -button type channel reverse and monaural- stereo switches.
balance control.
Elimination of
hum and heat due to absence of power supply.

SR

-534

34 WATT

BASIC STEREO AMPLIFIER

$106.60

SR -534 offers clear cut superiority in design,
construction, endurance and, most important,
performance. The design is that of :wo independently controlled and terminated 17 watt sections. Each section is capable of delivering power beyond usability in the overage home instollotion with distortion characteristics found only
in the most expensive basic amplifiers.

The

Some of the outstanding features are:
17 watts power output each section, 34 welts
Less than °/ Inter output for combined dual channel monaural use.
modulation Distortion at rated output. Less thon 0.5°/ I.M. at 10 watts
output. .Frequency response of _0.5 db 10 to 50,000 c.p.s. of wort.
Ideal regulation with the new GZ34 rectifier tube working in conjunction with an extra large transformer.
1

1

Write for complete brochure on all

SR

Stereo Reproducers.

SAR GENT -R Y MEN=
4926 East 12th Street. Oakland

:lclì r

1,

CO.

California
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perfect
match
for matchless
stereo!

STEREO RECORD CHANGER
Collard Changers are designed to meet the rigid new
Jentands of stereo. The transcription-type tone arm,
exclusive with Colloco, is a counterbalanced unit
designed to accept the Electro -Voice and other standard
stereo cartridges. Arm resonance is below the level of
audibility. Vertical and horizontal friction are reduced to
a minimum. Tracking error and rumble are virtually
eliminated. Between the top and bottom of a stack of
records there is a difference of less than a gram in
tracking pressure -insuring longer life for both stylus
and records. Wow and flutter specifications are superior
to any other changer. Cotlaro- Electro-Voice: the
perfect match for matchless stereo-

For complete intormet on on the new
Collett) stereo changers, write to

ROCKBAR CORPORATION
Mwn.

N. Gn W

w

n.pr

HF -8C.

Morroro,.eck, Neu. v «k

STEREO CARTRIDGE
The Electro -Voice totally compatible stereo cartridge

-

plays the new stereo discs superbly -LP's too
even better than existing cartridges. In breaking the
stereo cartridge bottleneck, Electro-Voice has made
populnrpriced quality stereo a reality. EV's ceramic
stereo cartridge (Model 21D with .7 mil diamond stylus)
sells for only $19.50 net.

Pickup from stray magnetic fields is non-existent: hum
and rumble are below the level of even the most
expensive magnetic cartridge. PZT ceramic elements
deliver a precise RIAA curve. It's totally compatible
for brilliant stereo and monaural. Electra- Voicethe perfect stereo match for the Collard stereo changer.

-

FOUR MODRL$
':D Stereo Cartridge with diamond stylus
7I5 Stereo Cartridge with Sapphire stylus
760ST Stereo Turnover to 78 monaural.
_ .... _ ....
diamond and sapphire
s a6ST 5ä1o Turnover to 7$ monaural, two

St7.5D net
T

95.0 net

5:2.50

712.20 not

For further intn,m.,llcn on Elcct,o Voice

compnl,blr

ca rtndgcc

.,r .

.

ELECTRO- VOICE, INC.
-30
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SIR LOUIS STERLING, the last of the
great record- industry pioneers, died in
London on June 2, just three days after
his seventy -ninth birthday. He was an
"original" in the fullest sense of the
word, a fascinating and immensely successful nonconformist. I have met no
one whose conversation was more uninhibitedly frank; Sir Louis did not boggle
at speaking his mind, and his mind
teemed with a remarkable variety of interests and enthusiasms. But he was
more than a good talker, he was an
equally good listener: you had only to
spend a few minutes with him to sense
the unfeigned warmth of his sympathies.
And his generosity to those who could
use help was seemingly illimitable.
Sir Louis was born and bred in the
slums of New York's lower East Sidc.
At the age of twenty -three he emigrated
to England in search of faine and fortune
--early evidence of nonconformity at a
time when millions of young Europeans
were crossing the Atlantic in the opposite direction. Before he was sixty he had
become one of the wealthiest men in the
British Empire, a leading figure in the
intellectual and artistic circles of London, and had been knighted by King
George VI.
The instrumentality of Sir Louis'
wealth was the phonograph record. He
landed his first important job in London
with the British Zonophone Company,
a minor subsidiary of the imposing
Gramophone and Typewriter Ltd. Before long he had formed his own company in partnership with Russell Hunting, an ex -actor from Boston whose
Irish monologues had been staple phonographic fare since the 1890s. Sterling and
Hunting put out bargain -price cylinders.
Their batting average of "hits" was
phenomenally high, and the company
prospered until the hot tom dropped out
of the cylinder business. Louis Sterling's
next port was the British branch of
Columbia, and there he stayed. By 1925

it

ROLAND GELAIT

he had become

majority stockholder of

the Columbia company throughout the
world. Soon after that he acquired control of the Parlophone -Odéon and
Path* companies, and in 1931 he engineered and became managing director of
the giant amalgamation known as Electric and Musical Industries Ltd.
Sir Louis was a connoisseur of good
music and the intimate friend of many
musicians (Arturo Toscanini for one
eminent example). He supported full scale recording of orchestral and chamber
music at a time when other companies
saw fit to record chiefly opera arias and
instrumental titbits. But he never believed that a profitable record business
could be based on classical music alone.
Once, in the early years of LP, I brought
tip by way of objection to this point of
view the several American firms that
were then apparently making a respectable profit solely from Bach cantatas,
Haydn Masses, and Mozart serenades.
Sir Louis listened to me with good humored skepticism. "Wait for a few
years," he admonished, "and see what
happens." The intervening years, I
think, have borne him out. Some of the
companies I mentioned then have gone
bankrupt; the others have added pop
and jazz music to their catalogues.
In 1939, at the age of sixty, Sir Louis
resigned from his post at EMI. Thereafter he interested himself in various

other businesses -furniture, publishing.
banking-and continued to put in a full
day at his office, but he never got the
record industry out of his blood. "You
know," he told me in his curious combination of East Side Jewish and clipped
London accents, "a record is an exciting
thing. Just holding one in my hands and
reading the label still gives me a thrill."
For Sir Louis the phonograph record
was more than a mere article of commerce; it was also a mysterious conveyor of enchantment. He was infatuated
with records, and that is undoubt-

edly why he could sell them so well.
Ín his later years Sir Louis must have
regretted his relatively early retirement
from the record business. Perhaps he
took counsel from the musicians and
actors of his acquaintance who had unwisely attempted comebacks. Sir Louis
never tried one himself. And whatever
regrets he may have had, they did not
daunt his remarkable joie do rir'rc. He
continued to give parties at his home
near Regents Park, to provide sumptuous lunches at the Savoy for a large table
of family and friends. and to show up for
every first night in London. I-Ie was an
insatiable theatergoer. His last public
appearance was at the London opening
of My Fair Lady at Drury Lane on April
30. He must have derived some vicarious
satisfaction from the tremendous success
of Alt' Fair Lady's original -cast recording,
for it was Sir Louis who -forty-odd years
ago-first had the vision to record musicals

with their original casts.

Most people are radical in their youth
and conservative in old age. Sir Louis, I
gather, began as a socialist and ended as a
socialist. Certainly as far as his own resources were concerned he believed in
sharing the wealth. He gave away more
than a million pounds in his lifetime,
not only to institutions and charities,
but also to innumerable individuals
who needed help. When he learned
that an old business associate was in
straitened circumstances. he arranged
to send him a monthly allowance and
gave him as well a thousand dollar bank
draft just to keep in his wallet; Sterling
knew that nothing is better for sagging
morale than a wad of money in the hip
pocket. More recently Sir Louis was informed that the private papers of John
Churchill, the first Duke of Marlborough. were about to be dispersed at a
public sale. He bought them in roro and
turned them over to Sir Winston as a
token of gratitude for Churchill's services
to Britain and humanity.
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Lucia: The Mod Scene

Madama Butterfly

Norma: The Casta Diva

La

Sonnambula

"Not every generation can boast a successor to Malibran, Grisi and Jenny Lind.
Ours is fortunate in having La Callas." London Sunday Times (Oct. 20. 1957)

A

has recorded 18 complete operas

and 3 fabulous aria albums for Angel

Among them

..

.

...

Puccini: La Bohême
La Scala recording. 'There are several good Bohèmes in the catalogue
but Angel's new one challenges the best of them,' Washington D. C. News.
`Astonishing dramatic poignance, voice ravishingly beautiful,' Chicago American

Bellini:

La Sonnambulo

La Scala recording. Just released. La Divina in one of her most famous roles.

Verdi: Rigoletto
The Callas trill ('comparable to that of Destinn's,' New York Times)
is only one of the many thrills of this Scala recording.

Puccini: Tosca
Prize -winning. 'One of the finest opera recordings ever to appear in the United States,' Newsweek.

Donizetti: Lucia di Lammermoor
Famous Callas performance with the Mad Scene. 'Takes one's breath away,' Opera News.

Callas Portrays Puccini Heroines
'The Queen of Opera' in 11 arias from Boheme, Butterfly, Turandot,
Gianni Schicchi, Suor Angelica, Menton Lescaut.

ANGEL
`Aristocrats of High. Fidelity"
Ask your dealer for complete list
At home in Milan

Recording for Scala -Angel

'14
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CLASSICAL
ALIABEV: Quintet for Piano and Strings
-See Tancicv: Trio for Piano and
Strings, in D, Op. 22.
BACH: Concertos for Clavier and Orchestra: No. 1, in D minor; No. 4, in
A; No. 5, inFminor

Edwin Fischer, piano; Edwin Fischer
Chamber Orchestra.
12 -in. $5.98.
ANGEL COLH 15.
The qualities that rendered these performances admirable when they were
first issued in 1933, 1938, and 1940 respectively are still in evidence. Fischer
as pianist is musical throughout; there is
no thought of virtuosity for its own sake.
One feels that the performer's only aim
is to transmit Bach's ideas in their pure
state, unsullied by intervening personality. There arc, of course, other and just
as legitimate ways of performing Bach,
me being the Landowska performance
of the D minor Concerto, which I myself find more moving than Fischer's.
(Neither will interest those to whom
high -fidelity sound is all -important.) Excellent, and hi -fl, performances of the
other two concertos are available. Fisch er's is apparently the only No. 4 now in
AUGUST
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the catalogue that employs a piano instead of a harpsichord.
N.B.

BARBIERI: Los Diamantes de la corona
Pilar Lorengar (s), Catalina; Maria Dolores Alite (s), Diana; Gines Torrano
( t ), Sandaval; Manuel Ausensi (b ), Rcbolledo; Coros Cantores de Madrid; Cran
Orquesta Sinfónica, Atimlfo Argenta,
cond.
LoNDos A 4127. 12 -in. $4.98.
This zarzuela, which dates from 1854,
has something of the full orchestral tes turc and largeness of design that one associates with opera, unlike the entertainments that many of the zarzuelas of the
Eighties and Nineties tend to be. The
plot is borrowed fmm a libretto that
Scribe wrote for Auber (The Crown Jewels) and concerns a queen of Portugal
who disguises herself as the leader of a
band of brigands who disguise themselves as monks. Enough said. The two
high points of the work arc a dazzling
duet for the two sopranos, " Niñas que rí
vender flores," and the final rondo for
the queen, "De que me sirve, oh ciclo!"
which recalls the similar aria -with -chorus
that ends Rossini's Ccnerentola. The
tenor has a tight, unshaded voice; but
Manuel Ausensi is, as usual, an impressive baritone, the two sopranos blend
delightfully, and the orchestra, a big one,
was of course in impeccable hands. D.J.

BARTOK: Sonata for Violin, No. 2
}Hindemith: Sonata for Violin, in C
¡Stravinsky: Duo Concertant
Wolfgang Schnciderhan, violin; Carl
Seemann, piano.
DEccA DL 9980. 12 -in. 83.08.

Three major works by three major moderns performed by a major team of interpreters. The rhapsodical intensity, passion, and gusto of the Bartók stand at
the furthest pole from the reserved, crystalline classicisme of the Stravinsky, while
the lyrical and melodious Hindemith occupies a middle ground. The performances are beautiful, and so is the recording.

A.F.

BARTOK: Suite, Op. 14; Rumanian Folk
Dances; For Children, Vol. 1 (excerpts): Mikrokosmos, Vols. V and VI

(excerpts)
George Solchany, piano.
12 -in. $3.98.
ANGEL 45015.

general tour through the lighter, more
capricious, and fragmentary aspects of
Bartòk's piano music ( the disc contains
no less than forty-one separate pieces),
played with great sensitivity and style,
and recorded to the queen's taste. A.F.
A

BIZET: Jeux d'enfants, Op. 22 -See Gounod : Symphony No. 2, in E flat.
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13LAVET-PERGOLESI: Le Jaloux cor-

rigé
Denise Monteil, Huguette Prudhon, sopranos; André Vessières, bass; Jean -Marie Leclair Instrumental Ensemble, JeanFrançois Paillard, cond.
WESTMINSTER OPW 11033. 12 -in. $4.98.
As the notes tell us, this little comic op-

era was put together by Michel Blavet
(1700 -1768) out of music front Pergolcsi's
La Servo padrona, two other pieces attributed to Pcrgolcsi but actually themselves pastiches, and some music Blavet
himself had written. Despite the multiple
paternity, there are no noticeable stylistic incongruences, although the best
pieces horn ont to be the four from La
Server padrona. The plot concerns a lady
who cures her husband of jealousy, and
involves a Despina -like maid disguised
half as a man and half as a woman. For
twentieth -century audiences it has a bit
of a "snapper" in the final vaudeville.
The music, including the dances at the
end, is Channing. Mlle. Monteil's voice is
a little thin on top during the first part
of the piece, but it fills out after a while,
and the other artists turn in a very agreeN.B.
able performance.

BRETON: Escenas Andaluzas
Cran Orquesta Sinfónica, Ataulfo Argenta, cond.
1.osaws 1.1. 1701. 12 -in. $3.98
Music between the between, this. Really too light for a symphonic program
but a cut above the
al light classics,
the lack of a place for this suite results
in its neglect. Those who enjoy the
Spanish idiom will find Breton frothy,
full of good tunes, and beautifully recorded here in an excellent performance.
R.C.M.
.

CARTER: Variations for Orchestra
i[idm: Concerto for Piano and Orchestra, No. 2
Benjamin Owen, piano (in the Helm);
Louisville Orchestra, Robert Whitney,
cond.
LOUISVILLE LOU 58 -3. Available on special order only.
After all the academicians, entertainers,
and pretenders whose work one hears in
a season of modern music, it is a relief
to turn to a composer like Elliott Carter,
whose idiom is his own, whose concept
of the composer's calling is uncompromising, and whose scores possess the
heat, power, and size of the authentic
grand style. The Variations are extremely
complex, without the episodic, sectional
character one associates with that form;
they provide, rather, a single, highly
elaborated skein of sound, incredibly intense, strange, and alluring. It is n work
that demands repeated hearing and rewards it with new perspectives at each
repetition.
The concerto is the first recorded work
It). Everett Helm, an American who has
been living in Germany since the war
and has had innumerable performances
abroad. It is a short piece, very clear,

precise, and logical in its structure, full
of subtle and interesting inventions, but
especially noteworthy for its sweep and
bounce. It is brilliantly and persuasively
played, and the recording is quite good.
The recording of the Carter is not quite
so good, but it will serve, and the work
could not make so magnificent an impression if its performance were not
A.F.
thoroughly authoritative.

DELIUS: Hassan: Incidental Music;
Arabesque; Over the Hills and Far
Away
Lesley Fry, baritone (in llassan); Einar
Norby, baritone (in Arabesque); BBC
Chorus (in Hassan and Arabesque); Royal Philharmonic Orchestra, Sir Thomas
Beecham, cond.
12-in. $3.98.
COLUMBIA ML 5268.
Aside from the fact that there are too few
Delius works in the LP catalogue, a recording by the one man who Delius
declared was the true conductor of his
works is a special sign for rejoicing. This
new release not only brings us three
more matchless Delius readings by Sir
Thomas but presents two of them for the
first time in recorded [on». Listeners long
charmed by the Introduction and Serenade from Hassan may now savor a
mulch larger sampling from the exquisite
incidental music that Delius wrote in
1920 for James Elroy Flecker's play
about the adventures of a poor Baghdad
confectioner. In addition to the Serenade,
played twice-once as a violin solo by
Arthur Leven and latter as a viola solo
by Frederick Riddle -we have other interludes and a number of lovely choruses, plus a fine baritone solo, all superbly presented.
Columbia's engineers have provided
first -rate sound, but its jacket notes, concerned mainly with the relationship lehvecn Delius and Beecham, leave much
to be desired. There is an extensive
synopsis of the plot of Hassan, but none
of the text of tile. vocal excerpts is given;
and there is neither sufficient information nor a translation of the Danish text
of Arabesque, a setting of Jens Peter
Jacobsen's poem which seems to have
something to do with Pan. Suffice to say
that this work presents the more impressionistic side of the composer and sloes so
with fine effect.
The familiar Over the hills and Far
Away receives the customary immaculate
Beecham treatment in a performance that
is at once songful and dramatic. P.A.

DELLO JOIO: Variations, Chaconne,
and Finale -See Vincent: Symphony
in D.

DUPRE: Prelude and Fugue, Op. 7;
Triptyque, Op. 51 -Sec Widor: Symphony No. 6, Op, 42.
FALLA: El Retablo de liaise Pedro;
Concerto for Harpsichord
Julita Bermejo, soprano; Carlo Alunguia,
tenor; Raimundo Torres, baritone (in
Retablo); Robert Veyron- Lacroix, harp-
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sichord; Orquesta Nacional de España,
Ataulfo Argenta, cond.
12 -in. $3.98.
LONDON LL 1739.

Argenta's death in an automobile accident last January appears more and more
to have been a major loss to music. The
ten volumes of London's E.spaia series,
of which this is number eight, arc a
memorial of appropriate scope, but nothing compared to what further years of
productive music making would have
donc to secure international recognition
for Argenta's interpretative powers.
That he was a conductor who played
Spanish music with brilliance and understanding is obvious in this (lisc.
which slips into the catalogue exactly
at a point where it was needed. The
Falla collector may now get a pair of
excellent performances on one record
where previously he had to buy two.
The harpsichord figures in both compositions. The concerto gives it a solo
role with a lightly scored accompaniment, here conveyed with firm accents
in a more tightly integrated and forceful
statement than the Marlowe edition. If
you have a super -efficient tweeter, however, you may find it overly bright.
Falla 's little half -human, half-puppet
opera gets a stylish presentation with
sharpness and clarity of Iin' again combined with subtlety and imagination in
coloring-A rgenta 's distinctive contributions to this series. The Angel set is
about equally well sung. but orchestrally
R.C.M.
the London is superior.

CODOWSKI': Piano Pieces
Jaca Suite: In the Streets of Old Batavia; Canmelan; Chattering Monkeys.
7'riakontmmcrrm: Alt Wien; Whitecaps;
The Salon; The Temptress. A Watteau
Passage. Five Etudes after Chopin: Op.
25, No. 3, in F; Op. 10: No. 6, in E flat
minor; No. 7. in C; No. 11, in E flat:
posthumous Etudc in A flat. Triana (arr.
from Iberia Suite of Albéjuiz).

David Saperton, piano.
KAPP KCL 9013. 12 -in.

$3.98.

Leopold Codowsky, one of the fabulous
pianists of the century, composed some
remarkable piano music; but today's pianists do not seem in any Hush to play it.
Although Olt Wien, his most popular
work, sometimes turns up as an encore
and his paraphrases on Strauss waltzes
sometimes close a program, it would appear that Godowskv's cause is lost. One
reason for the infrequent performances of
his music is that it is infernally difficult.
The studies on Chopin etudes, for instance, make Liszt appear like child's
play. Saperton, Goelo+vsky s son -in -tau.
has in some respects an amazing technique, but not even he manages to suggest that he really can negotiate the
writing in the more complicated pieces.
They say that it rippled from Codowskys fingers. No wonder some qualified
observers have said that Codowsky had
the greatest of all pianistic mechanisms.
In any case we are in Kapp's debt for
a very unusual release. Sapeutuu, one
imagines, is about the only pianist to
have this music in his repertoire; and his
HIGH FIDELITY NIAt:AzINE
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personal association with the composer
certainly intensified the quality of these
performances. As for the music itself, it
may be considered old -fashioned in some
quarters, while Godowsky's use of Chopin
etudes for original compositions may
evoke a howl of protest. But nobody will
deny that the music is pianistically fascinating: an amalgam of Chopin, Liszt,
Scriabin, and Co dowsky himself. H.C.S.

bos, particularly in the Adagio, with its
Bachian undertones.
Argenta's performance is all brilliance
and virtuosity, thanks to superlative solo
work from members of the orchestra and
transparent sonics from London's engineers. This record is listed as Volume
l l of the "Music of Spain" series, which
has served to introduce some interesting
music to American collectors.
P.A.

composition, but Schumann didn't quite
know how to handle the horn in an Allegro; compare his gingerly treatment of
it with Haydn's superbly assured writing
for the trumpet. The soloists are all %Ty
competent, and the orchestra. while rather large for the eighteenth- ccntury
works, never covers them up.
N.B.
MOZART: Serenade No. 6, in D, K. 239

GOUNOD: Symphony No. 2, in E flat
I Bizet: Jeux d'entants, Op. 22
Lamoureux Orchestra, Igor Markevitch,
cond.
DECCA DL 9982.
12 -in. $3.98.

There are relatively few essays in the
symphonic form by French composers of
the mid-nineteenth century, and these
are infrequently performed. Very welcome then is this first recording of Gounod's Second Symphony. Composed in
1855 shortly after the First Symphony,
this is a musically more substantial work
( though it too could serve the
dance
quite effectively, as the First did for Balnnchine last season). The work is indebted to Schumann, Mendelssohn, and
Beethoven -particularly to the lighter
moments of the latter's Eighth and Ninth
Symphonies -hut it becomes increasingly
Gallic as it progresses; and there is ample
individuality, which includes a foretaste.
in the second movement, of a bit of the
Faust ballet music. Here, with a superior orchestra at his command, Markevitch offers a reading that lias clean
lines, warm tone, and high spirits.
The disarming little Bizet suite is far
more than a mere filler for the record.
Like its spiritual grandchild, Ravers Ma
Mère l'oye, it was originally written for
piano duet and later orchestrated by the
composer. The five children's games are
here accorded one of their finest disc
interpretations, as light, frothy, and delectable as a charlotte russe.
For both works Decca has provided
admirably balanced reproduction.
P.A.

IFALFFTER: Sinfonietta in D
Orquesta Nacional <le España, Maulfo
Argenta, comal.
LONnoN LL. 3024.

12 -in.

$3.98.

"Sinfonietta" seems a diminutive tern to
employ for a work that takes a good half
lour to perform, yet "symphony" is too
big for it. But difficult as this music is to
categorize, it certainly is not difficult to
listen to. Ernesto Ha lifter, a pupil of
Falla, composed and revised it between
1923 and 1927, and it served to win
him his first international recognition.
Why it hasn't become a permanent repertoire staple is a mystery, for it is a
work of great imagination, with ever changing instrumental coloring and melodic appeal. Scored for solo strings,
wood winds, and brasses with string orchestra, it resembles in many ways the
concerto grosso. In its marvelous blend
of the classical with indigenous folk music, it resembles in many ways the admirable Bachianas Brasileiras of Villa LoAUGUST

HANDOSHKIN: Variations on a Russian
Theme for Violin and Cello -Sec
Tchaikovsky: Sextet in D minor, Op. 70
( "Souvenir de Florence").

HAYDN: Concerto for Trumpet and Orchestra, in E flat -See Mozart: Concerto for Flute and Orchestra, No. 2,
in D, K. 314.

HELM: Concerto for Piano and Orchestra, No. 2 -See Carter: Variations for
Orchestra.

C-

Sonata for Violin, in
Sec Bartók: Sonata for Violin, No. 2.

HINDEMITH:

iBERT: Quartet for Strings, in

C

}Roussel: Quartet for Strings, in D, Op.
45
Parrenin Quartet.
WESTMINSTER XWN 18659. 12 -in. $4.98.

Because of the heavy emphasis placed
on works like the Divertissement and
Escales, one tends to think of lbert as a
lightweight composer, but the quartet
recorded here is a work of great size
and dignity and superb address. It is the
product of a highly aristocratic musical
mind, conservative and traditional in
bent, hut very powerful in expression
and personal in profile. The great quartet by Roussel, one of the established
masterpieces of modern chamber music
literature, here makes its first appearance
on microgroove in a performance that
captures all its grandeur and felicity.
A.F.
The recordings are good, ton.
MOZART: Concerto for Flute and Or.
diestra, No. 2, in D, K. 314
}Haydn: Concerto for Trumpet and Orchestra, in E fiat
}Schumann: Adagio and Allegro for
Nor, in A fiat, Op. 70 (orch. Ansermet )
André Pepin, flute; Paolo Longinotti,
trumpet; Edmond Leloir, horn; Orchestre de la Suisse Romande, Ernest Ansermet, cond.
$3.98.
LONDON LL 3020. 12 -in.
A beguiling disc, whose charm melts
away objections as fast as they rise. Does
Ansermet cut a section out of the slow
movement of the Mozart? Alas, yes; but
that section includes the cadenza, and
who would miss that? Wasn't the Schumann piece written for horn and piano?
It was; but the conductor's orchestration
is so thoroughly Schumannish that the
effect of the piece is only enhanced.
The Adagio is a little gem of Romantic

( "Serenata Notturm') -Sec Reger:
Variations and Fugue on a theme by
Mozart, Op, 132.

MOZART: Symphonies: No. 39, in F fiat,
K. 543; No. 40, in G minor, K. 550
Bavarian Symphony Orchestra, Engen
Jochum, conch.
12 -in. 83.98.
DECCA DL 9977.

Clean performances that are alive musically as well as acoustically. The special finalities of each work are clearly
conveyed. in certain passages of the first
two movements of the C minor, Jochum
dares to bring the violas out of their usual
obscurity and thus throws new light on
those passages. Like Beecham and some
other conductors, he uses the original version of this symphony, without the clarinets. The Bavarian Symphony Orchestra
may not have the silkiest strings in the
world, at least as recorded here, hut it
seems otherwise to be excellent. This
makes the third topnotch recording of
the E flat to be brought out in recent
moths ( the other two being by Klem's C:
perer and Böhm); but while Jod
minor is among the better ones, I have
yet to hear a recording of that work
N.B.
that is satisfactory on all counts.
hlUSSORGSKY: Pictures from an exhibition ( orch. Ravel)
Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Fritz
Reiner, conch.
RCA Vie-ron LM 2201. 12 -in. $4.98.

Superior orchestral playing, mirrored by
luminous, well -balanced reproduction,
snakes this trip through Mussorgskÿ s picture gallery an aural delight -or would,
if only our guide were more scintillating.
Reiner has chosen soue rather strange
tempos, mostly on the slow side, which
negate ouch of the musical and instrumental color and leave me preferring
the more vibrant Toscanini and Ormandy
P.A.
versions.

ORFF: Der ,Mond
Rudolf Christ (t), Narrator; Hans Hotter
(b), Peter; Paul Kuen (t). Karl SchmittWalker (b), Helmut Grand (b), Peter
Lagger (bat), the Four Fellows; Albrecht
Peter (b), Farmer. Philharmonia Orchestra and Chonis, Wolfgang Sawallisch.
cond.
ANGEI.

3567/ß. Two

12 -in. $10.913.

Der Mond, like Die Kluge, has its source
in the parables of the brothers Grimm,
but in this instance what the parable
means is far from clear. Four fellows
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from a lightless land discover the moon
perched up in a tree and, stealing it from
its place, take it back to their country.
To the much iterated questions, "Was
fur ein Licht? \Vo_u dienet?" (what kind
of a light? what's it good for ?) they explain how convenient it is, particularly
to the drunkard and lecher. Their corn patriots are charmed and assign them the
job of seeing that the moon is kept well
oiled and in good repair. Time passes:
when the four thieves come to die, they
demand that the moon be quartered and

buried with them. In their grave they
paste it together again and its light
wakes the other dead, who embark on
an orgy of dicing, drinking, and cursing.
Sn loud is the ruckus that St. Peter hears
it in heaven, angrily hurls a comet at the
revelers, and comes down in person to
investigate. He is introduced to the
moon and decides to join the merrymaking; but after tippling for a while, he
sends the dead back to their rest and
returns to heaven with the moon tinder
his ann. Soon after, a little child discovers
it shining brightly in the sky and calls
others to come look. The dead arc heard
sleeping peacefully, a cloud passes over
the moon, the stage grows dark. Curtain. What does it all mean? Is it a happy
story or a sad one? Is the moon now in
its rightful place or is it merely forever
beyond the reach of man, who abused it
while it was in his grasp? And why the
whole episode in the charnel?
As for the music, it is as translucent as
the fable is muddy, as immediately appealing as Offenbach or Johann Strauss,
and harmonically considerably less venturesome than theirs. But Orff somehow
manages to make it all sound new and
exciting. The explanation lies, in part, in
his superb writing for percussion instruments. He calls for no Fewer than thirtyfour of them, including glass harmonica,
clock chimes, thunder and wind machines, and various and sundry rattles,
cymbals, and metal rods. And there are
other unusual orchestral interlopers: a
harmonium, a harmonica, a zither, even
a small mixed chorus. The melodic content is often lovely (particularly the eerie
orchestral night music), and the rhythmic patterns are not as doggedly unrelieved as in the last two Trionfi.
From the point of view of hi -fi sonies,
this well may be the most stunning opera
recording yet made. The music peculiarly
favors the efforts of clever engineers, and
Angel's set to work with a twill. The
listeners ought to be forewarned about the
terrifying sound made by the oscillator
at the end of side three (when Peter
hurls his comet). Otherwise he may
think, as I did, that his speaker has suddenly blown up. The performance is
well -nigh flawless, with special praise
owing to the young maestro and to the
very human St. Peter of Hans Hotter.
D.J.

PROKOFIEV: Romeo and Juliet, Op. 64
(excerpts)
New York Philharmonic, Dimitri Mitropnulos, cond.
COLUMBIA ML 5267. 12 -in. $3.98.

This is the second recent record of extended excerpts from Prokofiev's notable
ballet. The other, conducted by Munch
(RCA Victor), contained twelve movements culled from the three concert
suites and arranged in the sequence of
the full -length ballet. A similar pattern
is followed on the present disc which,
however, includes only nine movements,
drawn from the first two suites.
Whereas Munch emphasized the music's pure, clean lines, \litropoulos gives
a performance that is more highly
charged. The engineering on both discs
is appropriate to the interpretations;
RCA Victor's tone quality is admirably
clear, whereas Columbia's is a trifle
brighter and more sharply focused, with
slightly higher volume level and closer
microphoning that gives better instrumented presence. Munch's three additional movements phis a handsomely illustrated brochure cost a dollar more;
either version can be highly recommendP.A.
ed.

RACHMANINOFF: Symphony No. 2, in
E minor, Op. 27
London Philharmonic
Adrian Boult, cond.

RCA Vrcroa LM 2106.

Orchestra,
12 -in.

Sir

$4.98.

Sir Adrian's version is scrupulous (although there arc numerous small cuts)
and understated. For those who like the
luxuriant growth of Rachmaninoff's melodies neatly trimmed this might be the
right recording. It is considerably less vital and imaginative than the recording by

the Leningrad Philharmonic under Kurt
Sanderling for Decca, which remains
outstanding.
R.E.

REGER: Variations and Fugue on a
theme by Mozart, Op. 132
}Mozart: Serenade No. 6, in D, K. 239
( "Serenata Notturna")
Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra, Karl
Böhm, cond.
DECCA DL 9979.

12 -in.

$3.98.

Reger's Mozart Variations arc just about
the only orchestral work by that prolific
composer -who is highly regarded in
Germany but whose works seem to be
unexportable -that is ever performed in
this country. One suspects that the principal reason it is played here is the popularity of its theme, that graceful little
melody on which Mozart wrote his own
variations in the first movement of the
Piano Sonata in A, K. 331. Reger, like
Brahms, ventures far from the theme;
but unlike Brahms, he does not convince
us that the trip was worthwhile. One admires the smoothness of the workmanship and the richness of the orchestration, but there are long stretches when
nothing of much consequence seems to
be happening. And in the peroration of
the Fugue one's worst fears are con finned -sure enough, Mozart's delicate
there is thundered out by the brass,
against portentous-sounding countermelodies. Bühm and his fine orchestra play
the work as though every note were pure
gold. They do equally well with the de-
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lightful Serenade. Both works are beauN.B.
tifully recorded.
ROUSSEL: Quartet for Strings, in D, Op.
45 -See Ibert: Quartet for Strings, in
C.

SAINT -SAENS: Concerto for Cello and
Orchestra, No. 1, in A minor, Op. 3.3
-See Schumann: Concerto for Cello
and Orchestra, in A minor, Op. 129.

SCHUBERT: Quintet for Piano and
Strings, in A, Op. 114 ( "Trout")
Clifford Curzon, piano; Members of the
Vienna Octet.
LoNno e LL 3025. 12 -in. $3.98.

The American LP catalogue never has
boasted a great performance of the wellknown Trout Quintet. This one comes
close to meeting all requirements. It is
sensitive, well integrated, clearly recorded, and highly proficient in matters of
instrumental finesse. In spite of one or
two laggard moments, where everything
shifts to low gear for no apparent reason, Curzon and his instnunental partners combine to present a Trout that is
easily as good as anything currently
available and much better than most.
H.C.S.

SCHUMANN: Adagio and Allegro for
horn, in A flat, Op. 70 (orcb. Ansermet) -See Mozart: Concerto for Flute
and Orchestra, No. 2, in D, K. 314.

SCHUMANN: Concerto for Cello and Orchestra, in A minor, Op. 129
)Saint- Sains: Concerto for Cello and Orchestra, No. 1, in A minor, Op. 33
Janos Starker, cello; Philharmonia Orchestra, Carlo Maria Giulini, cond.
ANGEL 35598. 12 -in. $4.98 (or $3.98).

Starker is amazing. He simply can't play
off pitch, and even in the highest positions his tone is full and secure. He is
heard at his best-and his best puts him
at the top of contemporary cellists -in
the Saint -Saëns concerto, an elegant and
fluent performance, tonally warm and
technically glittering. Giuhini, too, has a
firmer hold on the orchestra in the
Saint -Saëns than he does in the Schumann, where conductor and soloist are
not entirely convincing. There arc details of wonderful playing, but the work
as a whole does not hang together as
well as it does in the Gendron disc (London). Nevertheless the Schumann as
Starker plays it is a feat that any cellist
would he glad to call his own; and the
Saint-Saöns alone is worth the price of
admission.

H.C.S.

SCHUMANN: Etudes symphoniques, Op.

13; Sonata for Piorno, No. 3, in G
minor, Op. 22; Romance in F sharp,
Op. 28, No. 2
Gary Craffman, piano.
RCA Vicron LM 2190. 12 -in. $4.98.

Continued on page 50
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WESTMINSTER

FIRST RELEASES
BEETHOVEN: Symphony No. 5 in C Minor, Op. 67Philharmonic Symphony Orch. of London; Rodzinski,
cond. (WST 19001)
GERSHWIN: Rhapsody in Blue (Reid Nibley, piano);
An American in Paris Utah Symphony; Abravanel,
cond. (WST 19002)

cond. (WST 14005)
TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony No. 4 in F Minor, Op. 36
Philharmonic Symphony Orch. of London; Rodzinski,
cond. (WST 14006)

RIkISKY- KORSAKOFF: Scheherazade Vienna State
Opera Orch.; Scherchen, conci. (WST 14003)
SAINT-SANS: Symphony No. 3 in C Minor, Op. 78
(Organ Symphony) Schreiner, organ; Utah Symphony; Abravanel, cond. (WST 14004)

The new epochal Berlioz Requiem! A towering performance
by Hermann Scherchen, conducting the augmented Orchestra of the Théatre National de !'Opéra; Chorus of Radio.
diffusion Française. (WST 201)

-

-

-

DEUTSCHMEISTER ON PARADE- Deutschmeister
Band; Herrmann, cond. (WST 15007)
INDIAN LOVE CALL- ( Friml Presents Friml)
Rudolf Friml Plays and Conducts the Friml Orchestra
(WST 15008)

-

- Mary Lou Brewer, with Sy Shaffer and his
Orchestra (WST 15010)
MY MAN

TCHAIKOVSKY: Romeo and Juliet Overture -Fantasy;
1812 Overture Vienna State Opera Orch.; Scherchen,

-

-

-

LEIBERT TAKES RICHMOND Dick Leibert playing
the Mighty WurliTzer Pipe Organ in the Byrd Theater
at Richmond, Virginia (WST 15009)
SOUNDPROOF!

- Ferrante and Teicher (WST 15011)

- Ralph Font and his Orchestra (WST 15012)
HOW DID HE LOOK? - Joan Merrill (WST 15013)

TABU

Ask for these remarkable new stereo records at your Westminster dealer today!
For catalog, write: Westminster, Dept. HF -8. 275 Seventh Avenue, New York
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Craffman is one of the sharpshooters
among young American pianists-musically honest, technically exceptionally accurate, thoughtful and intelligent. At present his playing is just a shade too calculated. One respects it and even admires it,
but sometimes the exasperated listener
wishes that Craffman would give himself
more leeway. in the performances on this
disc there is little that one can fault. And
yet the Etudes symphoniques do not
come to life. They lack variety and are
deficient in lyric rapture. Craffman is
much more successful in the G minor
Sonata, which he holds together magnificently. Where the quickly changing
moods of the Etudes elude him, his performance of the sonata has a through and- through logical quality coupled with
a direct, manly approach that makes it
the best LP version. For the Etudes syntphoniques the listener must turn to Anda
(Angel), Kempff ( Decca), or Novae!:
( Vox). Craffman plays the F sharp Romance with clarity but again a lack of
spontaneous lyricism.
H.C.S.

SIBELIUS: Song Recital
Come Away, Death, Op. 60, No. 1;
When That 1 Was and a Little Tiny
Boy, Op. 60, No. 2; Les trois soeurs
aveugles (from the incidental music to
Pelléas et Méli.sandcl, Op. 46; Im Feld
ein Mddchen singt, Op. 50, No. 3;
Last' Woehillo. Op. 17. No. 7; Male,
Op. 17, No. 6; Souda, souda, sinisor.sa;
Finland is -II Omni; Drammen, Op. 13,
No. 5; Viiren flyktar hastige, Op. 13, No.
4; Till Frigga, Op. 13, No. 6; Fiigellek,
Op. 17, No. 3; Romeo, Op. 61, No. 4.;
Demanten pie n>arssniin, Op. 36, No. 6;
siif, suss, Op. 36, No. 4; Svarta
rosir, Op. 36, No. .1.
Kim Borg, bass; Erik Werba, piano.
DECCA

DL 9983. 12 -in. $3.98.

Even back in the days of 78s, when the
music of the late Finnish master was
more in vogue, only a handful of his
nearly one hundred songs was available,
usually a repetition of the same two or
three -Come Away, Death; Siif, svü, susa;
and Scarta rosin. And a few years ago
there was not a single LP devoted to
Sibelius' vocal nmsic. Now at last. thanks
to the composer's countryman, Kim Borg,
we have a representative sampling of
sixteen songs from his early and middle
creative periods. How different they are
from his big instrumental works! In
many ways, the writing is less barren
and more conservative, though some are
marked by a quasi -declamatory style and
others have a folklike simplicity. The
bass -whose voice is more like a baritone's here- interprets them with exceptional tonal warmth and sincerity. His
diction in English, French, German,
Finnish, and Swedish-a great many of

4VesTattNs-ren XWN 18679. 12-in. $4.98.

Serge Taneiev was known as the Russian
Brahms, and this trio explains why. It
could easily be passed off as a newly discovered work by the Lerman composer.
Although its derivation is obvious, the
piece is altogether masterly; and this superb recording of it should go far towards
engendering a respect for Tanciev that is
long overdue.
Alexander Aliabev is a very obscure
early nineteenth -century Russian composer known almost exclusively for the
song called The Nightingale which coloratura sopranos used to perform in The
Barber of Seville. He is represented here
with a piano work in one movement that
sounds like something Beethoven might
have written at the age of twelve. A.F.
Van Clibum: a pianist lovingly loyal.

Charlotte Zelka, piano; Symphony Orchestra of the Southwest German Radio.
Harold Byrns, cond. (in the Capriccio).
Charlotte Zelka and Alfred Brendel, pianos (in the Concerto).
Vox l'L 10660. 12 -in. $4.98.
Zelka and Byrns approach the Capriccio
in an especially jolly mood; their performance is less hard- driving than most,
and possibly less hard- driving than Stravinsky intended, hut it is altogether
charming. The interpretation of that colossal dazzler, the Concerto for Two Solo
Pianos, on the other side does not get
too far beneath the surface of the notes.
Both recordings are very fine.
A.F.

STRAVINSKY: Duo Concertant -See
Bartòk: Sonata for Violin, No. 2.
STRAVINSKY: Pélrouchka

Orchestre de la Suisse Romande, Ernest
Ansermet, cond.
LONIX>N LL 3018.
12 -in. $3.98.
An outstandingly mellow and sensitive
interpretation, stressing the pathetic,
wistful, and bitter -sweet aspects of the

score with special deftness, and superbly
recorded.
A.F.
STRAVINSKY: The Rite of Spring

Philhannonia Orchestra, Igor \Iatrkcvitch, cond.
12-in.
ANGEL 35549.
$4.98 (or $3.98).

The eleventh Sacre in the current record lists, and from the tonal point of
view quite possibly the best. At all events
the sound of the big Stravinskian orchestra comes forth here with magnificent
power, luster, and clarity. The performance is very good, too, even if Marke%itch takes some liberties with tempo and
phrasing.
A.F.

Sibelius' songs were set to Swedish texts
-is very clear; Erik \ Verba s accompaniments are properly restrained, and the
reproduction is very satisfactory.
P.A.

TANEIEV: Trio for Piano and Strings, in
D, Op. 22
1Aliabev: Quintet for Piano and Strings

STRAVINSKY: Capriccio for Piano and
Orchestra; Concerto for Two Solo
Pianos

David Oistrakh.
shevitsky, cello;
the Trio). Emil
Quartet ( in the

violin; Sviatoslav KnuLev Oborin, piano (in
Gilds, piano; Beethoven
Quintet ).
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TCHAIKOVSKY: Concerto for Piano and
Orchestra, No. I, in B flat minor, Op.
23
Van Cliburn, piano; Symphony of the Air,
Kiril Kondrashin, cond.
RCA VICTOR L \I 22.52. 12 -in. $4.98.

This review fell to nee because 1 was present at part of the recording session which
occasioned it. It was rather a tough session. RCA Victor had followed its recent
and laudable custom of inviting eighty
students from New York's High School
of 'Music and Art to come anti watch.
They were quiet as mice, but their chairs
squeaked, which made the engineers
nervous. Clibum was nervous too, probth of activity
ably by reason of a
which would have laid a lesser man prostrate. Some of the orchestra people were
nervous also, maybe because they hadn't
practiced enough. There was one man in
the hall who wasn't nervous, however.
because it was his job not to be; and
from him one could almost see flow the
force and reassurance that everyone else
needed finally to make this a performance of surpassing merit. possibly deserving the designation great. Comrade Kontlrashin is a conductor, in the highest
sense of the word. If ever you have a
chance to watch him in action, do.
It is a performance of surpassing merit.
and certainly the one I should choose to
own from among the myriad in the record catalogues. I cannot dissect it for
small errors, if any there be, because I
forget to listen for them when the music
begins. What music! Clibum is Chopintrained : every droplet in the shower most
shine distinctly with its own proper value.
yet the current of the musical thought
must retain perfect symmetry. f think I
have never heard a pianist so lovingly
and fearfully loyal to Tchaikovsky. And.
at the end, he has done what he set out
to do. He has raised your opinion of the
concerto. This is artistry. Joust M. CONI.ï.
TCHAIKOVSKY: Sextet in D minor, Op.
70 ( "Souvenir de Florence")
Itdamdoshkin: Variations on a Russian
theme for Violin and Cello

Continued on page 52
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adj. Of venerably majestic grandeur; stately; magnificent. -Syn. Grand, noble. Pertaining to the superb qualities of the

NEW RCA VICTOR RED SEAL ALBUMS
for August, in New Orthophonie High Fidelity
C=22

J. S. BACH
THE SIX
BRANDENBURG CONCERTOS
BOSTON SYMPHONY
CHARLES MUNCH

TCHAIKOVSKY
CONCERTO No.
VAN CLIBURN

I

MAIL KONORASHIN, Conductor

Record debut of a brilliant young
pianist, recreating his historic per -

formance in Russia LM -2252'

RuVlcrou I,,,r,

xenueresonn

Italian and Reformation
Symphonies

Cherlos Munch
Boston Symphony Oroh.

Two of the composer's finest symphonies, performed with keen perception. Highest fidelity. LM -2221'

This long play, along with LM -2198,
presents the complete Brandenburg
Concertos in a hi -fi showcase LM -2182

RCAVICTORI1r_

INCA VICTOR

, TCHAIKOVSKY
PATHETIQUE SYMPHONY

ROLLING DOWN TO RIO
LEONARD WARREN
BARITONE WITH ORCH.

FRITZ REINER
CHICAGO SYMPHONY ORCH.

profound and vastly moving Russian
work, interpreted with amazing insight
into its deepest meanings. LM -2216'

®

RCA VICTOR

A

Ea¡ @rerture

Y"-133.

VALSES NOBLES ET SENTIMENTALES
CHICAGO SYMPHONY ORCH.

REINER

Schubert: ROSAMUNDE

PIERRE MONTEUX
London

VIENNA PHILHARMONIC ORCH.

Philharmonic Orchestre
Sir drian Boult

splendid orchestra explores triumph

and tragedy in two towering Russian
works. Excellent fidelity. LM -2185

'Also available on

RCA

'

I

Debussy's impressionistic magic, plus
sweeping music by Ravel: Valses
Nobles et Sentimentales; Alborado
del Gracioso (Save -On- Records Selection for August). LM -2222"

Amazing "presence" and tonal beauty
in a stunning new recording by a
great European orchestra. LM -2223

Victor Living Stereo Records

THE WORLD'S GREATEST ARTISTS ARE ON
AUGUST

DEBUSSY

IBERIA
RAVEL: ALBORADO DEL GRACIOSO

A MIDSUMMER
NIGHT'S DREAM

Symphony No. 3

'

C,

Excerpt, from Mendelssohn

RIMSKY`KORSAKOFF

J.
C

Leonard Warren presents a collection
of 15 stirring songs, including eight
based on Kipling poems. LM -2206

One of our leading composer- conductors features haunting themes from
favorite concert works LM -2224`

RACHMANINOFF
4tu.ssian

44411

L
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than \Vinograd's access of violins, and
the lucid performance by the six Russian
virtuosos on the new disc has a tone at
once wanner and brighter. It is to the
credit of these six individuals, each a
concert soloist in his own right, that they
have been able to weld themselves into
such a homogeneous ensemble. It is to the
credit of Monitor and the Soviet engineers, too, that they have succeeded in
producing sonies of an unusually high
quality.
We probably should be grateful also
for the opportunity they afford of hearing a composition by Ivan Evstafeivich
Fla ndoshkin (c. 1740- 1804 )', since very
little eighteenth- century Russian music
has been presented in the West. Intrinsically, however, it leaves something to be

Leonid Kogan. violin; Mstislav Rostropovich, cello (in both works). Elizaveta
Gilels, violin; Rudolph Barshai and Heinrich Talalian, violas; Sviatoslav Knushccitzky, cello (in the Tchaikovsky ).
MoNIrol< MC 2019.

12 -in.

$4.98.

Aside from its title, there is nothing Flor-

entine about Tchaikovsky's string sestet,
his last chamber work; it is thoroughly
Slavic -and thoroughly enjoyable. A year
or more ago, M -G -M issued this work
in an edition for small string orchestra,
arranged and conducted by Arthur Winograd. The present Russian performance
marks its first appearance on LP in its
original form -to my taste preferable. I
find the greater transparency afforded by
the sextet somewhat more to my liking

desired. The variations on the folk song
I Low What I Love assume the character of a chaconne in double time. The
violin works figurations over a rather unimaginative ground bass, whose every
phrase ends in the sane monotonous
group of four descending eighth- notes.
Kogan and Rostropovich do what they
can with the piece, but it remains merely
P.A.
a curiosity.

TELEMANN: Concertos for Oboe and
Orchestra: in E minor; in D minor;
Concerto for Viola and Orchestra. in C;
Concerto for Violin and Orchestra, in
A minor; Sonata a quattro in A

Solisti di Zagreb. Antonio Janigro. cond.
VANGUARD I3G 575.
12 -in. $4.98.

am was four years older than
Bach and much more widely admired
in his day. These droplets from the great
flood of music that gushed out of him
show that the admiration was not groundless. The style is sometimes remindful of
Handel and at others has a Vivaldi -like
quality. Some of the music is pleasant
though neutral; but every now and then
we encounter a movement, like the delightfully jaunty finale of the Sonata a
quattro, or even a whole work, like the
D minor Oboe Concerto, where the cxprescivity is sharpened. and the music
reveals a strong and individual character.
The performances, as is customary with
this fine group. are excellent; and the
sound, except for a certain roughness in
the low strings in the first movement of
the E minor Oboe Concerto, very good.
Tele

Stay home and tour the town..
patti goes

low- browsing

miss page goes
pent- housing
Your favorite enchantress contrasts the
robustness of beer, beans and hot asphalt
with cocktails, caviar and roof -top gardens.

for summer

VINCENT: Symphony in D
1Dello Joio: Variations, Chaconne, and
Finale

Philadelphia Orchestra,
mandy, cond.
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Eugene

12 -in.

Or-

$3.98.

John Vincent, chairman of the music department at the University of California
at Los Angeles. has hitherto been represented on records only with a string quartet. His Symphony in D, subtitled "A
Festival Piece in One Movement," has
recently enjoyed exceptional success at
the concerts of the Philadelphia Orchestra and the National Symphony because
it is very tuneful, completely unproblematical, and extremely well made in a
manner not without indebtedness to Copland and Harris.
Norman dello Joio s Variations, Chaconne, and Finale is based entirely on a
Gregorian theme startlingly like that of
the final chorus in Honegger's Roi David.
Its craftsmanship is great, but, except in
its exhilaratingly rhythmical last movement, its interest is slight; the composer
"telegraphs" every nove at least a clozen
bars before it happens. Performances and
recordings are excellent.
A.F.

VIVALDI: Concertos
Concertos: for Two Oboes, Two Clarinets, and Orchestra, in C, P. 74; for Two
Oboes and Orchestra, in C, P. 85; for
Two Oboes, Two Horns, Bassoon, VioHIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE
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lin, and Orchestra, in F, P. 319; for Flute,
Bassoon, and Orchestra, in G minor, P.
342 (La Notte) -on \VR 404. Concertos:
for Violin and Two Orchestras, in B
Oat, P. 368; for Two Flutes. Oboe, English Horn, Two Trumpets, Violin, Two
Violas, Two Harpsichords, and Orchestra, in C, P. 87; for Two Flutes, Two

Oboes, Bassoon, Two Violins, and Orchestra, in C, P. 54; for Two Oboes, Bassoon,
Two Horns, Violin, and Orchestra, in F,
P. 273-on WR 406.
Milan Chamber Orchestra, Newell Jenkins, cond.
WASHINGTON \VR 409, 406. Two 12 -in.
$5.05 each.

can discover, four works -P.
54, 74, 319, and 368 -arc made available hcrc for the first time on micro groove. They arc welcome additions to
the growing repertory of recorded concertos by this remarkable composer. P. 54
has a fine first movement in which an
attractive theme is treated fugally, and its
Largo is scored only for two flutes and a
bassoon. In P. 74 clarinets appear, only a
few years after the instrument was invented. P. 319 is one of the early symphonic works to employ horns. P. 368 is a
broadly laid out composition, with an
elaborate solo part; its two orchestras
would make it ideal for stereo recording.
All of the concertos are well performed
by Mr. Jenkins and his group, except for
a little uncertainty in the playing of the
horn parts, especially in P. 273. The
sound is rather strong on highs, hut not
N.B.
enough so to be annoying.
As far as

TEREOVOX

I

The newest, most advanced Stereo reproduction available! Created through
patient research by VOX engineers, uncompromising in their aim for perfection on whatever system you use- tape cr record!

STEREOVOX TAPES

STEREOVOX RECORDS

MOZART: MASS, C MAJOR, K. 317 "CORONA.
TION" Wilma Lioo, soprano- Christa Ludwig,

BRAHMS: SYMPHONY XI.

otto- Murray

Dickio, Ionor -Potor Bender, boss
Vienna-Vienna Oratorio
Choir-lasche He renstein, conductor
MTV -12

ehestta of Southwest Sermon Radie, Boden- Baden.

THE ENCHANTED LAKE, OP 62 -KIKI
MORA, OP. 63. Bernberg Symphony-lone) Perlea
conductor...... ,_....__.._.._._.._.._._..._._. _. __..ST V -5

SINGS -THE ARMY WAY

-

Regina

tDupré: Prelude and Fugue, Op. 7; Triptyque, Op. 51

LIADOV:

his Orchestra

MTV -13

-

ORIENTAL FANTASY: Gionni

Monese and his

MTV -14

Orchestra ...._....._...._

SONGS YOU LOVE: Murray DIM*, tenor with

FOUR FELLOWS GET TOGETHER: Weil
Point Coder Quarret 1958
STV-7

THE CADET CHAPEL CHOIR, WEST
POINT
MTV -7

sequel to Marcel Duprés magnificent recording of the Franck Chorals
and Pièce héroïque, this disc, also performed on the Aeolian- Skinner organ at
St. Thomas' Church in New York, is another "must" for collectors of organ music. It contains stimulating French works
by two of the master organist -composers
of our century, Charles-Marie Widor and
his pupil and successor in the organ loft
at St. Sulpice, M. Dupré himself. Most
compelling of the performances here is
that of the Widor Allegro, an admirably
organized, rather grandiose work which
emerges with tremendous power. His
Salve Regina and M. Dupré s own Prelude and Fugue, which opens with a
passage of mysterious, enchanting beauty,
are somewhat more reserved. The Triptyque, written only last October, reveals its
composer at seventy-odd as still an artist
with forward- looking ideas. Of its three
movements- Chaconne, Musette, Dithyrunhe -the first, a fascinating set of variations, each played with different but apposite registration, is the most rewarding.
Throughout the disc the volume range is
exceptionally wide and the over -all efP.A.
fect most thrilling.
As a

AUGUST

'GEORGE FEYER end His Orchestra ploys
ST -VX 25.500
JEROME KERN ..
GEORGE FEVER and His Orchestra ploys
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JOTA ARAGONESA-KAMAR1NSKAYA-RUSSLAN AND LUDMILLA OVERTURE
LIFE FOR THE TSAR OVERTURE -VALSE FAN.
TAISIE. Bamberg Symphony-lone) Pcrlea, con.
ST -PL 10.600
ductor
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6 ¡'2, OP. ab,

S5. Bamberg Symphony-Jane) Perloo, conductor.

ST -PL 10.250

ti.

'LISZT:

NEW WORLD." Bamberg Symphony
Hollreiser, conductor
LTV-4

E FLAT MAJOR.
PIANO CONCERTO
PIANO CONCERTO 1'2, A MAJOR, Alfred
Brendel, piano -Pro Musico Orchestra, ViennoMichoef Cider, conducto,..._.._...STPL 10.420

ECHOES OF COLE PORTER: George Fever,
piano and his orchestra
STV -2

°MIDNIGHT IN ROME: Weber Borocchi,
piano, with Gicnni Monese 8 his OrcheUro.

E

MINOR, OP. 95

THE

-- Heinrich
$4.98.

ST -VX 25.700

COLE PORTER

DVORAK: SYMPHONY #5,

12 -in.

STPL 10.690
'THE CADET GLEE CLUB, WEST POINT

TCHAIKOVSKIANA: Helm Sondoucr, piano and

"FROM

Marcel Dupré, organ.
\lEncunY MG 50169.

C MINOR. OP. 68.
l'orcnstoin conducting the Symphony Or.

Pro Musica Symphony.

Hans Hagen and nis Orchestra _._.._...._.......STV6

\VIDOR: Symphony No. 6, Op. 42: Allegro; Symphony No. 2, Op. 13: Salve

Jeseha

ECHOES OF "MY FAIR LADY": George
Foyer, piano with rhythm occompanlment,.MTV9

ST -VX 25.770

'MUSICAL PORTRAIT IN HI -FI:
LEHAR. Victor

FEVER and his Orchestre plays
JEROME KERN .................._......._.._......._._....LTV-1
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GEORGE FEVER and
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-

LISZT: TOTENTANZ Alfred Brondel, piano
Pro Musica Orchestre, Vionno- Micheol Sielen,
A MINOR.
OP. 56 --SCOTCH." Edward van Ronsourtel con.
ducting the Symphony Orchestre of rho Southwest
Gorman Rodio, Baden -Baden ..._.._......_..._..LTV -6

MENDELSSOHN: SYMPHONY #3,

-

ST -VX 25.560

SCHUBERT: QUINTET, A MAJOR, OP.

°U.S. AIR FORCE: Narrated by Arthur Godfrey.
ST -PL 10.520

' VIVALDI:

a BASSOON CONCERTOS. Virginio
Bianchi, bassoon -GLI Accodcmici di Milano-ST -PL 10.740
Pict* Santi, conductor
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ST -VX 25.760
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for additional
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listings of

STEREOVOX releases, see
your dealer or write for
complete catalog specifying
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"TROUT." Roll Rcinhordt, piano- Endres Quertet.
ST -PL 10.890
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rated by Arthur Godfrey .. ..............._..,_.._...LTV-3
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VOX PRODUCTIONS INC.,
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RECITALS AND
MISCELLANY
GREGORIAN CHANT: The Easter Lit urgy: The Easter Vigil; Holy Mass;
Easter Sunday Mass
Choir of the Monks of the Benedictine
Abbey of St. Martin. Beuron, Pater Dr.

Mauro Pfaff, dir.

AncrrrvE ARC 3088/90.
$17.85.

Three 12 -in.

The first two discs present the Easter
liturgy from the evening of Holy Saturday to the dawn of Easter Sunday. This
includes hymns, a procession, Lessons,
canticles, prayers, litanies, a Preface, and
the complete Solemn Mass of the Easter
Vigil The third disc, which contains the
complete Mass for Easter Sunday, was
released by Archive as a separate issue
three years ago (ARC 3001). The reverberation noticed then is now considerably
less marked. A few of the sections arc
spoken and others are intoned, but many
are among the finest and most elaborate
chants in the Gregorian repertory. They
are performed smoothly and flexibly here,
and a touch of realism is added by the
bells heard in both Masses. Archive supplies complete Latin and English texts.
N.B.

JEROME HINES: "Concert Encores"
Jerome Hines, bass; Alexander Alexay,
piano.
LONDON 5397.
12 -in. $4.98.

Hines uses his generous and handsome
voice to great effect in this recital. Since
he chooses encore material the total effect
is, unavoidably, somewhat monotonous,
and many of the songs are not likely to
prove as interesting on a second hearing
as they arc on the first. Some others of
them, the saccharine My Friend of Albert Hay Malottc, for instance, are dull
first time around. But there is no doubting the effectiveness of Hines's healthy,
extrovert renditions of the quasi -spirituals
of MacGimsey and Niles, or the humor
and pathos with which he invests Mussorgsky's little monodrama The Semi narian. His English (and he sings everything in English, even the little tidbit by
Hugo Wolf) is of exemplary vigor and
clarity.
The real prize of the disc, for me, is
Beethoven's rarely sung but stunning
setting of Goethe's Song of the Flea. It
is in no way inferior to Mussorgsky's famous version, which is given a rousing
performance on Side 2.
D.J.

THE INSTRUMENTS OF THE ORCHESTRA
First-Desk Men of the Vienna State Opera Orchestra; David Randolph, narrator.

VANGUARD

VRS 1017/18.

Two 12 -in.

$9.96.
An excellent lecture -demonstration. The

normal uses of each instrument are described in a booklet and by the narrator

54

and are illustrated by the players, usually
alone, sometimes in combination. The
musical examples range from Vivaldi to
Prokofiev, but as usual in such affairs
draw heavily upon Rimsky-Korsakov,
Tchaikovsky, and Wagner, who have the
triple advantage of being familiar, apt,
and non- copyright. Most of the examples
are well chosen, the narration is clear
and to the point, the playing is very competent, and it is beautifully recorded.
There arc a few spots where improvement would he possible: Col legno and
sul ponticello effects are mentioned only
in connection with the cello, with the result that the innocent reader may assume
that they are possible only on that instrument; saxophones are included,
though they are seldom used in the symphony orchestra; the E flat clarinet is
omitted, when, contrary to the statement
in the booklet, it is used frequently -in
modern scores; the horn's most endearing quality, its warm cantabile, is not
mentioned or illustrated. But these are
small faults in what is otherwise a sensibly planned and intelligently carried out
assignment.
N.B.
CLAUDIA MUZIO: Arias front Italian
Opera
Bellini: La Sonnambula: Ali! non credea
mirarti; Norma: Casta Diva. Verdi: II
Trovatore: Tacca la notte; La Traviata:
Addio del passata; La Forza del destina:
Pace, pace, mio Dia! Boito: Mefistofele:
L'altra notte in fondo al mare. Mascagni:
Cavalleria rusticana: Voi In sapete. Puccini: La Bohème: Si, mi chiamino Mimi;
Donde lieta uscì; Tosca: Vissi d'arte.
Giordano: Andrea Chénier: La mamma
morta. lea: L'Arleriana: Esser madre è
un inferno; Adriana Lecouvreur: Poveri

a

fiori.

and unity of design in "Pace mio Dio,"
the very gentle, too gentle "Vissi d'arte."
But neither the idiosyncrasies nor the
flaws constitute the uniqueness of Clandia Muzio. Something more eloquent
than words is needed to describe that
the eloquence of the phonograph record.
Angel has done wonders at resuscitating these twenty- year -old recordings, although the sound of some of them was
less than distinguished to begin with and
the orchestral accompaniment in all is
D.J.
pretty dreary.

-

PRO MUSICA ANTIQUA: French Chansons and Dances of the Sixteenth Century
Pro Musica Antiqua (Brussels), Safford
Cape, dir.
Penton SPL 738. 12 -in. $4.98.

delightful collection. The title does
not teU the whole story: among the
twenty -six pieces are four Italian ones by
Lassus, and one of the instrumental
works is not a dance but a fantasy by
Caurroy. Other composers represented
arc Creequillon, Gervaise, Gombert,
Clemens non Papa, Bore, Le Roy, Claudin de Sennisy, and Goudimel; and eight
other pieces come front a collection published by Attaignant. They are well varied here with respect to mood and to vocal and instrumental color. As usual with
Mr. Cape, most of the tempos seem exactly right; but in the a cappella pieces
there is an occasional uncertainty as to
pitch less noticeable in previous recordings by this group. Unfortunately, no
texts are supplied, and the sleeve notes
contain sonne curious boners.
N.B.
A

OTTO SCHULHOF: "For Strauss Lovers
Only"

Claudia Muzio, soprano; Orchestra, Lorenzo Molajoli, conci.
ANGEL COLC 101. 12 -in.
$5.98.

There were once no fewer than five Muzio recitals on LP, three from Esoteric
and two from Columbia. All of them, I
am startled to note, have been deleted.
This splendid repressing, then, is thrice
welcome. It seems to be the consensus
that the acoustical Edisons that Muzio
made here in the Twenties (many of
them dubbed by Esoteric) provide a better gauge of her voice and art than the
later Calumbias. I disagree. The recordings on this disc, made in Milan in 1934
and 1935, are the richest legacy that the
great singing actress has left us. She was
forty -five and more when she did them;
but her voice shows little wear and her
soul, which (unlike Cordelia) she knew
so well how to heave into her mouth,
radiates a soft candescence.

Listening to these twelve selections I
was reminded forcibly that no great singer is ever duplicated. It is easy enough
to enumerate Muzió s idiosyncrasies-her
abrupt, almost disturbing pianissimos, her
fluid treatment of tempos, the trick she
had of underlining dramatic shifts in
situra by very substantial pauses. Even
easier is it to point out the flaws on this
disc-the bad coloratura in the cadenza
of "Ahd non credea," the failure of breath

t-

Otto Schulhof, piano.
VANGUARD VRS

1005.

12 -in.

$4.98.

This is a freely paraphrased collection of
themes by members of the Strauss dynasty, put together in a loose rhapsodic
style that sounds like improvisation -but
probably isn't. Brahms, we are told, used
to do this sane sort of thing. Schulhof
follows in his track, playing with taste
and imagination and the proper Viennese
lilt. Most people will probably use this
for background music rather than applied
listening, but its well -recorded sound
lends appeal to either role.
R.C.M.

ELISABETH SCHUMANN: Lieder Recital
Wolf: In der Friilie; In dem Schatten
meiner Locken; Mnusfallen-Spriichlcin;
Auch kleine Dinge; Und willst du deinen
Liebsten sterben sehen; Schlafendes Jesuskind; Nun :cmulré Alaria; Wie glänzt
der helle Mond; Nimmersatte Liebe. R.
Strauss: Morgen; Ständchen; Wiegenlied:
Freundliche Vision; All' mein Gedanken;
Hat gesagt- bleibt's nicht dabei; Schiechtes Wetter; Heimkehr.
Elisabeth Schumann, soprano; Karl Alwin, Gerald Moore, Ivor Newton, Ernest
Continued on page 56
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Lush, L. Roscnek, piano; Orchestra, Lawrence Collingwood, cond.
12 -in. $5.98.
ANGEL COLH 102.
Sonically this is not so successful as some
of the other recently issued "Great Recordings of the Century," but the engineers had to contend with masters of inferior quality. The Strauss songs, most of
them issued in 1927 and 1930, seem
hardy out of the acoustic stage, and two
of them, Morgen and Stündchen, are
disfigured by "orchestrations" (consisting largely of piano and three or four
strings). The \Volt songs, all but two recorded in 1945 -49, are much better but
show clearly the characteristic fuzziness
of 78 <lises made in the later Forties.
The art of Elisabeth Schumann, how-

ever, glows brightly through the faded
sound. Her voice retained its sweetness
and purity up to the time of her retirement, as these interpretations, ranging
from her thirty-ninth to her sixty-eighth
year, eloquently testify. The artistry, of
course, is impeccable. Schumann never
exaggerates nor overemphasizes; though
she can bring stature and breadth to a
song when needed ( Nun wandte , Maria), she is at her finest with music that
calls for reticence, understatement, a kind
of shy tenderness. Even in the grotesque
final line of Wie gliin:I der hell« Mond
(perhaps the greatest thing on this disc)
or the frank animal spirits of Hat gesagt
there is a sense of proportion and control
and intimacy that was peculiarly ElisaD.J.
beth Schumann's.

ERNESTINE SCHIThfANN-HEINK: Recital
Arias from Orfeo, La Clemenza di Tito,
ßienai, ßheingold, Lucrezia Borgia, Rinaldo, Le Prophète. Songs by Arditi,
Schubert, Millücker, and Tchaikovsky.

Ernestine Schrnmann- Heink, contralto.
Rococo R 11. 12 -in. $5.95.
Although all the recordings that comprise this LP were made acoustically,
one gathers a very accurate conception
of the timbre of Schumann- Heink's
voice, particularly in the excellent clarity
of the \Jillfickcr yodel song. Generally
one thinks of the great contralto in tens
of such staid and dignified roles as Orfeo
and Erda, but in this collection the necent is on her fabulous mastery of coloratura. Beginning with the fine little cadenza al the close of the Titus aria, she
goes on to the perfect lyric turns of
Adriano's prayer from Rienzi (what a
wonderful opera this must be! ); the
deep octave plunges of the Donizetti
drinking song ( the top note just touched
to show us where she's started from )
and, after some impressive pyrotechnics
in the Arditi salon piece, she ends with
a rendition of the half- crazed Fidès' prison scene cabaletta which sounds weird
merely because one is unused to hearing
a big contralto voice deporting itself with
the ease and brilliance of a Terrazzini.
D.J.
;

IRMGARD SEEFRIED: "Goethe Songs"

The record

that has
everything!
COOK'S TOUR OF HIGH FIDELITY runs a brilliant gamut
from the highest fidelity to the lowest comedy ever recorded! Dream scuff,
organ, sounds from the subconscious, nocturnal predators, do- ic- yourself soap
opera! You've heard exotic sounds, but never anything so broad range, wonderful, parry provoking! If your dealer's out of stock, insist that he order this
for you pronto! COOK'S TOUR OF HIGH FIDELITY 1079 12" LP $4.98

aucio
follies

r;R

calypso
jazz

-N

by popular demand -2 superb COOK SAMPLERS
AUDIO FOLLIES -Truly

a bargain of
indecent proportions, this terrific disc
contains 15 complete rclettions from
Cook's most famous albums. Trains,
organ, symphonies, calliopes, steelbands,
zithers, harps, Dixieland jazz, and many
other audio bonbons. AUDIO FOLLIES
XX -1
12" LP $2.98

CALYPSO JAZZ -14 hits from Cook's
welbknown Caribbean recordings. The
calypso is genuine. on'rhrscene. and in.
clucks "Marna Looks Booboo" sung by
irs composer. Famous calypso singers.
sultry jazz from Trinidad's hottest night
spots. steel. A sensational sampler that
would be a bargain ar twice ns price.
CALYPSO JAZZ XX -2 12" LP $2.98

At your dealer's, or direct from

Laboratories
L

101 Second Street,

Stamford, Conn.

iurite for free catalog

Mozart: Das Veilchen. Beethoven: Wonne
der Wehmut. Schubert: Suleika; Suleikas
zweiter Gesang; Heidenriislein; Der Künig in Thule; Ganymed; Gretchen ans
Spimtrade. Schumann: Lied der Suleika
( from the Mtrthen, Op. 25, No. 9 ). Wolf:
Arlakreons Grab; Blumengruss; Die Bekehrte; Frühling fibers Jahr; ,Mignon I,
II, Ill; rtfignan (Kennst du das Land ?).

Irmgard Seefried, soprano; Erik Werba,
piano.
DECCA DL 9974.
12 -in. $3.98.
To organize a Lieder anthology around
Goethe lyrics is a happy idea, since no
poet had a profounder influence upon the
development of the art song. But Decca
have (ailed to supply the texts of the
songs, ironically enough, apparently feeling they've done their duty to Goethe by
pointing out in the liner notes "the many colored beauty and profundity of the
poetry Itself."
Irmgard Secfricd performs with her
customary insight and intelligence. Her
voice is by no Means the most beautiful
imaginable; its upper range fades alarmingly in color anti control, particularly
the high G and A (although she produces
a quite decent B flat in Suleika's Second
Song). She has a tendency, too, to coquette with a piece. At her best, however,
(as in Wolf's magnificent Kennst du dos
Land? and in Gretchen am Spinnrade)
she is unmistakably in the great tradition. Her accompanist, Erik Werba, has
plenty of technique, but one occasionally requires of hin, a bit more reticence.

D.J.

HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE
www.americanradiohistory.com

RITA STREICH: Song Recital

Schubert: Die Forelle, Auf

dens iVasser

zu singen; Seligkeit; Heidenriislein. Wolf:
Wohin mit der Freud ?; Wiegenlied; Die
Kleine; Nachtgruss. R. Strauss: Der Stern;

Einerlei; Schlechtes Welter. Von Weler\icolai: Schlaf il er.,enssühnchen. \liIhaud: Four Chansons of Ronsard. Folk
Songs: Gsätzli; When love is kind; Canto
delle risaioli; Au clair de la lune;
Z'Laatterbach.
Rita Streich, soprano; Erik Werba, piano.
DECCA DL 9972. 12-in.
$3.98.

If there ie a young coloratura with a
more delicate, effortless voice titan Rita
Streich's I am unacquainted with her.
The sound she makes is best described
in the language of synesthesia: a thin
thread of purest gold. Side 2 of this recital is an eloquent tribute to her distin-

long -spun phrases that are Bellini's trademark; 'l'ebaldi sings them with ease, but
I found myself wincing every time she
drew near the end of a phrase, in expectation of her preparation for the next.
The selection is a highly interesting
one, particularly the little cycle of songs
by Rossini, never before recorded. D.J.

GIOVANNI ZENATELLO: Opera Recital
Arias and duets from La Damnation de
Forest; La Traviata; 11 Trocatore; Andrea
Chénier; Siberia; ,Damon Lescaut; Ma-

dame Butterfly; Die Meistersinger; Figlia
di Jorio; Otello; Germania; Faust.

Giovanni Zenatello, tenor.

Rococo

R 12.

12 -in.

$5.95.

guished teachers, Maria Ivogiin and (Ivogiin's own pupil) Erna Berger. The five
folk songs are unalloyed joy, English,
French, and Italian diction notwithstanding. The little Milhaud cycle, tailored to
lit Lily Pons's voice and taste (pocos palabras), comes off with the brilliance of
well -planed fireworks. Even Otto NicoIai's vapid variations on a cradle song of
Weber are exciting when a technique of
this caliber is brought to hear on them.
But alack, Side 1! Here is eloquent
demonstration that technique is not all
The art song is not yet for Miss Streich.
She hurries through the Schubert and
1Volf with blithe innocence, never stopping to caress a phrase, to point an emotion. She is even careless about the dotted note values that are so significant in Die
Forelle. Only in the last two Strauss
songs (which are very much in the Zerbinctta manner) does criticism give way
to enchantment.
D.J.

VANGUARD
RECORDINGS FOR TtsE CONNOKSEuR
xrON nOtttts
OUIUtr COFIeOL

varscuseo

elj.1
O

BORIS KARLOFF
narrates

coupled with LT. KIJE SUITE
MARIO ROSSI conductor,
Also on STEREOLAB Discs.

...

..VSD2010

GRILLER PRIMROSE- MOZART

GRILLER STRING QUARTET
and WILLIAM PRIMROSE, viola
play

MOZART'S QUINTET IN G MINOR, K. 516
VRS -1029
& QUINTET IN C MINOR. K. 406
THE

MOUNT EVEREST OF RECORDED SOUND

BERLIOZ' REQUIEM, Op. 5

and Arias, No. 2

Full Orchestra -200 Voices -4 Bross Bands -16 Tympani
FRITZ MAHLER condvdor, Hartford Symphony Orches

Scarlatti: Flavio: Chi vuole innamorarsi;
11 Sedecia, Rè di Gerusalemme: Caldo
Sangue. Handel: Amadigi: Ah! spietato.
Rossini: La negate Veneziana. Mozart:
Ridente la calma, K. 152; Un moto dt

',

gioia, K. 579. Bellini: Vaga tuna; Per
pieta, bell' idol mio. Mascagni: M'ama,
non m'ama. Respighi: Notte. l'osti: 'A
uucchella. Davico: O luna che fa' lume.

tre and Chorale, Hart! Schola Contorum, David Lloyd
Tenor.
VRS- 1026/7
2.12" boxed
VSD2006 /7
Also on STEREOLAB Discs...._
THE OBOE AS CONCERT STAR

THE VIRTUOSO OBOE
ANDRE LARDROT ploys Oboe Concertos of CIMAROSA,
HANDEL, HAYDN and ALBINONI

Renato Tebaldi, soprano; Giorgio Favoretto, piano.
Loma» 5394. 12-in. $4.98.

Felix Prohaska conducting Chomber Orch
of the Vienna Store Opera

THE BIRTH OF ART

1

AUGUST

BORIS AND THE WOLF

PROKOFIEFF'S
PETER AND THE WOLF

RENATA TEBALDI: Recital of Songs

have the same fault to find with this
second volume of songs as with the first:
i'ebaldi does not mark the distinction between chamber music style and the large
gestures of the operatic stage. She gives
all of her big voice all the time. And although it is a beautiful voice, one grows
fidgety at being sung to with the singer's
mouth pressed, as it were, agatnst one's
car. Her breathing, too, although perfectly designed for the uses of operawhere the orchestra absorbs most of the
traces of generous air- intake -is, to say
the least, distractingly evident when
there is nothing but a timid piano between it and the listener. The first Bellini
song, for instance, calls for the typical,

7cnatello was a baritone- turned -tenor
whose best role was said to have been
Otello. He also sang Pinkerton in the
disastrous premiere of Madame Butterfly. Both operas are represented here by
their first act love ducts. I can find little
to get excited about in tvhat manages to
come through of Zenatelló s voice and
artistry on these worn and scratched
Fonotipias and G&Ts. Apparently one of
his idiosyncrasies was to take everything
at a funereal pace. He sings Walter von
Stolzing's first song (in Italian) as though
he had literally just awakened from
sleep. The Faust duet, however, displays
some lovely mezzo da once, unusual in
this metallic kind of voice. The arias from
Siberia, La Figlia di Jorio, and Germania
have a kind of independent interest. D.J.

VR5.1025

SONG

ALFRED DELLER sings
ENGLISH LUTE SONGS

-

-

-

Dowland Cam pian Rosseter Pilkington and others
And six Fontaslas on "In Nomine" with Desmond
BG -576
Dupré, lute, and the In Nomine Players.

VSD -2002
BEETHOVEN: Symphony No. 3 Moult)
VSD -2003
BEETHOVEN: Symphony No. 5 (Boule)
VSD -2004
BEETHOVEN: Symphony No. 6 (Boult)
VSD -2008
BEETHOVEN: Symphony No. 7 Moult)
VSD -2006/7
BERLIOZ: Requiem (Mahler. Conductor)
In
VSD-200R
Blues"
The ultimate
JIMMY RUSHING: "If This Ain't The
custom- engineered GERMAN UNIVERSITY SONGS (Eiich Kunz) VSD2009
VSD2010
PROKOFIEFF: Peter and the wolf (Karloff)
discs!
VIVALDI: The Four Seasons (Solisti di Zagreb) BGS500l
ItIMSKY- KORSAKUV: Scheherazade (ROS1I)....SRV- 103 -S1)
SRV- 103 -SD Special Price 52.9S
i 2" Monaural each $4.98
12" Stereolab each $5.95

VANGUARD
STEREOLAB

Send

for Complete Catalog to: VANGUARD RECORDING SOCIETY, INC., 250 West 55th St., New York

19, N.Y.
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iRecords in Review
The Third High Fidelity Annual
Edited by Joan Griffiths
A.uociate Editor, HIGH FIDELITY Magazine

This book, the only one of its kind, contains over 900 reviews of
classical and semiclassical music, and the spoken word, that have
appeared in HIGn FIDELITY Magazine from July 1956 through June
1957. The reviews cover the merits of the performance, the quality
of the recording, and make comparative evaluations with releases of
previous years. They are written by some of this country's most
distinguished critics.

-

alphabetically by
The reviews are organized for easy reference
composer and, when the number of releases for any given composer
warrants, are divided further into classifications such as orchestral,
chamber music, etc. An index of composers is included. The book
is printed in clear type on fine quality paper, attractively bound
and jacketed.
RECORDS IN REVIEW is published by The Wyeth Press, ao
affiliate of HIGH FIDELITY Magazine.

$4.95
The Wyeth Press

Greet Remington, Messachosems

-

cultural exchange
program of the U.S.- U.S.S.R. received
a robust send -off through the good offices
of the Moiscycv Russian Folk Ballet
Company, which took New York and
points west by storm. Happily, a double barreled package from Epic-Great Russian Polk Dances (LC 3459), featuring
both this group and the Hungarian States
Folk Ensemble -conveys some of the
dynamic verve of the Rnssiatt dancers.
Sampson Galpérine guides a huge array
of musicians through seven examples of
the group's repertory; all have been drawn
from the Soviet Union's variegated folk
traditions and all have been subtly refined by Igor Moiscycv. Here is melody
that unabashedly expresses emotion in
simple, appealing terms. The listener's
pleasure is eroded only by the continuing
wish to see the troupe as well as hear its
music. On the overside, Baross Gaíbor
paces the Hungarian singers, dancers,
and orchestra through a Iloir- stomping
program of Magyar themes, The recording is technically excellent; don't miss it.
On Vanguard's Mexican Panorama
(VRS 9014) folklorist José R. Helhmer
offers a microcosm of his nation's traditional songs. Recorded in the field -with
the occasional inadequacies of reproduction entailed -the selections represent
most of \lexicons principal regions and
most of the principal idioms. The amateurs who perform sing in four Indian
languages, including Mayan, as well as
Spanish. To me, the high spot of the disc
is a haunting hymn of homage to the
Virgin, Alabanza a la Virgen, recorded
at three a.m. in a Michoaciin church.
Period has turned its attention and its
mierophoncs to flamenco; the satisfying
result is Flamenco Carnival (PL 1927 ).
The cuadro-Niño de Alicante on guitar,
singer Enrique Montoya, dancer Niario
Alvarez, and Anita Ramos' castanets
concentrates on the relatively brighter,
more accessible aspects of flamenco.
Montoya smooths the cante considerably,
but always with taste. The unusually informative annotation provides a concise
introduction to Spanish gypsy music.
Clear, close sound.
Theodore Bike! Sings Jewish Folk
Songs (Elektra 141) is a brilliant recording both technically and artistically. Bikel, a successful actor, is a singer with a
remarkable gift of projection. These Yiddish songs, like the people who fathered
theme, are gay in their sadness, sad in
their gaiety. Bikel has a happy faculty of
acting as well as singling them, the most
amusing example being He's 80, She's
70. A booklet contains Yiddish texts,
phonetic equivalents, and English translations. In this attractive genre, Bikel's
is the disc of choice.
Columbia's Blue Mountain (CL 1103 )
offers the Easy Riders in a somewhat
echoic rundown of folklike and blues
tunes. The trio is relaxed and relaxing.
Their material, sore of which is self composed in folk style, is short on authenticity but long on entertainment.
TIII- STILL TENTATIVE

Records

I enclose 5.__...
-._- for which picote fend me --- __._,.._ -. - -- copies of the new RECORDS
IN REVIEW. INo C.O.D.e or chorpe orders please .I Foreign orders sent at bwer's risk. Md sse
per book for postage on foreign orders except Conodion.
.

NAME
ADDRESS _
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"How Did He Look." Joan Merrill. Westminster WP 6086. $3.98.
Despite a slightly nasal tone, Joan Merrill is enjoyable because she has the poise,
rhythm, and change of pace of the professional. More than that, she gives performances that range from brassiness in
They Can't Take That Away from Me
to wistfulness in Don't Worry 'Bout Me.
And throughout, she gets fine support
from Marty Cold's Orchestra and Billy
Mitre's combo.

Sophisticated Lady.

"The Kingston Trio." Capitol T 998.

Here at Home
"Chet Atkins at Home." RCA Victor LPM
$3.98.
Someone should erect a small plaque in
all recording studios thanking Chet Atkins for fighting the electrification of the
guitar to the point of complete nasality.
But Mr. Atkins has more to offer than this
restraint. His style is subdued and soothing in Vilia and displays genuine feeling
in.

"Brigadoon." Columbia CL 1132. $3.98.
At face value this recording of one of
my favorite musicals should be even better than the original cast version by RCA
Victor (LOC 1001). Shirley Jones has a
younger, fresher voice than Marion Bell,
the original Fiona MacLarcn; Frank Poretta's voice is richer than Lee Sullivan's,
the Broadway Charlie Dalrymple; Susan
Johnson has even more vigor than did
Pamela Britton, the first Meg Brockic.
Moreover, the latest sound- engineering
has given the newer recording a decided
edge. Nevertheless, the original cast disc
is superior, a fact which proves once
more that four weeks of rehearsal, another three on the road, and the goad of
a live audience make for live performance. Under the sanie conditions Miss
Jones might have had more animation
in Waitin' for My Deane; Jack Cassidy
would have been less mannered in Almost Like Being in Love; Mr. Poretta
would have conveyed more sincerity and
dropped the cultivated sob from Come
to Me, Bend to Me; and Miss Johnson
would have built to a climax in My
Mother's Wedding Day. Still Columbia
has done a good job and deserves credit
for including The Love of Mt, Life, The
Chase, and Jeannie's Packin Up, all of
which were missing from the first recording.

"Four on the Aisle." The Four Lads. Columbia CL 1111. $3.98.
Male quartets, 1 had almost concluded,
hate music. That was before I heard this
disc. The Four Lads, supported cleverly
by Ray Ellis and his orchestra, really
know what a good show tune is. in Another Op'nin', Another Shoat, they are
rousing; in Wunderbar, they have sauciness and humor. They put the bite into
The Lady's a Tramp and the joy into I
Cot the Sun in the Marian'. And they
are not ashamed of the melodies.

$3.98.
This nialc vocal trio with guitars and
banjo justify the praise that preceded
them from the West Coast and Chicago.
On this record, mostly of traditional
songs, they capture, with no violence to
melody or lyrics. the joviality of Three
Jolly Coachmen and the warmth of Bay
of ,Mexico. The smoky baritone's version
of Fast Freight, with an excellent guitar
background, shows sensitivity beyond
the call of cash,

"Margaret." Margaret Whiting. Dot DLP
3113.

$3.98.

The simplicity of Margaret Whiting's approach, the clarity with which she projects the atmosphere of Crying in the
Chapel or Your Cheatiri Heart, overcome
the somewhat metallic quality of her
voice and make her an interesting singer.
"Ole Buttermilk Sky." Hoagy Carmichael.
Kapp KL 1086. $3.98.
For a man without a voice, what Hoagy
Carmichael sloes with a song is a minor
miracle. As far as one can identify its
secrets, they're relaxation, humor, intelligence, and rhythm. From anyone else's
throat Doctor, Lawyer, Indian Chief
would be dated; from song writer Carmichael it's full of laughter. And his Ole
Buttermilk Sky is done with perfect shading that gives the lyrics full meaning.

"Saturday Night with Mr. C." ferry
Como. RCA Victor LOP 1004. $3.98.
Mr. Como, as usual, relies on appealing
simplicity and love of melody -no mean
feat in these days of overarranged tunes.
At times, as in When I Fall in Love,
Mitchell Ayres's orchestra has too much
string for my tapste; and in Commue Rain
or Corne Shine, Mr. Como lacks the intensity that Sinatra can give. Nevertheless, Mr. Como is still a pleasant guest
to have in the living room.
MURRAY SCHUMACH

Foreign Flavor
`Cuban Carnival." Recorded in Havana.
Judson J 3011. $3.98.
A well -recorded collection of Cuban
rumbas and congas served raw. The unidentified Havana ensembles make no concessions to the diluted beat favored by
North American bands. Here are the
frenetic rhythms and the wordless Africa derived chants that lie at the heart of
Cuban popular music.

"Emerald Strings." Frank Weir and his
Orchestra. Columbia CL 1083. $3.98.
Frank Weir-no Irishman -may not know
a shillelagh from a shabeen. But he has
a keen ear for Hibernian melodies and
the good sense to let them stand on their
own musical feet. As a result, his superbly reproduced "mood" arrangements of
Irish traditional airs are mercifully free
of the gingerbread favored by other popular maestros. This happy circumstance,
however, is clouded by an occasional surfeit of singing strings, not to mention a
bevy of birds that chirp a relentless obbligato to Galway Bay. Still, for casual
listening, you can't go wrong on this one.
"Foreign Affair." Frankie Laine, baritone; Michel Legrand and his Orchestra. Columbia CL 1116. $3.98.
Frankie Laine throbs his breathy wary
through an international potpourri in five
languages -all marked with a heavy
American accent. In view of the pummeling the English tongue takes from European artists, this may be no crime; but
other acts perpetrated against these songs
certainly are. The shattering experience
of hearing La Paloma filtered through
Mr. Laine's florid, beat -conscious style is
exceeded only by hearing the same thing
happen to the lovely Les Feuilles Mortes
(Autumn Leaves). Terrifyingly enough,
both are provided on this recording.
"Alfredo Kraus of Spain." Alfredo Kraus,
tenor; Orquesta de Camara de Madrid,
José Luis Lloret, cond. Montilla FM
111. $4.98.
A presentation of well- polished gems on
the order of Granada, Valencia, and
Amapola by thirty-year -old Alfredo
Kraus. The young tenor has excellent
vocal equipment and an obvious flair for
songs of this type. Unfortunately, relative to the orchestra his voice seems distant and muffled. Otherwise an outstanding disc.
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"Sones Mexicanos." Antonio Macicl, tenor; Mariachi Mexico, Rafael Carrion,
conci. Capitol T 10135. $3.98.
Two authentic mariachi groups backstop
vocalist Antonio Macid in this collection
of songs from rural Mexico -all more
frenetic than you are apt to hear in the
Reforma bar. \Macicl revels in mild vocal
embroidery, hut always in the genuine
Mexican style. Clear recorded sound.
"Spanish Castanets." Emma Maleras;
Maleras Dancers; Orquesta Española.
Capitol T 10157. $3.98.
In her second recording for Capitol. dancer Emma Ma leras fulfills the promise of
the first. Abetted by her troupe of dancers and the Orquesta Española, she
breathes Terpsichorean fire into a collection of pasodobles, jotas, and flamenco
rhythms. A genuinely exciting disc, flawlessly recorded.

"Under the Blue Skies of Capri." Con cetta de Marco, soprano; Bela Balai
and his Orchestra. Period RL 1925.
$4.98.
In their intensive musical dredging of the
Bay of Naples, the record companies
have finally touched bottom. Period's
Brooklyn -born soprano, Concetta de
Marco, has a tendency toward shrillness
and unorthodox tempos. Even more
basic, these are masculine songs; any
woman, no matter how gifted, is hopelessly miscast in the likes of Marechiare
and Core 'Ngrato. The gypsy veteran,
Bela Babai, and his orchestra have even
less business in this genre than the vocalist. Period's engineers have provided a
sloppy, blurred recording.

"Cecilia Valdes." Cuban Orchestra and
Chorus, Gonzalo Roig, conci. Montilla
FM 118. $4.98.
A reissue, with the original cast, of excerpts from Cuba's most famous operetta. Composer Gonzalo Roig, who conducts, guides the company through a
fluid but ever controlled performance;
and his soloists, particularly soprano
Martha Perez in the title role, are outstanding. The enhanced sound is thoroughly acceptable.

"The Wonderful World of De los Rios."
Waldo de los Rios and his Orchestra.
Columbia \VL 124. $4.98.
Although given to extravagant effects
for example, a howling wind in Leucona's
Andalucia (English title: The Breeze and
1)- arranger-conductor De los Rios has
a flair for illuminating the essence of a
composition. He filters these vaguely nationalistic tunes through his own emotional spectroscope, so that April in Paris
is somber, Waltzing Matilda becomes
smartly militaristic, Lili Marlene a bitter
echo of defeat.
These interpretations are different,
sometimes even shocking, but never
wrong. De los Rios demands the listener's
attention, but he gives much in return.
An arresting, unorthodox item that Columbia has framed with big, healthy
sound, it might aptly be termed mood
music for the intellectual.
O. B. BRU IMELL

-

FI MAN'S FANCY
by Philip C. Geraci

"Steve Allen Plays Hi-Fi Music for Influcntials." Coral OIL 37218. 83.98.
The `lnflucntials" whose approbation is
sought lucre seem to le fi- fanciers looking for a quiet respite from ear- shattering brasses and floor-rocking drummers.
This is corner -bar combo music, twelve
selections (three by Allen) of meditative
harmonies in very influential fi.
"Call iloruse Blues." Bobby Anderson,
piano. Vanguard VRS 9017. $4.98.
Following the shadow of the famous
Fats, Bobby Henderson recalls here the
golden age of the call house era when
the piano player stood around "on call."
awaiting a bell which summoned him to
perform. Henderson 's hands call forth
fourteen songs of the day in a style reminiscent of the period but uniquely his
own. As Bobby says. its "full piano . .
ten finger piano." it's ten finger recording
as well.

"Grecian I- ioliday." Mike Sarkissian and
his Café Bagdad Ensemble. Audio Fidelity AFLP 1866. $3.95.
"Turkish Delight." Mike Sarkissian and
his Café Bagdad Ensemble. Audio Fidelity AFLP 1867. $5.95.
Here are the two latest additions to Audio Fidelity's growing repertoire of
sic of the Middle East. Mike Sarkissian,
an American of Armenian parentage, operates the Café Bagdad as a Western
mecca for devotees of Middle Eastern
music. The mournful tunes on these
discs, written by Sarkissian expressly for
the recordings, are oddly enchanting.
Perfect recording enhances the spell of
sorcery and exotic mystery induced by
undulating violins, castanets, and moaning voices.

"Polkas in Hi Fi." Fnrnkic Yankovic and
his Yanks. Columbia CL 1146. $3.98.
Frankie Yankovic, clubbed "Polka King"
by his fans, is a corn -fed Virginia and
Ohio American with a penchant for "old
country" music. He dispenses it accordion-style with vivacity and foot -shuffling
finesse. Liechtensteiner Polka and The
Happy/ Wanderer are two of the twelve
polkas, excellently recorded, which will
bounce you out of your armchair fmm
the first note.

"The Skater's Waltz and Other Favorite
Waltzes." Vienna State Opera Orchestra, Armando Aliberti, conci. Westminster \\VN 18691. $4.98.
Waldtcufcl's Estudiantina and Skater's
Waltz, Rosas' Over the Wades, Leh ;ir's
Cold and Silver Walla, and Johann
Strauss's Fledcrnaus Waltz and Wine,
Women, and Song are correctly performed here; hut they lack the spark of
gaiety and abandon in which they were
conceived. Westminster's recording is
controlled to perfection in balance, but
the flavor was lost in the brewing.
"Slugger Ryan Plays iTonky 'Conk Piano."
Jolson J 3015. $3.98.
Slugger Ryan, TV viewers will tell you,
is the inimitable creation of puppeteers
Bill and Cora Baird. Man, woman, or
marionette who's manipulating the ivories, it doesn't matter. This collection of
eleven dyed -in- the -wool rag tunes (12th
Street, Slugger's Maple Leaf, Tiger and
other Rags) is chock full of bouncing
piano, bass, guitar, and drums, recorded
so close that you can feel the piano lid
under your elbows.
"Sticks and Bones." Marty Gold and his
Orchestra. Vik LX 1126. 83.98.
The sticks are drumsticks, of course, the
bones trombones; and Marty has given
both top billing in arrangements of timeless pops (Autumn in New York, Smoke
Rings), an original composition (Sticks
and Bones), and a reworking of an old
classic (King of the Mountain, based on
Grieg's Hall of the Mountain King). To
my ears, the last comes off best, but the
whole is a bright concoction of tinkling
triangles, blazing brass, and blended
winds -all in ultrabrilliant RCA hi -fi.

"Time to Unwind." Werner \lüller and
his Orchestra. Decca DL 8682. $3.98.
Singing strings, sweetly blended winds.
the steady rhythm of the bull fiddles set
the mood for this hypnotic session with
star, moon, and twilight music ( Star
Dust, Moonlight Serenade, Dancing in
the Dark, nine others). After properly
unwinding you with all this soothing
sound, Side 1 then winds you up again
(with Tango Bolero) sufficiently to turn
over the record. Side 2 restores you to
serenity. Both sides arc recorded with
relaxed attention to hi-fi detail.

"A Holiday in Hi-Fi." Kermit Leslie and
his Orchestra. Epic LN 3452. $3.98.
Kermit Leslie, a New Yorker bitten by
the music bug at age twelve and still
infected, lifts baton for the first time on
this record. Twelve of his own compositions ( brother Walter deserves some of
the credit) disclose a fine feeling for harmony and variety -and no ignorance of
the hi-fi approach to modern arranging.
A delightful concert of rollicking melodies, with occasional sound effects interspersed, wrapped in superior fi to de-

"Trooping the Colour." Pipes, Drums,
and Regimental Band of the Black
\Vatch. RCA Victor LPM 1527, $3.98.
Faithful to its title, this record follows
the Black Watch pipes, drums and regimental hand through the highly colorful
spectacle held annually to celebrate the
Queen's birthday on the second Thursday of June ( that she was born in April
is immaterial -the weather is better in
June). This is an on -the -spot, start-tofinish recording of the musical accompaniment to an imposing ceremony, authentic even to battalion commands and
resounding rifle salutes. As a musical recording, the irregularly spaced selections
may appear to drag; but as a "you are
there" document, it's in the ne plus ultra

light the connoisseur.

category.
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TIIE BEST OF JAZZ
by John S. Wilson
BLUES FOR TOMORROW
RIVERSIDE 12 -293.

$9.98.

Seemingly a collection of strays from
various recording sessions. this dise aims
a shade higher than most such grab
bags. Herbie Mann makes a better case
for the bass clarinet in a single brooding
selection here than he does in all of his
own current LP (Great ideas of Western
Mann), and \hmdell Lowe and Billy
Taylor collaborate on a darkly probing
.low blues. There are also agreeable
saxophone contributions by Sonny Rollins and Bobby Jaspar, but the longest
piece on the disc, Blues for Tomorrow,
is a disjointed, unfuscd series of solo
excursions blown over the massive supporting rhythm of bassist Wilbur Ware
and drummer Art Blakey.
BOB DAVIS QUARTET: Jazz in Orbit
STEPrtENY 9000. $4.98.
Davis is a pianist whose playing is firm
and forcefully stated and who seems to
have instinctive taste no matter what
atrocities are going on around him. He
is not afraid of broad flourishes, knows
how to use them effectively and where
to draw the line. The atrocities in this

instance- actually a minor clement in a
disc that is constantly invigorated by
Davis -arc contributed by saxophonist
Dave Karr who plays pleasantly at times
but lacks Davis' discerning self- contro).
TOMMY DORSEY AND HIS CLAM BAKE SEVEN: Having Wonderful Time
RCA Vicron LPM 1693. $3.98.
A pleasant, slightly nostalgic set of reissues covering the years 1935 -1996, a

typical Clambake Seven mixture of Dixie like pieces and such suavely smooth matters as Sailing at Midnight and Head on
My Pillow. The Seven had an addiction
to trite material but Dorsey's strong so-

phone, and Shad Collins, trmpet, wade
confidently into some early Basie favorites (Texas Shuffle, Out the Window,
lice at Five, etc.). They lack the light
fluidity of the Basic versions; but Collins'
solos are bright and swinging (although
too long ), while Quinichetté s (also too
long) alternate between a dark variant of
Lester Young's Heating power and a
coarse insensitivity.

KING 529.

in

a program made up largely of familiar
sounding "originals," pianist Free occasionally suggests that he is capable of
warmer, deeper work than he shows on
most of these pleasant but glib perform-

BARRY CALBRAITH: Guitar and the

Wind
DECCA. 9200.

-

FOR BASIE
PRESTIGE

7127.

$4.98.

The original Basie rhythm section (Nat
Pierce for Basie at the piano) phis cxBasieites Paul Quinichetté, tenor saxo-

a

Seeco Duo -Fidelity,

We give you these four great albums
in our

Calbraith's clean -lined, precise yet propulsive guitar is supported here by three
different groups -one dominated by four
trombones; one with four reeds; and a
third made up of guitar, flute (Bobby
Jaspar), and rhythm. The two latter
groups lean toward a languid preciousness Galbraith is not always able to over come, but he is thoroughly at home in
the forthright, bouncing company of the

initial release.

fose
MELTS
AT

MIDNIGHT

CELP 4140

trombones.

THE JIMMY GIUFFRE THREE: TrauIini Light
Art.ANrrc 1282.

`.,

ENCHANTMENT
ITALY

CELP 4130

84.98.

The title piece of this disc suggests that
Ciuffre has finally found the proper complement for his forlorn lower register clarinet in Bob Brookmeyer's Hugged valve
trombone as they urge each other on to
create a warmly homely blues, riding on
the cushion of Jim Hall's humming guitar. But after this promising start, Giulfre
reverts to his apparent effort to reduce
jazz to a shuffling monotone as he and
Brookmeyer mumble through several of
Giuffrés hmeless jigs and three eviscerated pop tunes.

okÖltwe -.-

ï_
ANYONC^
P-01.KAS
J
PC

LKAS

ANYONE?
SCLP

91420

ELSA

MAXWELL

DECCA 9201.

$3.98.

part

Decca's

As

arc not necessarily good jazz material
even for the Five's lighthearted purposes.
They still have plenty of spirit, though.

to

$3.98.

"Moodijazz in Hi -Fi"

in the
Deep, On the Good Ship Lollipop, etc.

"You are there" when you listen
Sound -Spectrum Stereo record.

FIREHOUSE FIVE PLUS TWO: Goes

-By the Beautiful Sea, Asleep

SOUND- SPECTRUM

ances.

EARL GRANT: Midnight Earl

The roistering firemen have carried subservience to a gimmick jest a shade too
far this lime. Tunes with water references

hero!

83.95.

bison, T. D. himself- driven by Dave
't'ough's drmming, breathed an amazing
amount of life into it.

$4.98.

ÌS

STAN FREE TRIO: Free for All

loists -Bud Freedman, Johnny ìvlince, Joe

to Sea
Coon TIME JAzz 12028.

DUO -FIDELITY

of

newly

CELP

launched

series, Grant con-

tributes a set of pleasant, relaxed pop organ performances judiciously seasoned
with touches of jar..

GLEN GRAY AND THE CASA LOMA
ORCHESTRA: Sounds of the Great
Bands
CAPITOL W 1022.

4120

84.98.

The West Coast studio hand with which
Cray has been ably re- creating the old
hits of the Casa Loma band turns its attention with almost equal success to the
top numbers of other big bands of the
Swing Era. In some cases ( Artie Shaw's
Begin the Beguine), Crays re- creation is
stronger and more finished than the original. The versatility of pianist Ray Sher-

AND

FOR THOSE WHO

SAMPLE

A

ARE PROUD TO

-

WOULD LIKE TO

STEREO RECORD

WE

PRESENT THE WORLD'S

FIRST STEREO EP.
EP contains a selection
from each of the above 12" albums
............... .._.......98Ó
and for only _.

This stereo

-

If your dealer cannot supply you, write to

SEECO RECORDS
DEPT. HF, 39 WEST 60th STREET

NEW YORK, N. Y.
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Your Records

Rid

Dust

of

always use

ß117C masters
The Best ...The Dry Method
NO SPRAYING
NO WASHING

NO RUBBING

Brush while

record

is

rotating

An effective easy -to -use

The

Polonium
Strip does
the trick

record brush that will pay
for itself many times over in the protection it will give
your prized record collection.

' 495

Expensive compared with
other products... but Ines-

pensive when noise -free
and longer lasting records
are considered.
Buy STATICMASTERS of you Hì-f; dealers or
order direct... jen? poripoid -carh with order.

NUCLEAR PRODUCTS CO.
10173

lltl

E.

RUSH ST.

EL

MONTE.

1

CALIF.

111=11111111IIIIIIIIIHr

4

Truly amazing sounds
to stimulate and

rejuvenate jaded

4

t.

audio tastes. The
music of the Orient...

performed on native

instruments, recorded with
astonishing clarity.

BLUE NOTE 1587.

$4.98.

fresh, lively quality flows through most
of the selections in which Green, an agile,
virile trombonist, returns to jazz after a
short absence. With tenor saxophonist
Charlie Rouse, Creen creates some interestingly edgy ensembles and runs a
rough -textured solo gamut from a slow,
swirling, shoutflamboyant ballad to
ing fast blues.
A

TINY GRIMES WITH COLEMAN
HAWKINS: BIues Groove
Pnesrice 7138. $4.98.
It's pleasant to have Tiny Grimes's deliberate, rocking blues guitar back on discs
again and he has fine company for his
return in the presence of Coleman Hawkins. But there's also an inappropriate flute
on hand, Hawkins feels called upon to
play with crude blatancy, and Crimess
required to submit himself to the current fashion of long solos which he cannot sustain. A relatively short, swinging
and varied April in Paris suggests what
this disc might have been if it were not
encumbered with such an eighteen -minute drag as Marchin' Along,
LARS GULLIN: Swings
EAST -WEST 4003. $4.98.

Four different small groups and a big
hand, all featuring Cullin s rather foggy
baritone saxophone, are heard here.
Given enough time to build, Guilin can
eventually catch fire (as he does on Lover
Come Back to Me), hut his heavy noodling constantly suffers in comparison to
Rene Ofwunnans light, rolling piano and
Ake Pcrsson's droll, drawling trombone.
BOBBY HACKETT: Don't Take Your
Love front Me
CArITOE_ T 10(12. $3.98.

more jazz -oriented group of selections
than Hacketts previous sets of ballads.
There is still some sludge in the background, but there is also some authentic
jazz support and Hackett is allowed to
vary his tempo and mood. Hackett himself is impeccable, playing even the most
balladic pieces with lean, conviction.

tell
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BENNIE GREEN: Back on the Scene

A

/**4
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man is i articularly impressive as he shifts
skillfully in and out of the varying styles
of Count Basic, Duke Ellington, Avery
Parrish, and Earl Hines.

the sound
the year

TED HEATH AND HIS MUSIC: Al

BILLIE HOLIDAY: Lady in Satin
COLUMBIA

CL 1157.

$3.98.

These three discs trace the path of a
unique and lastingly influential jazz
voice-that of one of the very few jazz
singers who is not primarily a blues singer -from its peak to what appears to be
a twilit valley. The Commodore selections catch Miss Holiday in that brief
period when she reached her ultimate top
form, when the buoyant rhythm singer
of the Teddy Wilson Brunswick recordings in the Thirties had matured into it
moving artist and before affectation began to flaw her work. This disc includes
four magnificent performances-/ Gotta
Right to Sing the Blues, Yesterdays, Fine
and Mellow, and her celebrated Strange
Fruit.
In the middle and late Forties, when
she made the pieces on the Decca disc,
her voice was still stipple but she was
burdened with hackneyed tunes and
cumbersome accompaniment. And for a
singer who was weaned on Bessie Smith,
Miss Holiday's interpretation of two Bessie Smith selections -Gimme a Pigfont
and Do Your Ditty-arc strangely listless,
particularly when they are set against
Bessie 's lusty versions.
The personal problems which have
plagued Miss Holiday throughout the
Fifties have taken their toll on her voice.
It has become a rough -edged, uncertain
instrument, and while she projects with
more strength and assurance on the ballads which make up the Columbia disc
than she has at most of her recent personal appearances, she is hampered by
slickly routine accompaniment and slow
tempos which accent her present vocal
limitations. She obviously still has the
craft and the feeling to be a moving jazz
singer, but her material and accompaniment have to be chosen with more sensitivity than Columbia has shown.

THE JAZZPICRERS:
formance
ENtAncv 36123.

Command

Per-

$3.98.

The sotto coca effect of the Jazzpickers'
front line of pizzicato cello and amplified guitar can quickly become deadening so the addition, on this occasion, of
Red Norvo on vibes is not only helpful
it saves the day and the disc. The Pickers
are most useful as a background cushion
for Norvo 's light, floating attack but they
seem to feel, understandably but unfortunately, that they should have some
innings of their own. Happily, Norvo is
always ready and waiting in the wings
during their digressions.

-

Jolson Classics
LONDON

LL 1776.

$3.98.

High lights of Jolson's repertory are given
the customary glistening, riding Heath
treatment. This unlikely material comes
off touch better than might be expected.

BILLIE HOLIDAY
Costsrono tE 30008.
ABC-224
HI -FI

IN AN ORIENTAL GARDEN

)tom

BILLIE HOLIDAY:
Brewiri
DECCA

8701.

$4.98.

The

BIues

$3.98.

G3

Are

JAZZVILLE, Volume 4
D..wx 1122. $4.98.

Cene Roland's Octet and Sextet occupy
one side of this trip to Jazzville, Hal
Serra's Trio and Quartet the other. Roland's groups, strongly Basie -influenced,
are light, bright, and rhythmic with
firmly textured ensembles. Tenor saxophonist Paul Quinichette and Roland, on
trumpet, pour out several crisp, strong voiced solos. Serra, a pianist, has a
spare, throbbing style occasionally stinuuHIGH FIDELITY MAGAVNE
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lating, but the general impact of his
group is mild.

GEORGE LEWIS' NEW ORLEANS
RAGTIME BAND: The Singing Clarinet
DELMAR 203.

$4.98.

Privately (and well) recorded in 1953
when Lewis' band included Jim Robinson on trombone, and Kid Howard, trumpet, this disc offers Lewis' remarkable ensemble at its best. His clarinet, mellow
yet acidulous, surges warmly in his familiar slow blues style on Jerusalem
Blues and Dallas Blues as Howard's
muted trumpet jabs pungently behind
Mtn, while on Dippermouth Blues the
whole band takes off on wonderful flights
of driving polyphony. The expressive
dynamic sense of the Lewis band has
rarely been caught on records as consistently as it is in these pieces. An essential for collectors of traditional jazz.

JIMMY RUSHING AND HIS ORCHESTRA: Little Jimmy Rushing and the
Big Brass
COLUMBIA CL 1152. $3.98.

One of the great sounds in .jazz is the
voice of Jimmy Rushing soaring out in
its dry, plaintive manner with a big, lusty
band shouting behind it. The men who
play behind and around Rushing on this
disc give vital evidence that there arc
still musicians who can make up a loose
but driving big band. Coleman Hawkins
811(1 Buck Clayton fire the group with
their stirring attack, Dickie Wells trombone slides in accents of sly humor, and
Emmett Berry adds some lyrical
ted
trumpet work. Rushing responds to this
with high- spirited relish, shouting a swaggering swath through some virile standards and twice moving masterfully into
the blues. A joyous disc.

ACHILLE SCOTTI AND HIS GROUP:
Somebody Loves Me
RCA CAMDEN 425.

THE
MONTGOMERY
BROTHERS
PLUS FIVE OTHERS
\Vonr.n PACIFIC PJ 1240.

$4.98.

The three Montgomery brothers, two of
whom comprise half of the quartet known
as The \fastersounds, are joined here by
a quintet of musicians from their home
town, Indianapolis. The home -town boys
include a pair of tenor saxophonists, a
trmpeter, and a pianist who play capably in the modern idiom, but it is vibist
Buddy Montgomery who dominates these
loosely swinging performances. Like Red
Norvo, Buddy manages to imply rhythmic strength with a light touch, dancing
bright rings around the more earthbound
work of the other members of the group.

MUCHO CALOR
ANDEx

3002.

$4.98.

One bongo- backed Latin American gavotte has a tendency to sound like every
other one, a failing which crops up here
and there on this disc by a group featuring Art Pepper, Bill Perkins, Conte Can doli, and Russ Freeman. Pepper's facility
as a soloist and arranger is the main Factor in shooing away monotony. He flares
brightly through his performances and,
as an arranger, achieves the seeming miracle of finding a fresh and interesting
slant for poor, flayed I'll Remember April.

JIMMY RANEY: Visits Paris
DANN 1120. $4.98.
In the company of a French rhythm
section, the Belgian tenor saxophonist,
Bobby Jaspar, and the French trumpeter,
Roger Guerin, Raneÿ s guitar playing is
bright and flexible at times, but is just
as apt to bog down in mediocre ideas.
He is consistently overshadowed by
Jaspar's soft, fuzz -fringed yet cleanly
and forcefully expressed lines ( much in
the manner of Lucky Thompson ) and,
even more so, by Maurice Vandair whose
churning, driving piano enlivens every
selection. Vandair alone makes the disc
worth hearing but Jaspar adds a pleasant plus.
AUGUST

$1.98.

Although this blind Italian pianist, who
lives in Switzerland, is essentially a pop
performer, his fresh, open playing often
veers into superior jazz. Barring an occasional excursion into frilliness. he has
produced a blithe, light, and unusually
pleasant collection.

LEE WILEY: A Touch of the Blues
RCA Vicroa LPM 1566. $3.98.
After several tries, RCA Victor has finally
matched Miss Wiley with tunes, accontpauirnenl, and arrangements that bring
out all her huskily lyrical charms on
roughly half the selections on this disc.
Almost invariably, the successful arrangements are those contributed by Bill
Finegan whose writing gives Miss Wiley
a snug, propulsive support that is missing
from the work of the other arranger on
this date, Al Cohn. Billy 13utterfield's intense trumpet mooches moodily over her
shoulder all through the disc.

If you are interested

in

CONTEMPORARY MUSIC

... or would

like to learn about

-this

it-

is your opportunity. Nowhere arc the
exciting sounds and brilliant techniques of
modern composers reproduced and interpreted
as they are in exclusive FIRST EDITION
RECORDS. These are first recordings of
newly commissioned symphonic works by the
world's master composers played superbly
and flawlessly recorded in high-fidelity by
the renowned

-

LOUISVILLE ORCHESTRA

Robert Whitney, Conductor
These "collector's item" recordings are engineered by Columbia Masterworks technicians.
All are contemporary music, with the composer working closely with the orchestra to
achieve. a true and sensitive interpretation.
Available from the Society only, they represent n priceless collection of new, exciting
music
the finest expressions of living
composes the world over.
OFFER LIMITED -SEND TODAY FOR
INFORMATION ON FREE TRIAL RECORDS
1OOUISVILLE PfI1LIlA11.110NIC SOCIETY
;Suite 248.8305. 4th St.. Louisville 3. Ky.

:

PIrare rend me free. complete information on exclu.
sive Finn Edition Records and free record offer.
Nnmc
Address

Qty

Sate

JIMMY WITHERSPOON: Coin' to Kansas City Blues
RCA Vrcroa LPM 1639. $3.98.

Whatever individuality Jimmy Witherspoon may have as a singer has not yet
been made completely apparent on LP
discs. In his impressive LP debut ( Atlantic 1266) he seemed to reflect the
sturdy style of Joe Turner. On this disc
the appears as a reflection once more, but
this time of a decidedly less imposing
singer -Joe Williams. However, this paling of his singing is more than made up
for in the tight, rocking playing of the
supporting band ( New York studio men)
led by Kansas City pianist Jay \-IcShann.
McShann s playing is delightfully easy,
relaxed, and uncomplicated; and the other
members of the group, especially alto
saxophonist Hilton Jefferson, share these
refreshing qualities.

MOREEXOTICSOUNDL

or

ARTHUR LYMAN

R808 BWANA A
Recorded in Henry J. Kaiser's
Aluminum Dome, Honolulu.
Arthur Lyman's Hawaiian Village Group again captures the
exotic sounds of his No. 1 best
seller TABOO.
"The sound that named a company"
HIGH FIDELITY RECORDINGS, INC.
7803 Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood 46, California
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A complete catalog of 12" L.P. albums
S TEREO recordings . .. $ 2.9 8

list price

TEREO
all
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the ear can sense and hear

Now Stereo Fidelity brings you records of unsurpassed sound reproduction. The finest in sound is yours in the largest
group of Sterco recordings ever offered and at an unheard of price of 82.98 for a full 12" L.P. album. These are quality
recordings that bring you a nest realism in Ili Fi. Partial Listings of other Sterco Fidelity Albums below:
HONEYMOON IN SOUTH AMERICA

Rio Carnival Orchestra
JOHANN STRAUSS WALTZES
The Danube Strings

HONEYMOON IN MANHATTAN
New World Theater Orchestra

5F-19 00
5F-20 00
SF-30 00

GAY NINETIES WALTZES

Gaslight Orchestra
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SONGS THAT BROUGHT SUNSHINE INTO THE DEPRESSION

Hollywood Sound Stage Chorus
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A
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JAZZ FROM ABROAD
by John

A discography of jazz as pet formed outside the
jazz first went overseas, the most creative minds
encountered were those of the talkers, the writers,
and the theorizers. Musicians, apparently. were so Hutch
awed by this phenomenon that they could set their sights
no higher than imitation of the music as they heard it on
records. For the performer discs provided models which,
in effect, equipped him with a set of blinders; but writers
and collators, at that time having virtually no counterparts
at the source of jazz, proceeded to lay the foundations for
the literature of jazz.
Until lVorld War iI, this topsy -turvy condition prevailed
in much non American jazz -the musician chained to a
limited, prescribed pattern while the commentator avidly
explored fields neglected in the United States. A more
normal balance was beginning to be achieved by the time
the war and the great split between traditional and modern jazz arrived. The rigid outlook of the European musician started to break down as his personal contacts with
American jazzmen increased, a process that started in the
late 1920s when the English pianist and band leader, Fred
Elizalde. induced Adrian Rollini to join his group for a
while. The process became widespread during the Thirties
as the very impressive visits of Louis Armstrong and Duke
Ellington stimulated a steady parade of American musicians overseas, particularly to France, for stays which
lasted as long as-in Coleman Hawkins' case-five years.
Despite this, prewar jazz overseas produced only one
musician of individuality and significance -the Belgian-born
gypsy guitarist Django Reinhardt, an erratic, insulated man
who may well have been unaware that jazz was supposed
to conform to a preordained pattern. The arrival of modern
jazz after the war, however, in a sense cleaned the slate
and gave overseas musicians a feeling of being on an equal
footing with American contemporaries. In this atmosphere,
jazzmen of consequence and originality have been turning
Wttex

it

AUSTRALIA
The Australian Jazz Quartet /Quintet was
originally made up of three Australians
( Bryce Rohde, piano; Errol Buddle, tenor
saxophone, bassoon; Jack Brokensha,
drums, vibes ) and a versatile American,
Dick Healey, a sort of nmesical Christmas
tree who draped himself with tenor and
alto saxophones, piccolo, flute, and clarinet while a string bass nestled against
him. Their earliest recordings, The Australian Jazz Quartet /Quintet ( Bethlehem
6002, $4.98), have some novelty interest
in the odd pairing of flute and bassoon;
AUGUST

S.

Wilson

land of its birth

up steadily- saxophonists Arne Domnerus and Lars Guilin,
and pianist Bengt Hallberg in Sweden; saxophonist Johnny
Dankworth and pianist George Shearing in England (although Shearing was still evolving as a jazzman when he
came to this country a decade ago); pianists Bernard Peiffer and Martial Sulal in France; saxophonist Bobby Jas par and vibraphonist Fats Sadi in Belgium. These are a
few of those who can hold their own with the homegrown product. As these foreign jazzmen have grown in
individuality, there has been increasing reason for distributing their recordings in this country; what was once simply
a faint echo of a uniquely American product has now become as important a contributory element to the over -all
sound of jazz as, say, the Detroit modernists, the West
Coast traditionalists, or the neo- swingers of Boston.
This discography covers currently available American
LPs by musicians whose entire careers have been spent
overseas or who launched their careers in foreign countries
before immigrating to the United States. Il brings to light
at least two rather odd omissions in an otherwise adventurous and inclusive coverage of overseas jazz on American
labels. There are no current recordings in this country by
England's Humphrey Lyttleton, possibly the best traditional
tnhmpeter developed outside of the United States. while
another Englishman, Johnny Dankworth, a brilliant alto
saxophonist, is represented only by two selections thrown
haphazardly into a ragtag collection, Cool Europe (M -CM 3157). Both Lyttleton and Dankworth could once be
heard in Angel's useful but short -lived foreign jazz series on
10 -inch LPs -a series that also included the best Django
Reinhardt LP released in this country and a disc by Craeme
Bell's rather lumbering Australian traditionalists featuring
a superbly Bisian cornetist. Ade Monsbrongh. Also missing
is the French pianist, Henri Renaud, except for a negligible
role on The Herdsmen in Paris (Fantasy 3201).

but even with the addition of full -time
bass and drums on some of these selections and on Australian Jazz Quartet
(Bethlehem 6003. 84.98), The Australian
Jazz Quartet at the Varsity Drag (Bethlehem 6012, $4.98), Australian Jazz Quartet Plus One (Bethlehem 6015, $4.08),
and Selections of Rodgers and ¡hummerstein ( Bethlehem 6022, $4.98) the group
keeps tripping over its basic gentility.

AUSTRIA

Friedrich Gulda, boldly switching from

Beethoven to Birdland, proves himself a
very direct and rhythmically driving modem jazz pianist on Friedrich Guide at
Birdland ( RCA Victor LPN! 1355, 53.98).
He leads a good American sestet through
an almost consistently interesting group
of his own arrangements.

BELGIUM
Bobby Jnspnr, nenv in the United States.
sometimes gets a stronger jazz flavor from
the flute than most of the current piping
set, but he is even better when he is
rolling ont the soft, pliant tenor saxo-
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phone lines be offers on Jimmy Raney
Visits Paris ( Dawn 1120, $4.98). However, on another French recording, Bobby
Jasper and His All Stars (EmArcy 36105,
$3.98) his saxophoning slips to aimless
noodling at times. Both his saxophone
and flute were happily at home when he
was part of the J. J. Jnhnson Quintet) Is for Jazz (Columbia CL 935, $3.98),
Dial J.J. 5 (Columbia CL 1084, $3.98),
single selections in Jay and Kai (Columbia CL 937, $3.98), anti The Playboy
Jazz Allstars ( Playboy 1957, $9.00 ) -and
his saxophone shines through wannly on
Interplay for Two Trumpets and Two
Tenors (Prestige 7112, $4.98) and Night
People (Savoy 12073, $4.98). But his
flute is too fragile to carry him through
Hank Jones Quartet ( Savoy 12087,
$4.98), Flute Souffle (Prestige 7101,
$4.9S), or Flute Flight (Prestige 7124,
$4.98). He is also heard on Tenor and
Flute (Riverside 12 -240, $4.98), André
Hodeir's Essais (Savoy 12104, $4.98),
The Beat of Mt Heart (Columbia CL
1079, $3.98), and Blues for Tomorrow
(Riverside 12- 243, $4.98).
Django Reinhardt, a gypsy guitarist
with a fascinating gift for melodic invention, made his reputation in the latter
Thirties when he was the lodestar of the
Quintet of the Hot Club of France, an
unusual all -string group (three guitars,
violin, string bass). The original Quintet
broke up when World War II started and
from then until his death in 1953 Reinhardt worked with various groups, most
approximating the original Quintet but
often with clarinet in place of violin.
The most representative LP sampling
of Reinhardt's good work (he was often
badly recorded and his switch to an amplified guitar late in his career was not a
very happy one) was a 10 -inch Angel
dise, 60003, now unavailable. Swing from
Paris (London LL 1349, $3.98) and
Django Reinhardt (RCA Victor L1'M
1100, $3.98) concentrate on his most assured and creative period, the clays before the war when most of his work was

with the Quintet. A series of three clises
on Period -Memorial Albion, Vol. 1 (Period SPL 1201, $4.98), Vol. 2 (Period
SPL 1202, $4.98), Vol. 3 (Period SPL
1203, $4.98 )-arc postwar work ranging
from very pleasant to quite dreadful. The
only consistent element is the recording:
poor. Jazz from Paris (Verve 8015, $4.98)
-one side only, the other by Dizzy Gillespie-shows Reinhardt trying to adapt
himself to modern jazz surroundings,
none too successfully.
Fats Sadi, an enlivening and rhythmic
vibraphonist, brings a badly needed
spark of life to the arid André Hodeir
arrangements played by the Jazz Group
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of Paris in The
12113, $4.98).

Paris Scene

(

Savoy

Jean "Toots" Thielmans, a Reinhardtinspired guitarist and occasional harmonica virtuoso, a member of George Shear ing's Quintet since 1953, has played a
generally modest role in Shearing's recordings. He shows an unusual ability to
play unpretentiously swinging jazz on the
harmonica on The Sound (Columbia CL
658, $3.98) and, in more diluted form,
on Time Out for Toots ( Decca 9204,
$3.98). His best opportunity with Shearing, also on harmonica, has been n brilliant Body and Snal, included in both
Shearing in iii -Fi (M -G -M 3293, $3.98)
and An Evening with Shearing (M -G -M
3122, $3.98).
CANADA
a vibraphonist with a
sharp, clean, imaginative attack, has a
swinging validity that helps to offset the
self -conscious piano work of Calvin Jackson on Calvin Jackson Quartet (Columbia
CL 756, $3.98) and Race Notice (Columbia CL 824, $3.98).
Paul Bley, an unusually articulate pianist with a Clark, tweedy vigor, moves in
a direction decidedly his own through
Solemn Meditation (GNP 31, $3.98)
supported by vibes, bass, and drums. A
striking and promising jazz performer.
Maynard Ferguson's ability to blast his
way around the upper reaches of the
trumpet helped him gain attention when
he came to the United States in 1948
after leading his own hand in Canada.
But spearing high notes for Stan Kenton,
Charlie Barnet, and Jimmy Dorsey did
not help him develop as a jazz musician.
Recordings macle with his own large and
small groups since 1954 show he has been
slowly moving in this direction. He still
has difficulty resolving a trumpet solo
without reaching for dogs' cars; but in
the naturally lower tones of valve trombone, bass trumpet, and even muted
trumpet he is becoming a balanced and
pleasantly earthy jazz performer. At best,
Ferguson is erratic, inconsistent but full
of fire -on Around the Horn (EmArcy
36076, $3.98 ), Maynard Ferguson Octet
(EmArcv 36021, $3.98), Boy with Lots
of Brass (EmArcy 36114, $3.98), Bird land Dream Band, Vol. 1 (Vik LX 1070,
$3.98) and Vol. 2 (Vik LX 1077, $3.98).
He is the empty high -voter on Dinah
Jams (EmArcy 36000, $3.98), lain Session (EmArcy 36002, $3.98), Jam Session (EmArcy 36009, $3.98), Dimensions (EmArcy 36044, $3.98), Hollywood
Party (EmArcy 36046, $3.98), and Skin
Deep ( Verve 8137, 84.98).
Moe Koffman's Septet plays an able
brand of loose, swinging but quite anonymous modem jazz on Cool and !lot Sax
(Jubilee 1037, $3.98).
Phil Nimmons, a fluent clarinetist, leads
a largish band that shows commendably
enthusiastic drive in its ensemble work
on The Canadian Scene (Verve 8025,
$4.98).
Oscar Peterson is one of the more puzzling musical personalities in current jazz.
Starting with a tradition -based, sledgehammer drive (exhibited in one of his

Peter Appleyard,

early Canadian recordings on Great Jazz
Pianists, RCA Camden 328, $1.98), he
has developed -since moving to the U.S.
in 1940 -into a musician of great range,
potential resource, and superb technique.
His playing, however, has a glib, chilly
quality which no amount of foot pounding, grunting, or furious fingering seems
able to transmute to warm- blooded jazz.
As house pianist for Vcrvc Records, accompanying Lionel Hampton, Ben Webster, Ella Fitzgerald, Harry Edison, Stuff
Smith, Lester Young, and others, and
leading his own trio, he is one of the
most frequently recorded of today's jazz
musicians, yet he has produced hardly
anything that either catches or lingers in
the ear. Of the discs on which he is featured, he communicates most readily on
Recital (Verve 2044, $4.08). Both Oscar
Peterson Plays Count Basie ( Verve 8092,
$4.98) and his share of Peterson, Eldridge, Stitt, Jo Jones at Newport (Verve
8239, $4.98) are diluted by his blandly
glib surface, while Oscar Peterson Trio at
the Stratford Shakespearean Festival
(Verve 8024, $4.98) is dominated by
Peterson's keening and foot flailing. He
turns to straight interpretations of ballads
on In
Ronwntic Mood (Verve 2002,
$4.98), Pastel Meads (Verve 2004,
$4.98), and Soft Sand (Verve 2079,
$4.98). On this last disc and on Romance
(Verve 2012, $4.98) he sings in a manner that is, superficially, like that of Nat
King Cole, but without the strength of
Cole's projection.
CUBA

Candido, bongo and conga drums, has
proved a worthy successor to the late
Charm Pozo, who first gave the conga
thrum an individual jazz voice during the
Afro-Cuban invasion of the late 1940s.
Playing with The Billy Taylor Trio (Prestige 7051, $4.98) he takes full advantage
of an excellent opportunity to show how
well the conga can be used as an improvisatory solo instrument rather than an
ensemble percussive element. 1-ic has less
freedom on Candido the Volcanic ( ABCParamount 180, 83.98); and he is little
more than a section hand on Druni Suite
(Columbia CL 1002, $3.98), The Beat of
My Heart (Columbia CL 1079, $3.98),
and Jamaica Jazz ( ABC- Paramount 228,
$3.98). He sings and drums on Calypso
Dance Party ( ABC -Paramount 178,
$3.98), but this is calypso, not jazz.
Cuban Jam Session (Panart CLP 8000,
$9.98) is an apparently casual, conic -one
come -all affair that develops an appropriate feeling of abandon, spurred on by
an efficient rhythm section and the hot,
piping flute of Juan Pablo Miranda.
Machito, a singer, leads a band that
is primarily the creation of trumpeter
Mario Hauza. On the foundation of a
magnificently complex and rocking Afro Cuban rhythm section, Hauza has built
a band with brilliantly biting brass and
languorous reeds that lias produced the
most potent mixtures of Afro-Cuban
rhythm and jazz. Saxophonists Charlie
Parker anti Flip Phillips arc featured with
the band in some particularly effective
numbers on A Potpourri of Jazz (Verve
2032, $4.98), The Jazz Scene (Verve
HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE

8060, $4.08), and a group of Chico
O'Farrill compositions, Machito AfroCuban Jazz (Verve 8073, $4.08). The
band achieves an oddly elegant guttiness
on Kenya (Roulette 52006, $3.98) and
roars through some pop tunes on Maclnito
Plays Mambo and Cha. Cha Cha (Seeco
907.5, 83.98) and Mambo Caravan (Tico
1007, $3.98). Most of Si-Si, No -No (Tico
1033, 83.98), Cha Cha at the Palladium
(Tico 1002, $3.98), and Asia Minor
(Tico 1029, $3.98) are devoted to Machitó s bread -and -butter side -relatively
staid Cuban dance music -but even these
burst into occasional flame.
Chico O'Farrill is an arranger familiar
with the American big -band idiom (writing for Goodman, Kenton, Gillespie) as
well as his native Cuban styles. Most of
his recordings are tempered versions of
one or the other, aimed primarily at the
dancer. Jazz North and South of the Border ( Verve 8083, $4.98) is a capable
demonstration of both his sides. Chico's
Cha- Cha -Cha (Panart 3013, $3.98),
Mambo- Latino Dances (Verve 2003,
$4.98), and Music from South America
(Verve 2024, $4.98) are smoothly voiced
and lightly jazz- touched Latin dance music, while on An Evening, at Sans Souci
(RCA Victor LPM 1532, $3.98) O'Farrill's band provides expert accompaniment for an entertaining ( but definitely
not jazz) quartet of girl singers.
Perez Prado, the "unghh!" man, gets a
peripheral jazz quality into his hand's
performances in his use of solo instruments (usually a trumpet) and, to some
degree, through his rhythm section. His
adherence to the mambo imposes a monotonous stiffness on much of his work
(relieved at times by raucous humor),
and his ventures into material from the
American jazz repertory are invariably
chunsy -Prez (RCA Victor LPM 1556,
$3.98), Mambo for Cats (RCA Victor
LPM 1063, $3.98), and half of Voodoo
Suite .(RCA Victor LPM 1101, $3.98).
The title half of this last disc develops
slowly into a boiling bit of Afro -Cubana,
his best effort in this line. Prado's saving
grace is his humor which turns a collection of pop pap, Mambo Mania (RCA
Victor LPM 1075, $3.98) into a very
funny disc. On his home musical territory, Prados is essentially a Latin dance
band but a swinging one on Mambo by
Me King (RCA Victor LPM 1196, $3.98),
Havana, 3 A.M. (RCA Victor LPM 1257,
$3.98), Latin Satin (RCA Victor LPM
1459, $3.98), and Alambo Happy (RCA
Camden 409, $1.98).

DENMARK
Svend Asmussen, a violinist, is a product
of Swing Era jazz and his playing is appropriately relaxed and pulsant. He leads
a light, lilting group that produces a
pleasant cross between smooth jazz and
jazz -edged mood music on Skull (Epic
3210, $3.98).
Max Bruel, an architect who also plays
jazz, is capable of a smoothly viscous
style on baritone saxophone when he is
cushioned by a lithe rhythm section. On
the majority of the selections on Max
Bruel Quartet (EmArcy 36062, $3.98)
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he gets this needed support; but on three
selections the quartet's able pianist, Bent
Axen, drops out in favor of trumpeter
Jorgen Ryg, who constantly overreaches
his capabilities while Bruel plods clog gedly through his solos.
Jorgen Ryg gives evidence on Jorgen
Ryg Quartet (EmArcy 36099, $3.98) of
being a steadily improving trumpeter.
His strong -voiced, aggressive playing at
the two sessions which make up this disc,
held several months apart, is far better
than his work with the Max Bruel Quartet; and on the Later session he shows increasing assurance and ease. Ryg has
something of Bobby Hackett's controlled
push and tone, although his ideas stem
from the modern school. His quartet inchides a brightly swinging pianist, Jorgen
Lausen.

FRANCE

The Blue Stars, an unusual vocal group
headed by Blossom Dearie and including
some prominent jazz-musicians-turnedsingers ( Fats Sadi, Roger Guerin, Christian Chevalier) sing with a refreshing
lack of mannerism on Blue Stars of
France (EmArcy 36067, $3.98) and
Pardon My English ( Mercury 20329,
$3.98), although little of it is couched
in jazz terms.
Claude Bolling, a pianist with a bright,
Hines -like attack, occasionally emerges
from a welter of Hampton henchmen on
Lionel Hampton (Contemporary 3502,

$4.98).
William Boueaya has some opportunities to play a full -toned, first -lined baritone saxophone on four long selections
with Lionel Hampton on Crazy Rhythm.
( EmArcy 38034, $3.98) and Jam Session
in Paris (EmArcy 36035, $3.98), although you'd never know he had such
potential from Jazz on the Left Bank
( Epic 3387, $3.98).
Alix Combelle, one of the veterans of
French jazz, leads a big band that is a
pale reflection of the original Basic squad
in hollowly recorded selections on one
side of Alessiaí 'Round in Montmartre
(Storyville 906, $4.98). Combelle plays
his tenor saxophone in a creditable Hawkins-heavy fashion here, but gets a
lighter tone without sacrificing depth of
expression on Lionel Hampton (Contemporary 3502, 84.98 ).
Sadie Distel is a young and increasingly impressive guitarist whose recorded
work suggests that he may become one
of the more influential men on his instrument. His playing has been fluent and
persuasively rhythmic for some time, as
shown on Crazy Rhythm (EmArcy
36024, $3.98) and Jam Session in Paris
(EmArcy 36035, $3.98), while on a later
disc Afternoon in Paris (Atlantic 1267,
$4.98) with John Lewis, his work acquires a thoughtful and expressive individuality. He has his off days, however,
one of them represented by Babby Jasper
and His All Stars ( EmArcy 36105,

$3.98).
Stephane Grappelly, the violinist who
supported Django Reinhardt so ably in
the Quintet of the Hot Club of France
-some of their collaborations are on
Swing from London (London LL 1344,

$3.98) and Django Reinhardt ( RCA
Victor LPM 1100, $3.98) -has returned
to discs after a long absence, leading a
vast string orchestra through undiluted
mood music on Music to Stop time Clock
By (Verve 20001, $4.98). An occasional
twinge suggests that Crappelly has not
entirely forgotten his swinging past.
The Jazz Group of Paris, a nouct which
includes several of the more able French
jazzmen-Roger Guerin, trumpet; Armand \ Fijiani, baritone saxophone; Pierre
Michelot, bass; and the Belgian Fats
Sadi, vibraphone-slug their way through
arrangements by André Hodeir that have
little jazz potential though Sadi occasionally shakes loose for a freshening
romp.
Guy Longnan, a trumpeter, has a wiry,
jabbing way of playing with a mute and
a strong but economic line on open horn
with a group led by expatriate Mezz
Mezzrow on A La Schola Cantorani
( Ducretet- Thomson 93092, $3.98).
Claude Luter, a well-developed traditional clarinetist, unobtrusively leads his
orchestra as background for Sidney
Beehet in a single selection on King of
the Soprano Saxophone (Good Time Jazz
12013, $4.98).
Bernard Peiffer, who immigrated to the
United States in 1955, is that rarity
among jazz pianists -a legitimately
schooled musician with brilliant technique who can transfer much of this brilliance to jazz performances without necessarily falling into the trap of believing
that technique is all. He has spent several years trying to comb the influences
out of his style -Jazz from Saint Germain
des Prés (Verve 8119, $4.98) is the
Peiffer of a few years ago borrowing
prodigally from Erroll Garner and leaping into unaccountable splurges of Tatumesque laccry. By the time he made his
first American recording Bernie's Tunes
(EmArcy 36080, $3.98), he had shucked
off Camer and was winnowing his Tatum
leanings, and his playing surged with
lightness and vitality. His best work so
far is on Bernard Pouffer Trio ( Decca
8626, $3.98) at those times when he is
holding to direct, straightforward exposition and is not losing the continuity of
his ideas while trying to swing a variety
of virtuoso lines. Even so, the mere daredeviltry of some of these efforts has its
interesting aspects. Piano c la Mood
( Decca 9203, $3.98) is neatly turned,
low -gear Peiffer.
André Persiany is a pianist who, in the
mid-Fifties, seemed to be enchanted %vith
the kind of block -chord stomping that
had intrigued George Shearing five or six
years earlier. With Sidney Bechet he
pounds and chants with a casual and
blowsy charm on King of the Soprano
Saxophone (Good Time Jazz 12013,
$4.98), but on Hamp in Paris (EmArcy
36032, $3.98) he has little to do but fill
in behind Lionel Hampton and Mezz
Mezzrow.
Gerard "Dave" Poclionet, a drummer,
leads a quartet which provides a satisfactory cushion for the light, floating
tenor saxophone of Lucky Thompson on
Lucky Thompson (Dawn 1113, $4.98),
but the group does little more despite
the presence of pianist Martial Sola).
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Andre lieweliotty blows a scarcely discernible and respectfully characterless
clarinet behind Sidney Bechet while his
band lumbers stoically behind him on a
trio of selections in King of the Soprano
Saxophone (Good Time Jazz 12013,
S4.98).
Hubert Rostaing, a clear-voiced, Swing
Era clarinetist who replaced Stephane
Grappelly in Django Reinhardt's group,
is inadequately represented in the three
volumes of Django Reinhardt Memorial
(Period SPL 1201, 1202, 1203, $1.98

cad)).
\fartial Solal,

a pianist from Algiers,
was in the throes of an Erroll Garner
period when he first attracted attention in
Paris. Now he has an ability to express
himself strongly in a variety of styles not
immediately associated with anyone although they are so varied that one could
hardly assert that Solal himself has yet
acquired a personal style. in any event,
he is a vivid and expressive pianist, quail¡lies which help him to enliven the genorally brightly played arrangements of
André i -io dcir on Kenny Clarke Plays
André Ilaaleir (Epic 3376, $3.98), although they are not enough in themselves to save the pale. low-keyed small
group performances that make up Jazz
on the Left Bank (Epic 3387, $3.98).
In a meeting between the basically modern Solal and the archly traditional Sidney fechet an Sidney 13echet leas Young
Ideas (World Pacific pi- 1236, $4.95)
Beclet's geysering umbrella of sound all

lint obscures Solai.
Beni Urtreger, a pianist with the grainy
vigor of the "funk" school, rolls and
plunges through some well -formed solos
(EmArcy 3(3034,
on Crazy Rhythm
)3.98) and Jam Session in Paris (EmAmy 36(135, $3.981 -both with Lionel
Hampton -and does his best to prod
Bobby Jasper and His All Stars ( EmArcy
:36105, $3.98), a rather fruitless task. He
is also heard on Kenny Clarke Plays
André lladeir (Epic 3376, $3.98).
Maurice Vandair, another of the
dmming, driving pianists who seem to
be cropping up in France, pours needed
life into every selection on Jimmy Raney
Visits Paris (Dawn 1120, $4.98). On
Jazz from Paris (Verve 5015, $4.98)
Django Reinhardt is on hand to supply
whatever life is necessary, and Vandair
is limited to unobtrusive accompaniment.
Barney Wilen, a nineteen- year-old
tenor saxophonist from Nice, fits in readily with two experienced and disciplined
jazz men, John Lewis and Sacha Distel,
on Afternoon in Paris ( Atlantic 1267,
$4.98). Seemingly unwed by his calmsurfaced associates, \Vile n uses an aggressive, biting attack allied with an impressively mature sense of form.

GERMANY
Kurt Eclelhageu's Orchestra, a highly
polished, versatile, and explosive band in
the Ted Heath pattern with several able
jazz soloists, is sparklingly crisp and
swinging when it can avoid getting lost
in its own high decibel count on Jazz
front Germany (Decca 8231, $3.98).
The Max Gregor Combo, an easygoing

little jump group, features a saxophonist
in the preliminary stages of honkcry in
a single selection on "DAs" Is Jazz!
( Decca 8229, $3.98).
Julia Hipp, one of Germanys best
known pianists until she came to the
States a couple of years ago, seems to
have suffered an attack of indefinitude
since arriving here. Her Gentian record ings-on "Das" Is Jazz! ( Decca 8229,
83.98) with Hans Koller's group and on
Cool Europe (M-GM 3157, 83.98) with
her own group, made up essentially of
Kollerites -show her as a gently but pro pulsively flowing pianist working with
ensembles of a definitely Tristano texture. Her solo recordings since reaching
this country-halo Hipp at the Ilickonj
(louse, Vol. I (Blue Note 1515, $4.98)
and Vol. 2 (Blue Note 1516, 84.98)lack her earlier conviction and direction.
She is more at ease in the less demanding surroundings of Jutta klipp with Zoct
Sims (Blue Note 1530, $4.98) as saxophonist Sims capably carries most of the
burden.
Hans Koller, the epitome of the cool
tenor saxophone in Germany. plays with
appropriately meandering wispiness. He
leads a drone -toned group on "Das" is
Jazz! ( Decca 8229, $3.98) brightened
by the presence of pianist Jutta Hipp,
and a completely different group on
Hans Across the Sea ( Vanguard 8509,
84.98) which has no one to relieve its
soft, sgaashy sound.
Paul Kuhn plays a percussive, Garnerderived piano with his quartet in one selection on "Das" is Jazz! ( Decca 8229,
S :3.98) but is much more effective as a
charging, swinging sideman in Rolf
Kahn's group on the same disc.
Rolf Kuhn
Benny Goodman- styled
clarinet sparkles with his Gennan All
Stars on "Das" Is Jazz! ( Decca 8229,
$3.98); and, after coining to this country
a year or so ago, he retains much of
the Goodman spirit in his first recording
here; Streamline ( Vanguard
8510,
84.98). A mechanizing chill seemed to
settle on him, however, when he faced
a Newport Jazz Festival audience in
1957, as reported on Eddie Costa, Nat
Mathews and Don Elliott at Newport
(Verve 8:237, $4.98).
Johannes Rediske Quintet follows the
Shearing Quintet mold ably but uninvenlively (except that Rediske, the featured
performer, is a guitarist instead of a pianist) in one selection on "Das" is Jazz!
(Deese 8929, $3.98).
GREAT BRITAIN
Ronnie Ball, one of several English pianists wan have immigrated to the United
States, has been biding his time since his
arrival, apparently getting his musical
bearings ( mostly through study with Lennie Tristano) instead of plunging into
active performance. The fruit of his forbearance is splendidly displayed on All
About Ronnie (Savoy 12075, $4.98), on
which he reveals an unusually attractive
blues -rooted, percussive style ( out of
latter -day Tristano) as he leads an equally Tristano- conscious quintet. His playing
is more subsidiary, less assertive on Night
People (Savoy 12073, $4.98) and Klook's
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Clique (Savoy 1206.5, 84.98), and simply supporting on Lee Konitz with Warne
Marsh (Atlantic 1217, 84.98) and Hot
vs. Cool (M -G -M 3286, $3.98).
Chris Barber plays ar, appropriately
braying trombone ill the traditional hand
he inherited from Ken Colyer. The band's
model appears to be George Lewis' genuine New Orleanians, but Lewis' soaring
fervor is beyond Barber's men in their
four selections on Traditional Jazz at
Royal Festival Hall (London LL 1184,
$3.98), one on A Scrapbook of British
Jazz ( Loudon LL 1444, $3.98), and two
on Traditional Jazz (London LL 1949,
$3.98).
George Chisholm, a thoroughly protrombonist, has
fessional all -around
moved front the relatively anonymous
style with which he led a swing group
in 1938 (in A Scrapbook of British Jazz,
London LL 1444, $3.98) to the assertive,
slurring manner he shows on Third Festival of British Jazz (Loixlon LL 1639,
$3.98 ), Ken Motile Arranges For . . .
(London LL 1673, 83.98), and behind
singer Lita Roza on Between the Devil
and the Deep Blue Sea (London LL
1702, $3.98). He burns a hit genteel.
however, leading his own modes, group
on Chis (London LL 1491, 83.98).
Keith Christie, trombonist and onetime
coleadcr of the Christie Brothers' Stompers, has effectively adapted his gruff,
pseudo -New Orleans style to a lustily
forceful moxlcrn manner on Third Festival of British Jazz ( London LL 1639,
$3.98) and Teel Heath's Spotlight on
Sidemen (London LL 1721, $3.98).
The Alan Clare Quartet, pianist-led,
picks its way deliberately through a pair
of easygoing, uneventful pieces on Third
Festival Of British Jazz ( London LL
1639, $3.98).
Ken Colyer, a cornetist and band leader
devoted to the ensemble style of George
Lewis' banal, gets the Lewis surface hut
not the heart on Skif)le and Jazz (London
LL 1340, $3.98), Chi], Session with
Colyer ( London LL 1618, $3.98 ), and
in his contributions to Traditional Jazz at
Royal Festival Hall (London LL 1184,
$3.98) and A Scrapbook of British Jazz
(London LL 1444, 83.98).
Tony Crombie's Orchestra, led by a
drummer, plays boppish modern jazz distinguished primarily by the pungent
trumpet of Dizzy Recce, whose nickname declares his musical origin, on
:Modern Jazz at Royal Festival Hail
(London LL 1185, $:3.98).
The Courtley-Seymour Orchestra, under Bert Courtley, trumpet, and Jack
Seymour, bass, is a lithe and swinging
big band in its single appearance on
Third Festival of British Jazz ( London
LL 1639, $3.98).
Johnny Dankworth, a brilliant alto saxophonist svho has absorbed Benny Carter's soaring fluency, has been strangely
neglected on LP imports. Disguised as
King John 1, he has a pair of immaculate
solos on Cool Europe ( \f -C -M 3157,
$3.98).
Jimmy Deuchar, an able but not exceptional modern trumpeter, leads a small
group through a blowing session on Pub
Crawling with Jimmy Deuchar (Contemporary 3529, $4.98), interesting
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mainly for the amiably burr-toned trombone of Ken Wray.
Fred Elizalde, a pianist, was one of
the first musicians in England to organize
a jazz band. In a 1927 recording, included in A Scrapbook of British Jazz
(London LL 1444, $3.98), Elizalde's
hand makes a good copy of Biz Beiderbcekc's small group work Nvith Jack
Jackson playing a pleasantly Bixian trumpet.
Wally Fawkes, a clarinetist with a
warns, billowing traditional style, brightens the backgrounds of Brother John
Sellers somewhat too sophisticated blues
singing on Brother John Sellers in London (LL 1705, $3.98).
Vie Feldman, who plays vibes, piano,
and drums, uses all three on Suite Sixteen (Contemporary 3541, $4.98) as be
leads o shouting, boiling big band, a sub clued, reflective quartet, and a septet.
His deliberately precise way of playing
vibes (his best instrument) is well
framed by the quartet. Feldman has
taken a subordinate role in several
United
recordings- swinging
States
brightly in the Swing Era reconstruction
oif Buddy De Franco Plays Benny Goodman (Verve 2080, $4.98) and filling in
serviceably but without special distinction on Coop ( Contemporary 3544,
$4.98), Leroy Walks (Contemporary
3.542, $4.98), Have Blues Will Travel
(World Pacific JWC 509, $4.98), and an
all -English product, Pub Crawling with
Jimmy Deuchar ( Contemporary 3529,

$4.98).
Harry Cold's Pieces of Eight, a tepid
postwar Dixieland band, plods through
one selection on A Scrapbook of British
Jazz (London LL 1444, $3.98).
Nat Cornelia, a trumpeter and vocalist
inspired by Louis Armstrong, manages to
be a credit to his inspiration with his
horn though not with his voice in a 1934
recording in A Scrapbook of British Jazz
(London LL 1444, $3.98).
Kenny Graham is an individualistic
arranger who is fond of blending his
tenor saxophone with flute and xylophone, a device he uses with interesting
and sometimes eerie effects in transcribing the slithery rhythms of the New York
street n»usici:un, Moondog, on Moondog
and Stoical Suites (M -G -M 3544, $3.98).
It is much less effective on the routine
material his Afro -Cubists play on Jazz
Brittania (M -G-M 3472, 33.98). Several
sweepingly melodic pieces from his occasionally striking Australian Suite are
played by Ted Heath's orchestra on
Heath in Ili -Fi (London LL 1475,
33.98).
Joe Harriott follows a simplified version of the Charlie Parker path on alto
saxophone without adding anything of
his own in two selections 1w his quartet
on Jazz Wittman (M -G -M 3472, $3.98).
Ted Heath's Orchestra has grown from
its immediately postwar Glenn Millerish
basis to a sort of latter-day Paul Whiteman troupe-slick, production- minded,
and loaded with good jazz sidemen.
When Heath gives his men jazz freedom,
they play the. most polished big band
swing to be heard anywhere today, as
avitness Ted Heath at the Palladium
( London LL 802, 33.98), 100th Palladium Concert (London LL 1000, 33.98),
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At the Palladium, Vol. 3 ( London LL
1211, 33.98), At the Palladium, Vol. 4
(London LL 1379, 83.98), and Spotlight on Sidemen ( London LL 1721,
$3.98). The smooth, sleek, precisely rehearsed yet still vital side of the Heath
band comes out on Strike Up the Band
(London LL 750, $3.98), Music of Fats
Waller (London LL 978, $3.98), All
Time Top Twelve (London LL 1716,
$3.98), and Heath Swings in Hi -Fi (London LL 1745, $3.98). The surface polish

remains high but the foundations arc
generally routine and flimsy on Gershwin
for Moderns ( London LL 1217, 33.98),
Kern for Moderns ( London LL 1279,
$3.98 ), Rodgers for Moderns ( London
LL 1500, $3.98), First American Tour
( London LL 1564, 33.98 ), At Carnegie
Hall ( London LL 1566, 83.98), A Yank
in Europe (London LL 1676, $3.98),
Showcase (London LL 1737, $3.98),
Tribute to the Fabulous Dorset's (Loudon LL 1743, $3.98), and Al Jolson
Classics ( London LL 177ß, $3.98).
Spike Hughes's band is obviously impressed, if not effectively influenced, by
Duke Ellington in a 1930 recording in
A Scrapbook of British Jazz ( London LL
1444, 33.98).
Johnny Keating, known primarily as
one Of 'l'cd Heath's more gifted arrangers, leads twenty hot Scots ( who are
some of Britain's best jazzmen) through
lustily jaunty paces on Swinging Scots
(Dot 3068, $3.98), but his aim and his
results are much lower on Johnny Kcating's Favorite American Dances (ABCParamount 144, $3.98).
The Tony Kinsey Quintet has a light
attack which gets much of its floating
)saver from the lithe. pulsing ease of
tenor saxophonist Don Bendcll on Kinsey
Conies On (Loxlon LL 1672, 83.98 ). As
a Rendcll -less quartet on Kinsey Rhythm
(London LL 1517, $3.08) their conception becomes mechanical, but Joe Harriott's alto saxophone helps the quartet
provide enlivening accompaniment for
singer Lita Roza ( London LL 1450,

At Zwolle, in Holland, in the 15th -century
Gothic church of St. Michael is a splendid,
four-manual organ, dating from 1720. It is
the last organ built by Arp Schnitger, whose
work is considered the culmination of the
high baroque era of organ building. It was
inevitable that so fine an organ should be
visited by E. Power Biggs, who has traveled
far and wide in search of the most appropriate instruments for his recordings of the
great works for organ. To these he now
adds three preludes and fugues of Bach,
recorded at St. Michael's which is famous
for its splendid acoustics.
BACH AT ZWOLL[:

Prelude and Fugue in D

in C Minor
( "Arnstadt"); and Prelude and Fugue in E -flat
Major ("St. Anne")-E. Power Biggs, organist.
$5.98
KL 5262
HIGH -FIDELITY RECORDS BY

Major; Prelude and Fugue
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$3.98).
Bill McGufe, a swing- rooted pianist
once with Ted Heath (on London LL
750), drives out bright single notes on
Poodle Parade (M -G-M 3291, 33.98),
but falls into repetitiousness on Co McGufe! ( Epic 3198, 33.98) and disappears behind the cocktails on If I Loved
You (Epic 3243, $3.98).
Dfarian \IcPartland, a wartime uxtirial
trophy brought back to the United States
by cornetist Jimmy McPartlantl, is an assured and knowing pianist in almost any
style although she favors a nuxlificd
form of modern. Her attractively lean,
sometimes swirling, playing is beard best
on In Concert (Savoy 12004, 84.98),
Great Britain (Savoy 12016, $4.98), The
Jazz Keyboards (Savoy 12043, 84.98),
Looking for a Boy ( Savoy 12097, 34.98);
and she even manages to be bright and
pulsing with string backing on With You
in Mind (Capitol T 895, $3.98). She is
relatively routine on Marian ,AIcParthind
Trio (Capitol T 785, 33.98), After Dark
(Capitol T 699, $3.98), and At the Hickory/ 1-louse (Capitol T 574, $3.98); and
whatever merits she might have on Lullaby of Birdland (Savoy 12005, $4.98)
are buried under dreadful recording.
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Mcrseysippi Jazz Band, a revivalist
group, plows doggedly through one selection on Traditional Jazz (London LL
1242, $3.98).
Ken Houle, a broad -minded arranger
and pianist who can be boppish, swinging, or moody, is all three in competent
performances with his Seven on Modern
Jazz at Royal Festival Hall ( London
LL 1185. 83.98); but there is less reaching for effect and more meat in a very
pleasant set, Ken Monk Arranges For
(London LL 1673. $3.98) by an
unusually good group including saxophonists Don Rondell, Ronnie Ross, and
Dougie Robinson.
Sid Phillips, an imaginative, swingminded arranger for Ambrose in the
Thirties, made an undistinguished venture into Dixieland in 1941, preserved
needlessly on A Scrapbook of British
Jazz (London LL 1444, $3.98).
Don Rendell's personalized development of Lester Young's floating tenor
saxophone style is somewhat obscured by
his chattering sextet on Modern Jazz at
Royal Festival Hall (London LL 1185,
$3.98), but it is properly showcased in a
pair of Quartet selections on Jazz Brittank: (M -G -M 3472. $3.98), with a small
group on Cool Europe (M-C -\i 3157,
$3.98), and with 'l'ed Heath At the Pal ladium, Vol. 4 ( London LL 1379, 83.98).
It also flows warmly and lyrically behind
singer Lita Roza on Between the Devil
and the Deep Blue Sea (London LL
1702, $3.98).
Joe Sayc, a Scottish pianist now in the
United States, is colorless, unobtrusive,
and generally dull on Scotch on the
Rocks (EmArcy 36072, $3.98) and A
Wee Bit of Jazz (EmArcy 36112, $3.98).
Phil Seaman's Quintet manages to hone
clown Dizzy Gillespie s gawp -filled Manteca to a modest swing piece on Third
Festival of British Jazz ( London LL
1639, 83.98).
Ralph Sharon's piano playing lacks any
marked personal characteristics and is
not very consistent, hut he can be unostentatiously swinging leading an excellent American group in his own compositions on Around the World in Jazz
(Rama 1001, $3.98) and Mr. and Mrs.
Jazz (Bethlehem 13, 84.98), or pleasant
but anonymous in Autumn Leaves and
Spring Fever ( London LL 1339, $3.98),
as well as downright dull in Easy Jazz
(London LL 1488, $3.98) and Ralph
Sharon Trio (Bethlehem 41, $4.98). He
has contrived some effective arrangements to spotlight various drummers in
groups backing up singer Tony Bennett
on The Beat of My Heart (Columbia CL
1079, $3.98).
George Shearing has run practically the
entire jazz piano gamut. From boogie woogie and a brilliant, Hines -like strut
while he was still in England, through
Erroll Gamer and Bud Powell devices in
his early days in this country, on through
the locked -hand block chords and canons
of his Quintet's first success to the 'nature and largely personal pianist who can
occasionally be heard today. There is a
good, spirited summation of the pre-success Shearing, encumbered by poor recording and surface hiss, on Shearing by
Request (London LL 1343, $3.98), and

I. N.

Y

less consistent but similar collections on
Midnight on Cloud 69 ( Savoy 12093,
$4.98) and Great Britains (Savoy 12016,
$4.98). His excellent first quintet, with
Margie Hyams on vibes and Chuck
Wayne, guitar, brightens both Touch of
Genius (M -C -M 3265, $3.98) and 1
Hear Music (M -C -M 3266, 83.98). A
Shearing Caravan (M -C -M 3175, $3.98)
and Shearing in Ili-Fi (M -G -A1 3293,
$3.98) feature the best group he has had
since, one in which Cal Tinder's playing
on vibes is almost always brilliantly sensitive. An Evening with Shearing (NI-GM
3122, $3.98) and When Lights Are Low
(M -G -M 3264, $3.98) are drab odds and
ends, but not nearly as drab as the sugar-

coated dreariness that he later produced
for Capitol on The Shearing Spell (Capitol T 648, $3.98 ), Velvet Carpet (Capitol T 720, $3.98), Latin Escapade (Capitol T 737, 83.98 ), Black Satin ( Capitol
T 858, 83.98 ), The Shearing Piano (Capitol T 909, $3.98), and Night Mist (Capitol T 943, $3.98). His latest, In the
Night (Capitol T 1003, 83.98), contains
the best jazz his group has recorded in
years and Shearing himself plays with
unusual strength and spareness.
Derek Smith plays a pair of earthy,
rolling piano solos with well- grasped
"funk" on Jazz Brittania (M -G -M 3472,
83.98 ).
Lew Stone's
bouncing, 193.3
Loma specialty
book of British

band produces a crisp,
performance of the Casa
White Jazz on A ScrapJazz (London LL 1944,

$3.98).
jimmy Walker, normally a tenor saxophonist. plays a very tentative soprano
saxophone as be leads a quartet in a single selection on Third Festival of British
Jazz (London LL 1639, 83.98).
Jimmy Watson, a dark -toned expressive
trumpet man, is featured with his orchestra in an expansive and brooding version
of Body and Soul on Jazz Brittanin
(M -G -M 3472, $3.98).
George Webb, a pianist, leads a stolid,
rather inept Dixieland band in one selection on A Scrapbook of British Jazz
(London LL 1444, 83.98).
Alex Welsh's enthusiastic if blunt toned Dixielanders play with commendable drive in concert excerpts on Traditional Jazz at Royal Festival Hall (London LL 1184, $3.98) and Traditional
Jazz (London LL 1242, $3.98).
Mark White, an impresario, presents
two Dixieland bands on Dixie- London
Style (London LL 1337, $3.98), The
solos are not bad, but the ensembles are
drearily clumsy.
Zenith Six, a traditionalist group, plays
two bouncing but colorless pieces on
Traditional Jazz ( London LL 1242,
$3.98).
JAPAN
Toshiko Akiyoshi, a pianist who has been
studying in the United States for the past
two years, shows some of the results in
the assurance of her linear attack and
her sense of form on Toshiko Akiyoshi
(Storyville 918, $4.98), on which alto
saxophonist Boots Mussulli plays brilliantly. Her work is less finished on Toshiko
and Leon Sash at Newport ( Verve 8236,

RICH FIDELITY MAGAZINE

$4.98), The Toshiko Trio, (Storyville
912, $4.98), and The Women in Jazz
(Storyville 916, $4.98).

THE NETHERLANDS
The Dutch Swing College Band, a current descendant of a group formed in
The Hague in 1935, is a traditionalist
group that is alert in ensembles, lively
in its beat, but weak in its soloists. There
are spots on Dixieland Goes Dutch
(Epic 3211, $3.98) when it plays rings
around most American revivalist bands.
Frans Eisen Quartet, led by a modern
pianist of apparently 1' led intentions,
paws listlessly through several surface
pieces on Jazz Behind the Dikes ( Epic
3270, $3.08).
The Wes Ilcken Combo, led by a
drnnuner 5ho died last year, is notable
primarily for a trumpeter- saxophonist,
Jerry van Rooyan, whose warm, expansive work in tenor saxophone provides a
rich background for a cool singer on Rita
Rees (Columbia CL 903, $3.98). The
group plays a thin, watery version of
modern jazz on Jazz Behind the Dikes
(Epic 3270, $3.98), and Ilcken alone is
heard with a drab French group on Jazz
on the Left Bank ( Epic 3387, $3.98).
The Rob Madna Trio, macle up of the
rhythm section of the Wes Ilcken Combo,
shows that at least one part is better than
the whole as pianist Madna produces
several samples of churning, slightly modern swing on Jazz Behind the Dikes
( Epic 3270, $3.98).
Mat Mathews has been in the United
States for several years playing a specially prepared accordion that produces
lush, languorous tones around which he
has concocted a fairly personal brand of
jazz mood music. He works this pitch
very effectively on Four French horns
(Elektra 134, $4.98), The Modern Art
of Jazz, Vol. 2 (Dawn 1104, $4.98), and
7'he Gentle Art of Love (Dawn 1111,
$4.98). He can also move easily through
bright -tempoed modern lines-Mat Mathews (Brunswick 54013, $3.98), Wild
Kitten (Dawn 1118, $4.98), and Eddie
Costa, Mat Mathews mid Don Elliott
at Newport (Verve 8237, $4.98). But
The New York Jazz Quartet ( Elektra
115, $4.98) and The New Ynrk Jazz
Quartet Goes Native ( Elektra 118,
$4.98) fall ineffectively between his two
main veins.

Herman Schoonderwalt Septet, driven
by its leader's jubilant baritone saxophone, steams lustily through a pair of
selections on Jazz Behind the Dikes
(Epic 3270, $3.98).
Tony Vos Quartet is essentially a frame
for Vos's generally willowy and graceful
alto saxophone lines on Jazz Behind the
Dikes (Epic 3270, $3.98).

SOUTH AMERICA
Laurindo Almeida, a Brazilian, is primarily a classical guitarist but, after working
with Stan Kenton's band, he turned out
a set of beautifully polished jazz cameos,
Laurindo Almeida Quartet (World Pacific PJ 1204, $4.08). He also appears
discreetly in support of Herbie Mann in
three selections on The Magic Flute of
llerbie Mann (Verve 8297, $4.98).
AUGUST
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Al Escobar, a Colombian whose band
plays for the cha -cha trade, makes some
promising excursions into Latinized jazz
on RhkthHnogic (Cadence 1021, $3.98).
South American Brothers ( Fantasy
3237, $3.98) consists of recordings of a
concert in Caracas, Venezuela, at which
the American saxophonist, John La Porta,
was guest soloist. The major local group,
the Orquestra Casablanca, trombines the
rhythmic feeling of the big swing hands
with modernisms in the Woody Herman
manner, and it glistens with first -rate soloists. There arc also two émigré small
groups: The Charlie Nagy Quintet, led
by a pianist from Hungary, which becomes a well -expressed reflection of the
Goodman combos when La Porta sits in
on clarinet, and the Walter Albrecht
Sextet, from Bavaria, which follows the
soft, cloudy style of Hans Koller's German group.

SWEDEN
Harry Arnold's Orchestra bas the sheen
and power of Ted Heath's English band
and an even stronger jazz sense on Jazz tone Mystery Band ( Concert hall 1270,
$3.98). With Arne Domnerus, Bengt
Hallberg, and Ake Persson among its
sidemen, the band storms through this
dise with swaggering assurance. One of
the best big band discs of the Fifties.
Woody Birch (Gunnar Bjorksten) rides
through his tenor saxophone solos on
Tommy Potter's hard Funk (East-West
4001, $4.98) like a steel -plated banshee
but without losing sight of tone or form,
as the American hard -bopper is wont to
do. An earlier, mellower version of
Birch -Bjorksten is heard with Kenneth
Fagcrlund's band on Modern Sounds
from
Sweden
( Telefunken
66051,
$4.98)
Bert Dale (Nils -Bertil Dahlander), a
drummer with a light, persuasive beat,
commutes between Sweden and the
United States. He contributes greatly to
the driving swing of 'ferry Gibbs's Quartet on Terris Gibbs (EmArcy 36047,
$3.98) and helps Chet Baker to float his
normally moribund trumpet on Chet
Baker in Europe (Pacific Jazz 1218,
$4.98). He is also effectively but unobtrusively present on Baritone Sax (Atlantic 1246, $4.98), Swedes from Jazzpille
(Epic 33(19, $3.98), and Lars Guilin
Swings (East -West 4003, $4.98).
Arne Domnerus, one of the hard -core
veterans of Swedish modern jazz, began
his career on alto saxophone as a reflection of Benny Carter, then turned to
Charlie Parker, and now has returned to
an extremely well-assimilated Carter
style. Some of the best recordings Domnerus, or any alto saxophonist, has made
are on Swedish Modern Jazz ( RCA
Carmen 417, $1.98), on which he also
plays an intriguing clarinet. His role is
more modest but helpful on Baritone Sax
(Atlantic 1246, $9.98), Jazz Abroad
(EmArcy 36083, $3.98), Swedes from
Jazzpille (Epic 3309, $3.98), and Lars
Guilin Swings (East -West 4003, $4.98);
but the is disappointingly vague and uncertain on some 1953 pieces in Clifford
Brown Memorial (Prestige 7055, $4.98).
Rolf Ericson has spent much of the
past decade working with big American
.
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THE SAXOPHONE SECTION (MG5.20001)
Coleman Hawkins witi, the Count Rassie sax
section

do

fantastic jazz improvisation.

THE SOUL OF JAZZ (RIGS- 2(R02)
Bill Harris. Joe Wilder. Pepper Adams. other
jazz slurs ill a delightful jazz performance of
'preaching ! gospel -hued melodies.
SPIRIT OM CHARLIE PARKER
20003)
(scs.
Frank we... Schlott Powell ami Robby Jaupar

THE

blend flutes in unusual nrra,tgen.ent. of RdnPs
greatest themes.
PASO DofI.E. Dance of the Ruafighterl
(MGS- 20004)
A tonio Tain Ins Bamllleros recreate the drama
of t the bull ring. with aecompandnsent by the
castanets of Covstiel. 51oreno.
DIXIELAND. NEW YORK (FIGS -20005)

The 7th Ave. Stompers with Emmett Roar.
Vic Dickenson. Itustcr Bailey. and other mal war in new recordings.
ASK FOR THEM AT VOWS. DEALERS
or. for further information, .,cils

WORLDWIDE RECORDS, inc.
Sa Market Street

Newark,
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Barnet, Woody Her( Charlie
man); and while he can be a forceful
big-band trumpet man, he is a fuzzy, incoherent element in the otherwise inter-

hands

azed
Sound
versus

Noise
People who Ike next to the railroad
tracks find -after a few sleepless
nights -that human beings have a

remarkable capacity to adjust to
irritating sounds. Psychologists have
learned, however. that while the
conscious mind may .shut out bothersome noise. the "inner man" continue; to be irritated.

Watch a man listening to a phonograph or a tape recorder with a high.
noise level. and you'll see these principle; in operation. Over a period of
time listener fatigue multiplies, until finally there is an irresistible impulse to turn the machine off -even
though there has been no specific
awareness of the background noise.

Of course. every machine makes
a

little

noise., even the finest high fi-

delity equipment. In judging quality. studio engineers use the signal tn41MSe ratio of a machine as a
measure. Reduced to its simplest
terms. the signal -to-noise ratio is
the difference between the loudest
electrical signal the machine can reproduce satisfactorily and the electrical noise it produces. Ti is always
stated in decibels. The greater the
signal -to-noise ratio, the less obtrusive
the noise.

In tape recording and playback,
most noise is caused by the machine.
But some may also he contributed
by the recording tape. This particular kind of noise. however, is very
easily avoided. Simply use Audio tape. hn Audiotape. you get a better

dispersion of finer magnetic particles. As a result. von enjoy maximum freedom) from troublesome tape
noise. This is just one of the many
reasons why Audiotape is the choice
of discriminating recordists everywhere- professional and amateur
alike. if you want more information
on tape recording. You'll be inter-

esting American small group he leads on
Rolf Ericson and His American All -Stars
(EmArcy 36106, $3.98) and as the
anchor man of Tommy Potter's Sextet
on Hard Funk (East -West 4001, $4.98).
Kenneth Fagerlund, a drummer, leads
a promising but immature 1953 seeing
hand ( Bengt Hallberg playing boogie woogie piano, Woody Birch on tenor saxophone) on Modern Sounds from Sweden
(Telefunken 66051, $4.98). He's also on
hand in Swedes from Jazzvtlle (Epic
3309, $3.98) and with Stan Getz on The
Sound ( Roost 2207, 84.98).
Lars Guilin, the only foreign jazz musician who has ever won one of Down
Beat's popularity polls, shot up meteorically during the mid - Fifties, but his baritone saxophone already seems to be
losing the firmness and muscularity that
brought him world -wide attention. In
1953, playing with visitors Clifford Brown
and Art Fariner. his lines are assured and
well formed on Clifford Brown Memorial
( Prestige 70.55, $4.98), while on the later
Lars Guilin (EmArcy 36012, $3.98) and
Jazz Abroad (EmArcy 36083, $3.98) his
tone is heavy but remains fluent. However, on Baritone Sax ( Atlantic 1296,
$4.98) and fors Gullin Swings (East West 4(03, $4.98) much of his playing
has an a'.most leaden quality. Lars Guilin
with the ,\loretone Singers ( EmArcy
36059, $3.98) is a tiresome trifle with a
singing group.
Bengt Hallberg, a pianist, has evolved
from a Teddy Wilson style to a crisp,
flowing version of the modern linear manlier. On his only American LP solo collection Bengt Hallberg (Epic 3375. $3.98).
he leans toward Wilsonian influence, but
he exhibits warn flashes of his more modern side with Stan Get--x in Stockholm
(Verve 8:213, $4.98) and on The Sound
(Roost 2207, $4.98) and Swedes from
Jazzcille (Epic 3309, 83.98). His playing
shows less distinction on Modern Sounds
from Sweden ( Telefunken 66031, $4.98).
Jazz Abroad (EmArcy 36083, $3.98).
Clifford Brown Memorial (Prestige 705.5,

Record Market
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and the More tone Singers (EmArcy 36(59, $3.98).
$4.98 ), tuul Lars Gullio

Stan Hasselgard, an excellent clarinetist in the Benny Goodman vein, was
killed in an automobile accident shortly
after he came to the United States in
the late 1940s. He is poorly represented
by the four selections (194G-47) included in

Modern Sounds from Sweden (Tel -

efunken 66051, 84.98).
Knud Jorgenssen contributes a pair of
percussive. agitated, but undistinguished
piano solos to Swedes from Jazzcille
(Epic 3309, 83.98).
The Jack Lidstrom Stompers offer the
first taste of Swedish traditional jazz to
reach the United States on "Look, Dad.

They're Comin' Down Our Street (in
fli -Fi )" (World Pacific PJ 123.5, $4.98).
a more than adequate
ensemble band and Lidstrom plays a
strong, incisive trumpet in the Armstrong
manner. But he also tries to play Armstrong's solos, which is asking a little too
much.
Ove Linde, a light, swinging clarinetist
patterned on the inevitable Benny Goodman model, does well by his exemplar on
Swedes from Jazzcille (Epic 3309,

The Stompers is

83.98), Modern Sounds from Sweden
( Telefunken 66051, $4.98), and in leading bis very Goodmmtesrgne Swinging
Swedes (Telefunken 66050, $4.98). in
support of Roy Eldridge his allegiance
appears to change to Artie Shaw on Roy's
Got Rhythm (EmArcy 36084, $3.98).
Carl- Henrik Norio, a tenor saxophonist
who mingles the lithe flow of Stan Getz
and Coleman
Hawkins' heavy -toned
drive, makes the most of this mixture on
Lars Guilin (EmArcy 36012, 83.98);
and, quite fittingly, lets his Hawkins side
take over US he joins Roy Eldridge on
Roy's Got Rhythm ( EmArcy 36084,
$3.98 ). He can also he heard on Baritone
Sax (Atlantic 1246, $4.98), Secedes from
Jazzcille ( Epic 3309, $3.98), and Lars
Guilin Swings ( East -West 4003, $4.98).
Ake Persson, a sprawling, brawling,
big- toned modern trombonist, shows a
slurring vitality on Lars Guilin Swings
( East -West 4003,
$4.98 ) and Clifford
Brown Memorial (Prestige 7055, $4.98).
He is an inconsistent performer, however,
and is just as apt to indulge in unformed
doodling. His other appearances are on
Baritone Sax (Atlantic 1246, 84.08), Jazz
Abroad ( EmArcy 36083, $3.98), Swedes
from Jazzcille (Epic 3309, 83.98), and
Tommy Patter's third Funk (East -West
4001, 84.98).
Lill -Arne Soderberg, an accordionist
with a light, swinging, and thoroughly
unpretentious approach, makes four
pleasant, neatly turned appearances with
the Swinging Swedes on Modern Sounds
from
Sweden
( Telefunken
66051,
$9.98).
Costa Theselius, a pianist and arranger
sometimes viewed as Sweden's most capable writer for big bands, provides some
bright, direct orchestrations for Harry
Arnold's zestful band on Jazztone Mystery Band (Concert Hall 1270, $4.98);
but he becomes a little heavy- handed in
setting tip showcases for baritone saxophonist Lars Guilin with his (Theselits')
own band on Baritone Sax ( Atlantic
1246, $4.98) and Lars Collin Swings
( East -West 4003, $4.98).
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PAUL AFFELDER

DISCS
FINALLY the United States Marines (or
rather the Rural Postman) have galloped
up, and I am supplied with several "serious" stereo disc recordings and, even
more importantly, one of the first commercially available magnetic stereo pick-

c.

G

t

^

..

equipment and detailed disc /tape direct
comparisons. But at leas: I'm now satisfied that i nm hearing genuine stereo
from 45/45 disc grcxwes; and while to
my ears it still sounds inferior to that I've
been accustomed to from the best tapes,
I no longer doubt that before long the
present disparities between the two media are likely to become minimal if not
entirely nonexistent.
Channel balancing seems more critical
with discs than with tapes, although this
may be simply a personal illusion or a
result of unfamiliarity with my new pickup's idiosyncrasies. Surface noise is a trifle more noticeable, at least on some discs;
and although remarkably low at that it
seems more objectionable than in monophonic reproduction. Many extremely low frequencies seem less cleanly defined and effortlessly solid, but high -frequency brilliance and crispness seem
every bit as good. What still miss most
from discs is the overwhelming yet translucent "torrents of sound" which characterize the best stereo tapes.
Less tentatively, I'm convinced that
with stereo discs dirt and warping will
be a still more serious problem than with
ordinary LPs, and that more than ever
before in the history of high fidelity the
sonic quality one hears from even the

R. D. DARRELL

ROLAND GELATT

finest recordings is going to he dependent
on the quality of one's playback components. So don't judge stereo discs too
hastily; wait until you are able to hear
them given optimum justice. The best of
them are surprisingly good right now,
but it may be some time before you
can get -at reasonable prices- equipment
which will disclose their merits. I don't
want to dampen enthusiasm or discourage
anclacity, but I do suggest patience.

R.D.D.
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Adrian

...

BOCCHERINI: Concerto for Cello
and Orchestra, in B flat -See Vivaldi:
Concertos for Cello and Orchestra: in
E minor; in A minor.

Bolt, cond.

VANGUARD

l'SD 2004.

85.95.

if hardly one of the great Pastorales, Sir
Adrian's truly grazioso reading is both
ingratiating in itself and here ideally revelatory of stereo's quieter virtues: aery
transparency and piquancy. Addicts of
sonic shenanigans must look elsewhere,
but music lovers who are completely disinterested in moving sound sources, pinpointed ins:rumcntal localizations, and
window -shattering dynamic impacts will
find this stereo disc completely persuasive. However strong their skepticism of
stercti s enhancements, it surely can't resist the restraint and charm with which
they are so unobtrusively utilized lucre to

endow both the genial Batik performance and Beethoven score with an expansive radiance only implied in the
N.D.D.
monophonic version.
BERLIOZ: Grande Masse des
Morts, Op. 5 ( "Requiem ")
David Lloyd, tenor; Hartford Symphony
Chorale, Hartt Schola Cantorum, and
Hartford Symphony Orchestra, Fritz
Mahler, cond.
Two 12 -in.
VANGUARD VSD 2006/7.
$11.90.

This version of Berlioz's stupendous Requiem indicates that stereo is far better
suited than any single- channel technology to cope with the massive score, but
for me it isn't at all conclusive in demonstrating that present -clay stereo can do
so with complete success. There well may
be 200 choristers here, but they don't
even doubled
sound like so many

...

ROBERT CHARLES MARSH

channels can't give the theater- in -theround effect of circuuuarnbient bras.
bands
and while the some thirteen
timpani thunder sonorously enough, they
hardly are apocalyptic. More effective
are the gentler lyrical moments, many of
which are very beautiful indeed. Yet in
general Mahler and his forces (including
the shaky- voiced, remote, and lugubrious
tenor soloist in the Sanctus) seem excessively restrained, if not timorous, and
lacking in dramatic conviction.
R.D.D.

BEETHOVEN: Symphony No. 6, in
F ( "Pastorale"), Op. 6S
Philharmonic Promenade Orchestra, Sir

1

AUGUST
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ups.
So, to my considerable relief, I am at
last, if hastily, enabled to formulate
notions of what stereo discs actually sound
like more dependable than any obtained earlier from either manufacturers'
demonstrations or ceramic -pickup home
playbacks-both of which had left my
cars and mind sadly un- if not dis-satisfled. It's still much too early, of course,
for such preliminary notions to be articulated with real assurance. I want to hear
many more varied types of music and performance; I need more leisurely opportunity for optimum adjustment of my

4l/¡
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"HI-FI FIEDLER"
Boston Pops Orchestra, Arthur Fiedler,
cond.
RCA Vicron LSC 2100.

$5.98.

The stereo dise issue of three scintillating
Fiedlerian showpieces (Rimsky- Korsakov Coq d'Or Suite, Rossini William Tell
Overture, and Tchaikovsky Marche
slave), already well known on an LP and
two stereo tapes (CCS 40 and RCS 41),
gives the new medium inviting opportunities to dcmostrate its youthful powers
and to define the narrowing gap that still
exists between it and stereo tape. The
sonic sizzle and tonal piquancy here are
first -rate; and while I still miss the richer
spaciousness and evenly distributed
weight of the tapings, this is one of the
most dazzling of any of the first releases
in displaying stereo discs' symphonic potentialitiesand, perhaps even more effectively, their economic advantages
R.D.D.
vis tapes.

-

BRITTEN: Young Person's Guide
to the Orchestra, Op. 34

Dohnfinyi: Variations on a Nursery
Song, Op. 25
Victor Aller, piano; Concert Arts Symphony Orchestra, Felix Slatkin, coed.
CAPITOL P 8373. $5.98.
I

have a few personal reservations about
Slatkin 's readings of this music, which for
all their spirit and skill didn't spellbind
nie even on tape; but the groove recording does impress me as coming very close
to the sonic realism and sparkle -if not
I
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quite the weight anti breadth -of the taping. And these delectable works become
immediately irresistible when reproduced
with the auditorium spaciousness and
tonal differentiations of which only the
twin- channel medium is capable. For
most audiophiles, this sure -fire coupling
will be among the safest recommendations for new stereo disc library cornerstones.

R.D.D.

DOHNANYI: Variations on a Nursery Song, Op. 25 -Sec Britten: Young
Person's Guide to the Orchestra, Op.
34.
11

SHOSTAKOVICH: Symphony No.
( "Year 1905 ")

Houston Symphony Orchestra, Leopold
Stokowski, conci.
CAPITOL PBR 8448. Two 12 -in. $1196.

Robert Bell, o,rembiy roremon or AR

FACTORY I\SI'I:I;TION
tm

AR SPEAKERS

Astethoscope is used in the production testing of every Acoustic Research speaker system,
to detect possible air leaks in the cabinet. The
speaker is driven by a twenty -cycle signal, and
if there are any leaks a characteristic rushing
sound can be picked up at the trouble spot.'
This lest procedure is necessary because the

sealed-in air of an acoustic suspension enclosure
is a basic working, element of the speaker sysitem. In conventional speakers the cone works
against the springy stiffness of its mechanical
suspensions; in AR speakers this stiffness is
missing, and the cone works instead against the
springiness of the enclosed air -cushion. Like
the new air- suspension cars, the speaker literally rides on air.
The patented AR system requires

a small cabinet, so that the enclosed air will he springy
enough. And since the air -cushion does not bind
or reach its elastic limit as do mechanical
springs, the AR -I has created new industry
standards in the low -distortion reproduction of
,music. The "bookshelf" size of AR enclosures
is associated with an absolute advance rather
than a compromise in speaker bass performance.

speakers have been adopted as reference
standards, as test instruments for acoustical
laboratories, and as monitors in recording and
broadcast studios. Their most important application, however, has been in the natural reproduction of music for the home.
AR

The AR-1 and AR -2, two -way speaker systems
complete with enclosures, are $185 and $96
respectively in either mahogany or birch. Walnut

or cherry is slightly higher and unfinished
,slightly lower in price.

Literature

is

fir

is

available on request.

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH, INC.
24 Thorndike St., Cambridge 41, Mass.

From the first ominously brooding bars
of this Eleventh Symphony, ( given its
world premiere in Moscow in 1957 and
its first American performance in i-louston just last April) one might think that
Shostakovich had written solely to furnish
Stokowski with one of the most dramatic
showpieces the latter has ever reveled in.
The subtitle indicates that these four
enormous movements actually celebrate
stirring episodes in the revolutionary uprising of the 1905 Octobrists; but to most
unindoctrinatctl cars these are the tonal
adventures of an even more grandiose
Ilya \Iurometzz, wandering off the steppes
as far as Respighi's Roman catacombs and
perhaps farther still (if 1'nn correct in
spotting an echo of Delius' Appalachia
among the first -movement motives) to a
Florida slave plantation. More characteristically Shostakovicbian jeux (l'esprit
( and dissonances) do rear their impudent heads in the finale, but for the
most part this is a singularly old -fashioned
tone poem, notable primarily for its uninhibited extremes of somber Silelianism
and super- Tchaikovskian flamboyance. I
can hardly take it very seriously as music, but I must admit that -with Stokowski giving it his all -it is a potent
sonic intoxicant. The recording, too,
which reveals stereo disc potentialities of
massive tonal weight and dynamic power,
is -even for these days- uitrasensational.

R.D.D..

VIVALDI: Concertos for Bassoon
and Strings: in C, P. 69; in B fiat ("La
Nolte"), P. 401; in A minor, P. 70;
and in C, P. 71
Virginia Bianchi, bassoon; Cli Accademici
di Milano, Piero Santi, coed.
STEREOVOX ST-PL 10740.
$5.95.
Perhaps because I once essayed playing
the instrument myself 1 retain a special
fondness for what is more justly considered the "philosopher" than the "down"
of the orchestra. But at any rate, I've
never yet encountered a bassoonist who
delights me more, by both his zestfulness
and tonal qualities, than the hitherto unknown ( to me at least) Signor Bianchi,
and 1 doubt whether any previous recording has captured more authentically
the robust, bitter -sweet timbres of topnotch bassoon playing. The music too is
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a

joy, especially, in the wondronsly jaunty,

P. 69 and P. 70 concertos. Sand leads his small string orchestra and bright -toned harpsichord continuo with great verve; and although the
modulation level is rather high and the
mitring close, the recording here (in
which the two channels seem more closely
blended than in most other early stereo
disc releases) is extremely effective.

hitherto unrecorded

R.D.D.

VIVALDI: Concertos for Cello and
Orchestra: in E minor; in A minor
tBoccherini: Concerto for Cello and Orchestra, in B flat
Aldo Parisot, cello; Baltimore Conservatory Orchestra, Reginald Stewart, cond.
$4.98.
COUNTERPOINT CPST 555.
Single -channel LP and stereo tape comparisons aside, this release must be judged
musically and technically unsatisfactory.
Stewart's orchestra seems unduly small
( even by baroque standards ) and over nttxlest. Parisot's playing, for all his obvious skill, is labored and marred by unpleasantly resonant, at limes definitely
"whiney," tonal qualities. \Vorst of all,
however, one's attention to the wonderful contrasts of grave eloquence and
sprightly verve in the two Vivaldi concertos (or even to the more lackluster attractions of the Boccherini) is continually
distracted by the imperfect center- focusing of the soloist and the tendency of
the cello tones to split up between the
hvo channels, which themselves are much
more difficult to balance than those in
any other current stereo disc I've heard
so far.
R.D.D.

VIVALDI: Concertos for Strings,
Op. 8, Nos. 1-4 ("Lc quattro Stagioni ")
Solisti di Zagreb, Antonio J :unigro, cord.
VANGUARD BCS 5001.

$5.95.

Fiere is fine Vivaldi -anti stereo too. II
you haven't heard for yourself the sonically translucent Seasons stereo tape
( V11'f 40o2), you should be almost completely satisfied with the technology of
this disc -that is if you can concentrate
on mechanics at all while under the exhilarating spell of Janigró s galvanic performance and Vivaldi's own superbly,
graphic tone painting. Certainly the light
low basses arc as clean and as natural
sounding here as any I have yet heard
in stereo discs, while Jan Tonasow's finespun fiddling and thc anonymous harpsichord's glittering continuo part have lost
none of their delicate brilliance. Happily
too, the modulation level, which was excessively high on the tape, is more moderate here -although occasional prcëchocs
still remind one of its overintensit-v in
the original "master."
R.D.D.

"A JOURNEY
SOUND"
LONDON PS 100.

INTO

STEREO

$4.98.

London displays eighteen plums from its
stereo basket on this demo disc which
begins, as many stereo demonstrators
have lately, with railway station noises

Continued on page 76
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Announcing the Magnificent New

WOLLENSAK
STEREOPHONIC HI- FIDELITY TAPE RECORDER
WITH BUILT-IN PRE-AMPLIFIER

-

The thrilling presence

of44 rA-1_

of a live orchestra

your home...fufl
third dimensional sound!
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ULTRA LIGHTWEIGHT

Measures only 63 x 101.5" x 111{"'
weighs scant 20 lbs. Distinguished
design harmonizes with every decor.
EASY OPERATION!
Simplified key -board

controls. ]handy,
strikingly beautiful
operating panel
provides the utmost
in operating case.
ULTRA -POWERFUL!
10

watts push-pull

audio output -four
times greater than
larger, less portable
recorders. Ideal for
auditorium use.
CONSOLE
PERFORMANCE!
Tape live music or
use in conjunction
with a hi -fi speaker
and tuner for a fine

hifidelity system.

Now you may enjoy the realism of three -dimensional sound in a
truly portable stereophonic tape recorder! Two separate in -line sound channels
bring the living presence of a full orchestra into your home. The upper channel
permits you to record and play back monaurally. The lower channel, in line with
the upper, plugs in directly to the Phono input of your radio, high fidelity system
or your television. No auxiliary pre-amp is necessary as the pre-amp is built
right into this WOLLENSAK Tape Recorder. Dual speeds, two -level recording indicator, keyboard controls, index counter, high speed rewind lever, etc.
MODEL T-1515, complete with microphone, 2 reels (one with tape), cords, $229.50
GUARANTEED SPECIFICATIONS Frequency Response -Upper Channel.
40.15.000 cps. $ 3db. at 714 ips.; 40 -8.000 cps. ± 3db. at 31b ips.; Lower Chan
nel! 10.15,000 cps. ± 3db. at 714 ips. (NARTR Standard Equalization). Wow and
flutter Icss than 0.3 %; Signal to noise ratio greater than 50 db.; Signal from
lower channel prcamp output 0.5
1.5 volts; Crosstalk
50 db.

-

-

"1500" HI- FIDELITY DUAL -SPEED TAPE RECORDER
Only 6W x 10W x 11W; weighs 20 lbs.
10 watts push-pull output is four times

Fester
DEMONSTRATION -Your authorized

!Pollen.
sak Dealer will be glad to show you the "1515"
and other fine WOLLENSAK Cameras and Projectors. See him now!
FREE

than ordinary recorders.

RalancedTonc" high-fidelity; key -board
control. Accepts 7' reels; tape speeds of
3.75 and 7.5 ips.; index counter, etc.
Complete with microphone, 2 reels,
tape and cords, $199.50
WOLLENSAK OPTICAL CO.
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WHY

"ACOUSTA"

IS THE LOWTHER

SUCH A SUPERB

LOUDSPEAKER?
We introduced the LOWT1I ER
\G)US'l':\ just one year ago. Since
then it has been our most recommended loudspeaker for untsic listening. Why.

II is rl compact Mimic reprorllerer.
Only 31 inches highs, 18 inches
wide, I`. inches deep. it is still essentialh musical. Other compact speakIds
ers tend to accentuate and
up the hags, while confusing the
inn tordant mid -range and ignoring the
treble. The ACOUS'l'A design prtpcrl% balances all ranges, producing a
'ty.
musical

2- it

offers traditional "LOWTHER
SOL \'U" at a moderate price.
-LOWTHER SOUND- utcans fall
definition and sweetness over the
rank, free from the ohs' _ distortions of electrical crossovers inns conventional "woofers" and "tweeters ".
Reproduction is clear and natural.
from the roll of the tympani to the
tinkle of the triangle. On u LO\V'1'IIi:R you always know what instru-

ment is playing!

It has

"big"

sound. The
spacious, forts and
scums, completely devoid of
Itoxiness. Its sonnet results front exIrate-thruway sntrtoth. wide -range response. plats extreme accuracy in the
sireproduction of the -attack"' of
rup irustruntcnls. In addition. because
of very highs efficiency and IOW inherent distortion, it Itandles enormous
dynamic ranges effortlessly, with a
sweetness that can result only from
lark of system overload.

3

a

ACOUSI'A has

4 It

is

is

a

a

ideally sailed for

.Stereo.

It

true horn system. self -eneled, and not at all eriIiral of root
placement. It approaches the theoa unified
retical ideal for stereo
..¡
t source.', which gives tsidest
dispersiou and least interference.
Thus, no phasing problem at different frequencies can exist. In the bass,

-

the augmentation of articulate. inphase hass produces a sense of orches-

tral power that is unforgettable. In
the treble. perfectly Iliff,tsed and also
in pitase. there is none of the fuzziness

Characteristic of conventional
tweeters.

The

.

LOWTHER ,1Cí/í .S7' :1.
lard model, mahogany
$225.00

deluxe cabinet, ucnbnut
219.50
'IMO driver. with full plan. for

horn construction

$109.50

further data available. Address Your
inquiries to the personal
attention of I. \I. Fried
carders and

LECTRONICS
OF CITY LINE CENTER, INC.
7644 City Line Ave., Phila. 31, Pa.
"D'here /bais the Fittest I., so!d"
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(hut English ones this time, for a welcome change), proceeds calmly through
operas, large and small orchestras, pops
soloists, a pianist, a changing of the
guard, an auto race, and the shortest
Ping-pong recording on vinyl. London
stereo is, beyond any doubt, tale stereo
in all the important senses, and impatient
sound aficionados will eagerly await the
full release of what promises to be a
very imposing repertoire. London's tents
for its new stereo discs is Full Frequency.
Stereophonic Sound, and the sampler
evidences these qualities to the fullest.
PHILIP Ctatnct

More Briefly Noted
"The King and I." Sound track from
the film. Capitol S\' 740. $4.90.
This Capitol recording from Hollywood's
version of the long -running Rodgers and
Hammerstein musical is an outstanding
success as a stereo dise. Perfect channel

balance, excellent center blending, full
dynamic range, and crisp, clean reverberant sound are enhanced by sensitive attention to balance between soloists and
orchestra. Stripped of the splendor of
Cinemascope and Technicolor, the music
remains a delightful tribute to one of the
most -often- cxeerptcd musicals of the
decade.

Lehár in Stereo." Victor Hntby and
his Viennese Orchestra. StercoVox ST\,x 25560. $4.98.
This is a symphonic -pops candy box
packed with bolli familiar and mnfamìliar
Lehirian bonbons which first appeared in
Phonotapet S 707 and S 7118. Processed
here in the already distinctive StereoVox
style, with minimized (baited differentiation but well-balanced and blended
moderate stercoismt. [trilby's performance is appropriately suave and rich, but
it is the htscious melodies themselves
which charm.

"Dixieland Jazz in Stereo." Empire
City Six. Hallmark 1ILP 312. $3.98.
"Portrait of Pee Wee." l'ee Wee
Russell Quartet and Bmxl. Counter point CPST 562. $4.98.
Jarz profits immensely by stereo, whether
of the marked chanel -differential type
used here by Hallmark or the more
blended yet still openly spread variety

favored in this instance by Counterpoint.
iu musical appeal, however. these two
discs diner far more markedly. The Empire City Six, whose personnel is unidentified, sound like city slickers attempting
to cash in on the success of the Dukes
of Dixieland, but their performances arc
far more routine, ridden with corny
clichés, and for all the synthetic energy
sou become extremely tiresome.
Pee \Vee Russell, on the other hand,
never has been more relaxed, graceful,
or imaginatively inventive: lath in his
rhapsodic improvisations with rhythm accompaniment only ( Pee Wee Blues, Exactly Like You, and If i Had Yon) and
in his more subdued participation in six
superb ensemble arrangements by pianist

Nat Pierce, in which he freely shares
honors with Ruby Bralf, Bud Freemn.
and Vie Dickenson -all of whom arc
equally casual and lilting. Inspired music making in a recording with gleaming
clarity and the warmth of moderate
Stercoisttt.

"Ports of Pleasure." Les Baxter Orchestra. Capitol ST
There is nothing more
these quasi -symphonic
Hollywaxl stage sets;
are not being merely

í3ßS.

$3.95.

authentic about
travelogues than
hot when they
fancy, they are
amusingly piquant indeed. In both the
ZC -20 stereo taping and the present disc
( which scents every bit as gaudily col ored if perhaps slightly less stercoistic ).
the brisk Hong Kong Cable Car, strident
Monkey Dance of Bali, and the more
pretentious Cates el Atnnam strike me as
ingenious and even quite dramatic advances on usual "Persian -Market" exploitations.

"Selections from South Pacific."
Fred Waring and the Pennsylvanians.
Capitol ST 992 -10. $3.95.
Overwhelmingly, successful loth
on
Broadway and at the corner Bijou, South
Pacific's melodies have cropped up on
just about everybody's albums list lately.
Most of the songs have been retained
here in Hutch their original guise, though
the full 1Varing magic transmutes a fees
into something only for hardened Pennsylvanian ears. The stereo disc is, however, proof positive that umpteen million
microphones and a many knobbed mixing console can, indeed, re- create in two channel stereo the illusion of two -eared
realism.
StereoVox Sampler. StereoVox VST
$2.98.
"The Stars in Stereo." Capitol S\\
1062. $4.90.
The "come-on" to the new Stereo\'ox series is pretty heterogeneous with its introductory- "stereo cheer," sound effects,
and buzzing sports cars. But happily there
are no cennmentaries (except for the
brief racing and "sonic -boom" documentations), and except for a pleasant "\lid night in Rome" salon piece the rest of
the disc is devoted to more substantial
musical fare by Crieg, Clinka, Vivaldi,
and -for the whole second side -Smetauui s Bartered Bride dances. Some of
the performances are rather heavyhanded, but they effectively display the
Clark coloring and closely blended channels characteristic of the first \'ox stereo
discs-as well as their handsome packaging with an inner aluminum -foil envelope
which strikes me as one of the best devised so far.
The Capitol sampler, confined to pops
selections only, also is free from narration and sales plugs, and its ten -item
program is all very clearly and openly
recorded. As in the earlier tapir edition
(ZD 21), I like best Frank Sinatra's
vocal, Les Baxter's novelty, and Stan
Kenton 's jazz contributions.
1.

"U.

S.

Air Force (A Portrait in

Illcrrt FIDELITY hJACAZLNE

Sound)."

StereoVox ST-PL 10520.
$5.95.
NIy only complaint of the tape edition
(Phonotapes S 908) of Ward Botsford's
and Arthur Codfrey's valuable documentation of SAC and ADC activities was its
high cost in a stereo form which only in a
few spots added materially to the con-

ventional LP version. Here, at roughly
a third of the tape cost, the air-force
aficionado gets everything the LP offers,
including the full accompanying booklet,
plus stereo enhancement of die famous
sonic boom and missile take -off.

TAPE
BACH: Toccata and Fugue, in D
minor, S. 565; Chorale Prelude, "Von
Gott will ici, nicht lessen," S. 658
Carl Weinrich, organ.
WESTMINSTER SWB 7057. 13 min. $6.95.

Weinrich's magnificently controlled and
propulsive performance of the best-known
Toccata and Fugue first appeared in
stereo over a year ago, together with the
C minor Passacaglia and Fugue, in a
longer reel (SWB 8001), Here it sounds
more impressive than ever in a somewhat
more heavily modulated tape which also
includes the first stereo release of one of
the most fascinating of the eighteen
great" chorales, played with unusual
briskness and zest. Once again the superb recording of piquant baroque timbres and warmly reverberant Vnrfrukyrka
acoustics reconfirms my conviction that
Weinrich's Bach series ranks as one of the
incomparable treasures of the whole recorded repertory.
R.D.D.
BARBER: Medea 's Meditation and
Dance of Vengeance, Op. 23a
Boston

Symphony

Orchestra,

\hlnch, cond.
RCA Vicron ACS 147.

12 min.

Charles
$6.95.

Barber's dance score for ?tiartha Graba n.,
has gone through several mctnmorphoses
since its 1046 premiere as the Serpent
Heart. The title was first changed to Care
of the heart, in 1948 the work was arranged in a seven -movement concert
saute, and in 1955 the composer rewrote
it in its present form as a single-movement choreographic poem. The music remains, however, so apt a setting for Miss
Graham's passionate miming that it
probably never can move there listeners
as powerfully as it does audiences for the
actual stage enactment. lint for anyone
who can recall or imaginatively evoke
Miss Graham in one of her most distinctive roles. the mysterious moods and sinister frenzies of the present recording
will carry vivid conviction. Certainly no
other Munch performancv of contemporary American music has been as completely successful, and few other stereo
tailings have captured as authentically

the most characteristic sonorities of the
Boston Symphony Orchestra.
R.D.D.
CH.ADWICK: Symphonic Sketches

Eastman-Rochester Symphony Orchestra,
Howard Hanson, eond.
MEncunv- NIDS 5 -24.

31 min.

kiptivAiLd

$12.95.

Even after a year and a half the LP version (MG 50104) of this too-modestlynamed suite remains an outstanding tech nological triumph as well as the finest of
Hanson's many contributions to recorded
Americana. Nevertheless, it now is made
to seem relatively pallid by the almost
incredibly full- blootled stereo taping. The
music, tlxi, is a revelation with each hearing in any form: from the arresting opening of Jubilee it immediately transforms
Chadwick from a dull respectable name
in the historical record of New Euglaud
conservatives into a vividly romantic personality inferior to none in inventive
craftsmanship and rivaling even Charles
Ives in Yankee gusto.
I write this with special fervency, since
1 once failed to recognize the true caliber
of C :hadivick's genius under the apparently aloof mask of the Director of the
New England Conservatory of Music with
wham f studied luridly many years ago.
Now, rehearing with ever -new relish the
heartbreakingly haunting Noël and the
\Vhitnaucsquc "barbaric yawp" of the
Vagrom Ballad in particular, I can only
marvel. Every recent visitor to my home
has succumbed to the irresistible combination here of musical enchantments with
the supremely dnunntie impact of the
finest available symphonic stereo sound.

R.D.D.
TOMKINS: Miscellany

MIRACORD
XS-200
STEREO & MONAURAL

HEAVYWEIGHT TURNTABLE,
RECORD PLAYER- CHANGER
No other record -player has all these
features: Plays stereo and monaural
heavyweight, processional -type
turntable push -button controlled
Magic Wand spindle automatic manual player automatic record changer
intermixes 10' and 12" playa all 4
speeds free tone arm 4 pole motor

$6750

Mu,rice Den Sacra; Vol. 11: Songs
and Consort Music.
Vol.

audiophile not

1:

Ambrosian Singers; In Nomine Players,
Denis Stevens, cond.
EXPERIENCES ANONYMES EA 0027/8. 38
and 39 min. $14.95 each.
I don't Clare hope that the stereo release
of music so specialized in appeal as this

be financially rewarding, yet if ever
worthy venture deserved silpport, this
is it: the first major recorded representation of one of the less famous stars in the
incomparable Elizabethan constellation,
but one inferior to none of the rest and a
pees even Of Byrd himself in versatility.
Denis Stevens illuminatingly directs and
annotates (not neglecting to include
complete tests and source references)
the present performances, which present
a ridi cross section of the composer's
sacred and secular works for both voices
and instruments. Among them, to single
out only two for special mention, the
vibrant Fantasia /i 3 for viols warrants
ranking with the great fantasias of Purcell, and the eloquently chromatic Too
Much I Once Lamented is surely one of
the most priceless gems of all the madrigal treasures. But the whole collection is
to be heard and cherished by everyone
who has ears and sensibilities for music
of unique loveliness.
R.D.D.
Will

n

the stereo
cartridge
by the
makers of

MIRACORD
XS -200

STEREOTWIN

200

Recognized by the experts in the market as the finest cartridge for stereo
discs! Perfect for monaural, too!

W
AatAD> THE FIuEST BY FAR
available at selected dealers.

FAR

AUDIOGERSH CORP.
514 Broadway, New York 12, N.Y.
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A TRIO MATCHED FOR MUSIC

/In

this B -302A, as in all Bozak Speaker Systems, the three basic

Bozaks speak with a single voice / assemble them in a sturdy infinite

baffle- power them with

the finest associated equipment -add more of them at any time to extend bass -range, power
and realism /for the very best in sound, see a franchised Bozak dealer
THE

R. T.

BOZAK SALES COMPANY /Darien, Connecticut

tested lu the Home
Equipment reports appearing in this section are prepared by members of Hrcn FIDELITY'S stall, on the basis of actual use in
coniunction with a home music .system, and the resulting ecaluotions of equipment are expressed as the opinions of the reviewer
only. Reports are usually restricted to items of general interest, and no attempt is made to report on items that are obviously
not designed for high-fidelity applications. Each report is sent to the manufacturer before publication; he is free to correct
the specifications paragraph, to add a comment at the end of the report, or to request that it be deferred (pending changes
in his product), or not be published. He may not, however, change the report. Failure of a new product to appear in 1YTH may mean
either that it has not been submitted for review, or that is was submitted and was found to be unsatisfactory. These reports may
not be quoted or reproduced, in part or In whole, for any purpose whatsoever, without written permission from the publisher.

Lafayette LT -30 Preamplifier
SPECIFICATIONS (furnished by manufacturer): a self -powered singlechassis preamplifier- control unit with stereophonic volume control facilities. Inputs: 3 high -level for channel 1,
high -level for channel 2,
3 low-level
(MAG, XTAL, TAPE) for channel 1. Controls: selector
and boss turnover (AUX, TAPE, RAD, AES, RIAA, 800 TAPE HEAD, LP);
treble rolloff (LP, RIAA, 10.5, 5, FLAT, TAPE); tape monitor (MON,
PLAY): rumble filter (OFF, ON); bass ( +16, -18 db @ 30 cps); treble
( +11, -18 db @ 10,000 cps); AC power and loudness -volume; loudness (OFF, ON). Outputs: 1 Channel 1 at high impedance to tape
recorder, preceding volume and tone controls; 2 main outputs to
channels 1 and 2 stereo amplifiers. Distortion: below 0.25% harmonic @ 5 v, out; unmeasurable harmonic @ normal operating levels;
0.09% IM @ 1 v. out. Dimensions: 123/4 in. long by 33/4 high by Sys
deep. Prices 559.50, $39.50 in kit form. MANUFACTURER: Lafayette
Radio Corp., 165 -08 Liberty Ave., Jamaica 33, N. Y.
1

There are cost -no-object preamplifiers which stress flexibility and versatility, and there are budget -priced preamplifiers with minimal control facilities and excellent
duality; but low -cost high- performance self -powered preamplifiers with nine controls and stereophonic input facilities are rather scarce. The LT-30 is just such a unit.
A brief run-down of its features will give some idea of
what $60 can buy in the high- fidelity field: three low level inputs, from a magnetic or ceramic pickup and from
a tape playback head; three high -level inputs from a
tuner, tape recorder, and auxiliary source; a separate
high -level input for the second stereo channel, and a
concentric pair of volume controls which may be manipulated together for simultaneous stereo volume control or
separately For channel balancing; a rumble filter switch
giving sharp attenuation below about 60 cycles, two low impedance cathode -follower outputs to feed power amplifiers, a tape recorder output preceding the tone controls
and rumble filter, and defeatable loudness compensation
for the main channel; feedback tone controls, feedback
around every amplifying stage, a DC tube heater supply
(for minimum hum), and three AC outlets with two
switched and one (for the phono unit) unswitched; sepaAUGUST
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rate rolloff and turnover disc equalizers; and finally, a
tape monitor switch to enable the owner of a three headed tape recorder to monitor from the tape while recording from the preamp.
This is an impressive catalogue. The LT -30's performance, however, is also quite impressive. Hum is for all
intents anti purposes nonexistent, even through the phono
channel. The only noise to speak of is the soft hiss which
becomes audible when an extremely low-level pickup is
used at high room volume levels.
There are input level -set controls on the tuner and
phono channels, and these should be set strictly according to instructions in the LT -30's manual in order to keep
distortion within specifications. All input channels are
rather susceptible to overloading from excessive input

Time

Lafayette stereophonic control surit.

levels, so it is recommended that a simple resistive at-

tenuator be used with any cartridge producing more than
about 15 millivolts output, and that the tape playback
unit and auxiliary source be equipped with their own
output level -sets if they are likely to produce much more
than 0.3 volts of output signal under normal conditions.
Continued on next page
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TESTED IN THE HOME
Continued from preceding page
Also, the shielded lead from the TAPE OUT connection
to the recorder should be kept as short as possible. This
output is at fairly high impedance, and the capacitive
loading of a long cable will cause loss of highs in the
main system as well as in the signal going to the recorder. The tape output is taken off at a point following
the phono- channel level -set control. Unless the tape re-

corder's line input is unusually sensitive. the control may
have to be advanced fairly high in order to get adequate
level to the recorder.
NVith all input levels adjusted as recommended, the
LT -30's sound is very clean, transparent, and sweet, with
a barely detectable tendency to soften highs and augment bass (an asset with many speaker systems). Program material reproduced through the phono channel has
much the same balance as have live tapes played by a
professional recorder into one of the high -level inputs,
suggesting unusually accurate phono equalization. Tape
head equalization was also very accurate, following the
NARTB (RIAA) standard tape curve within K. db from
20 to 3,000 cycles, with a maximum deviation of 2 db at
10,000 cycles. The audible result of this is a slight uplifting of highs on tapes reproduced through the TAPE
I1FAn input channel. It is, however, one of the most accurate tape equalizers I have seen in a general -purpose
preamplifier.
It appears that the only sacrifices made on the LT-30
in the interests of low cost concern the control knobs.
%%Inich in our sample unit were not accurately oriented on
the phono equalizer control shafts.
All in all, this is an excellent and versatile preamp at a
remarkably low price.- J.C.H.
MANUFACTURER'S COMMENT: It should be emphasized that this excellent- quality preamplifier is available in kit form, as the Lafayette
KT -300, at $3950. This represents o substantial saving of 33tú% off
the cost of the built-up unit. The kit version of the LT -30 is characterized
by the some excellence of design, the some conservatively rated corn ponents, and the some performance characteristics. Printed circuitry
and profusely illustrated and highly simplified instructions permit simple
and straightforward construction, even by the comparative beginner.
In early production models, the indicating markers on the selector
knobs were slightly displaced. Action has been taken to correct this
condition in the current models.

FM stereophonic transmissions, when iuul if these ever materialize.
g
There are three controls on the 330: separate t
knobs for the FM and AM tuner sections, and a function
selector marked AC OFF, AM MONAURAL, FM MONAURAL,
and FM -AM STEREO. There are separate rear -of- chassis level set controls for both channels, and all outputs with the
exception of the FM multiplex one are at low impedance.
The tuner handles well, tunes easily, and sounds very
good on both channels. FM sensitivity in our sample unit
seemed quite adequate for all but deep fringe areas, quieting was good, and the sound was clean. well balanced, and

Madison Fielding 's two -channel stereo tuner.

sharp. There was sufficient frequency drift during the
warmup period to necessitate retuning twice during the
first 15-minute period, but subsequent drift was slight
enough for the AFC action to control.
On AM, the 330 seemed about as clean as our local
transmissions would :allow, but the AM sections high selectivity limits its high -frequency response quite markedly.
AM loop sensitivity is high enough for local reception, but
an external antenna is necessary for tolerably noise -free reception of more distant stations.
All in all, a very nice job at a surprisingly low price.
J.C.H.
MANUFACTURER'S COMMENT: The pilot run (some 50 units) of the
model 330 took place prior to the acquisition of special positive temperature-compensated trimmer capacitors for use in the local oscillator circuit. All subsequent models, as well os models currently in production, have such a highly stabilized oscillator circuit os to yield
negligible drift even during the first minute and a half of operation
from a cold start. Our own quality control department now includes
complete drift measurement on a high -percentage sampling basis, both
in and out of the tuner's matching wooden cabinet.

Madison Fielding Stereophonic Tuner
(furnished by manufacturer): o stereophonic tuner
incorporating on a single chassis separate FM and AM tuners. FM section- Sensitivity: 2 ,cv for 20 db quieting. Frequency response:
±1 db, 20 to 20,000 cps. Tuning indicator, AFC, multiplex output.
AM section- Sensitivity: loop antenna, 15 isv /mater; 3 tsv with
direct antenna connection. TRF amplifier stage, AFC, tuning indicator.
Dimensions: 15 in. wide by 131/2. deep by 5!h high, over -all. Price:
$149.95. MANUFACTURER: Madison Fielding Corp., 5 Lorimer St.,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
SPECIFICATIONS

The fundamental difference between a conventional FMAM tuner and a stereophonic tuner is that, whereas the
former gives a choice of FM or AM reception, the latter has
two separate output connectors through which both the
FM and AM can be fed simultaneously. By these definitions, the Madison Fielding 330 timer may be considered
as a stereo -monaural tuner, since in addition to its separate
AM and FM outputs it has a third connection, marked
AM -FM Monaural, at which either channel can be selected
by the front -panel function switch. Finally, there is a
fourth output receptacle which, when connected to a multiplex demodulator unit, will permit reception of multiplexed
SO

Scott 99 -D and 210 -F Amplifiers
SPECIFICATIONS (furnished by manufacturer): Model 99-D- singlechassis control amplifier. Power rating: 22 watts. Equipped for expansion to stereo with the H. H. Scott Stereo- Doplor. Hum: 80 db
below 22 walls. Inputs: total of eight from Phono
high level, Phono
low level, Phono 2 high level, Phono 2 low level, Tape preamp,
Tuner, TV, and Tope preamp. Controls: selector -equalizer (EUR 78,
ORIG LON, ORIG AES, RIAA -NARTB -ORTHO, ORIG COL, NARTB TAPE,
TUNER, TAPE, TV); magnetic pickup selector (1, 2); tope monitor
switch (RECORD, PLAYBACK); bou ( ±15 db, 50 cps); treble (x-15 db,
10,000 cps); rumble filter (IN, OUT); speaker selector (1, 1.2, 2);
scratch filter (IN, OUT); loudness switch (VOLUME, LOUDNESS); volume.
loudness control and AC power. Outputs: 4, 8, 16 ohms to speaker I,
2, or both; high impedance to tope recorder, preceding tone and
volume controls and filters. Dimensions: 131/2 in. wide by 5 high by
121/2 deep. Price: 5109.95; 5115.45 on West Coast. Model 210-Fsingle- chassis control amplifier. Power rating: 36 watts. Hum: 80 db
below 36 watts. Inputs: total of six, from Phono 1, Phono 2, Tuner,
Tape preamp, TV, Tape preamp. Controls: selector-equalizer (EUR 78,
ORIG LON, ORIG AES, RIAA -NARTB-ORTHO, ORIG COL, NARTB TAPE,
1

1
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ideal for stereo, some of
University's compact enclosures and
systems for every taste and budget

014r444,4yeesei&-

NEW! ULTRA LINEAR RESPONSE SYSTEMS
Astonishing "big system" sound from enclosures
fully 40 to 80% smaller than other systems of
comparable standards. With a good amplifier delivering from 20 cleat watts upwards-and an

ultra linear response system -you'll revel in really
balanced. distortion -free reproduction with clean,
true bass notes so low that you'll feel as well as
. to highs beyond audibility. (Ofhear them
ten promised. but so seldom fulfilled in other
small systems.) Latest production has new "program distortion" filter switch w correct for in
feriar radio programs, wont records, or tapes, etc.
Available in highboy and lowboy models, in IS"
3nvay and 12" 2-way systems ... for every possible
arrangement --. btiltin, bookshelf, corner.
.

NEW! DEBONAIRE SYSTEMS AND ENCLOSURE
Another achievement in versatility. The DEBONAIR': ENCLOSURE is the smallest

wide) for

THE

IMPECCABLY
STYLED
HIGH FIDELITY LOWBOY SPEAKER SYSTEM AND ENCLOSURE

Self- contained folded horn for use either in corner
or flat against a wall ... ideal for any University 12' or
15" extended range speaker, or multi- speaker system
EN -15LH TROUBADOUR ENCLOSURE
Provides unusually well balanced reproduction of all frequencies. Integration of direct
woofer radiation with rear horn loading
enhances low frequency response. Optimum
projection of mid and high frequencies
closer to car level is accomplished by the
subtly angled ballle board, which also minimizes reflections within the compression
chamber. flexible bailie board olfers the
University's
added advantages of PSF
the easy Progressive Speaker Expansion
on- the- budget plan that allows you to develop your choice of multi- speaker systems
at your own pace.and protects your original
speakers from ever becoming obsolete, The
Troubadour is custom -built by master craftsmen -with fine -furniture finishes -for those
who appreciate fine cabinetry.

--

S -12 TROUBADOUR SYSTEM
Now, the outstanding tonal range and quality of the renowned "'Master" system is
available as a lowboy. This deservedly popular 3 -way multi -speaker system boasts the
incomparable C -15W Theatre Woofer for
rich. clean bass: the new H- 600/T -30 for
balanced mid -range; and H F-206 Hypersonic Tweeter for flawless reproduction of
treble frequencies to inaudibility. The N -3
Acoustic Baton network provides crossovers
at 700 and 5000 cps, with "presence" and
"brilliance" controls to give you fingertip
command over room acoustics and program
material variations. The S -12 easily handles
up to 50 watts, yet is so efficient that even
if driven by a modest 10 watt amplifier, it
produces the richly satisfying, full volumed
tone your musical taste demands.

2

lowboy (only 2741."

-way systems using 12" or IS"
speakers. This space -saver employs the phase inversion principle to augment low frequency response, integrating direct radiation principles to
accotnmWatt; a wide variety of extended range
speaLeis. Ideal fur P.S.E. Designed to complement
both traditional and modern decor. Available
also as two complete systems: Model S9 comprising the outstanding components of the 3 -way 12"
SExtoR system ... Model S4. a 9- element 15" system, complete with balance control.

or

3

TINY MITE SYSTEM AND ENCLOSURE
Moderately priced diminutive S -way speaker tonebination . . a veritable powerhouse of acoustic
energy. Nf agniftcent performance (rom an enclosure only 211/4" x 1514, x 124'1 And to efficient,
a clean 510 watt amplifier is more than adequate.
Use in corner, against wall. even upside down
near the ceiling. Available as enclosure, finished
or unfinished. for use with any University 8" or
12" extended range speaker.

0
29"
- -$144.50.

h,

EN -15111 ENCLOSURE

Walnut or Blond

LISTEN

I

34" w, 19" d. Adapter for 12" speaker supplied. U er net Mahogany
S -12 SYSTEM
User net Mahogany
$343.50. Walnut or Blond

-

iétiiverts

-

SBtNUIJ 6iL4GL

-

-

$139.50,
$348.50

4'20

COMPANIONETTE 2 -WAY SYSTEM
ideal for bookshelf use or as an extension speaker.
Employs "distributed port" phase inversion principle (or excellent bass reproduction. Especially
suited in pairs for stereo systems when space and
budget arc very restricted. Can be used with
wrought iron legs, available at most stores, for
conversion to attractive fluor model.
For complete descriptions and specifications on
these and other fine University speaker .systems
and enclosures -and for the complete PSE story,
write Desk P -S, University Loudspeakers, Inc.,
80 So. lfensico Ave., White Plains, N. Y.
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TESTED IN THE HOME
Continued from page 80
TAPE, TV); pickup selector (1, 2); dynaural rumble filter;
dynoural scratch filter; distortion filter (20 kc, 12 kc, 6 kc cutoff); bass
10,000 cps); tope monitor (OFF,
( ±15 db, 50 cps); treble (±15 db,
ON); speaker selector (1, -2, 2); loudness switch (VOLUME, LOUDNESS);
volume -loudness control and AC power. Outputs: 4, 8, 16 ohms to
speaker 1, 2, or both; low impedance to tape recorder preceding volume
and tone controls and filters; high impedance to tape recorder following dynaural and volume controls. Switched AC outlet. Dimensions:
151/2 in wide by 5 high by 12'h deep. Price: $189.95; $199.45 on
West Coast. MANUFACTURER: H. H. Scott, Inc., 111 Powdermill Rd.,
Maynard, Mass.

TUNER,

1

is an integrated amplifier combining on a
single compact chassis a comprehensive control center and
a power amplifier rated at 20 watts. In addition to the
usual complement of tone, compensation, and volume controls, it has rumble and scratch filters (providing 6 db
per octave attenuation), a switch that selects either or
both of two loudspeakers, and unusually flexible and accurate tape equipment facilities.
A tape deck can be connected directly to the 99 -D by
feeding its playback head to either of the low -level phono
inputs and setting the selector -equalizer switch to NAHTnTAPE. Or, the output from an external tape preamplifier
taw be feci into either the TAPE Or PLAYBACK high -level
inputs. The TAPE input goes through the main selector
switch, as do other normal inputs. The MONITOR switch

tally inaudible (under all normal circumstances) hum and
hiss, and clean sound. Bass was softly lush and somewhat
emphatic. Highs were sweet and soft, with an over -all
aura of pleasantly listenable blending. The 99 -D is ideally
complemented by a fairly efficient loudspeaker system that
normally tends to be mildly deficient in the upper bass
range and overly crisp in its upper range.
The 210 -F amplifier, besides its higher power rating, includes Scott's remarkable Dynaural noise suppressor system, which attenuates the frequency extremes during quiet
passages (when extraneous noise is most objectionable),
and passes the full range when high program levels can

The Scott 99 -D

The 99-D 22-watt control amplifier.

follows the main selector switch and TAPE OUTPUT jack;
in its PLAYBACK position it isolates the preceding circuits,
and connects the PLAYBACK input to the rest of the amplifier. This permits monitoring from the playback head of a
three -headed recorder, while using the "front end" of the
amplifier to feed the recorder. The TAPE OUTPUT connection
is at moderately high impedance, so the shielded cable to
the recorder should be kept short to minimize high -frequency losses.
Tape playback equalization in the 99 -D (and in the
210 -F) conforms fairly closely to the NADTB -HIAA tape
standard, and the slight deviation which exists is in a direction which favors most of the available tape deck heads
(many of which require a somewhat higher bass turnover
frequency than that specified by the NAnTn). As a matter
of fact, the curve provided is an almost perfect match for
the head supplied with the most popular of the current
tape decks.
The output selector switch permits two speakers of the
same or of different impedances to be operated simultaneously with correct matching or individually with a load
impedance mismatch of 2:1. In practice this "mismatch"
is usually insignificant and inaudible, and prevents volume
changes when one of the speakers is turned off.
On listening tests our sample 99 -D proved to have to-

The 210 -F Dynaural control amplifier.

mask the background noise. This is without a doubt the
most effective, and at the same time the least sonically
detrimental, surface noise filtering system we have heard.
It can erase shellac surface noise almost completely, yet
it has practically no audible effect upon frequency range
and, when properly adjusted, is subtle enough in action
that nary a trace of open -and -shat "gating" action is detectable. The Dynaural section in our 210-F was found to
contribute no audible distortion to the sound. Separate
from the Dynaural suppressor is a manual sharp -cutoff
high- frequency filter switch that can be used to acid additional highs attenuation or can be used by itself as a conventional treble -range limiter.
Sonically, the 210-F has much the same sound as the
99 -D. The only audible differences that we observed were
the 210 -F's somewhat tighter and better- defined low end
and its subtly superior over-all transparency. Like the
99 -D, its volume /loudness control is located at a point following the tone control stages, so to keep distortion at a
minimum most input sources will require some attenuation
by means of their own output level -set controls.

L.E.E. Catenoid Speaker System
SPECIFICATIONS (furnished by manufacturer): a three -way loudspeaker
system utilizing catenoidal horn loading. Frequency range: from below
30 cycles to beyond 22,000 cps. Power rating: program output of
amplifiers rated up to 80 watts. Impedance: 8 ohms. Crossover frequencies: 300 and 5.000 cps. Dimensions: 371/2 in. high by 40 wide
by 201/2 deep. Price: $495. MANUFACTURER: I.E.E. Inc. (Laboratory
of Electronic Engineering, Inc.), 625 New York Ave. N.W., Washington
1, D. C.

Although it has many real performance advantages, one
disadvantage of the exponential front -loaded corner bona
enclosure is its complexity. To make a structure approaching a truly exponential flare, with an external shape suitable for corner use, is not easy; therefore, it is costly.
Moreover, to obtain good results in the extreme bass region, a mouth area and flare rate must be chosen that
produce an enclosure of considerable bulk. The usual
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SPECIFICATIONS

tuner with a built -in future. The new STGG2 offers tremendous
versatility to the present and prospective high fidelity fan. It brings you
AM -FM stereo broadcasts (available in many cities), and monaural AM or
FM. It also includes built-in provision for adding FM Multiplex stereo
reception -a standard feature in all Bogen FM and FM-AM tuners.
The versatility of the STGG2 is suitably complemented by its performance,
and such features as individual AM and FM tuning -eye indicators and a
superb-Automatic Frequency Control on FM. Price: only $189.50`, enclosure
and legs $7.50". Ask your Bogen dealer about the ST662, today -the tuner
with the built -in future.
A stereo

Slighfly higher in

Frequency Range: FM88.108 mc, AM520.1640
kc. Sensitivity FM, for 30 db quieting: 1.25
microvolts at 75 ohm Input, 2.5 microvolts at
300 ohm input. AM -Loop sensitivity -100
uv /meter for 20 db S /N. Frequency Response
FM 20 to 18,000 cps ±.5 db, AM 20 to 4,500
cps
db. Automatic Volume Control on AM

-3

Separate tuningeye indicators and
tuning knobs. Automatic Frequency Control,
with defeat, on FM. Dimensions: 15" wide X
101/2" deep x 41/2" high excluding knobs and
ferrite loopstick,
and FM.

the 1Vest.

David Bogen Co., Paramus, N. J.

A Division

Bogen

of The Siegler Corporation.
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TESTED IN THE HOME
Continued from page 82
method of avoiding these disadvantages, without giving
up the name (and thereby the selling value) of exponential horn design, is to make compromises in the horn construction. This inevitably results in performance compromises too -some well considered, some not.
Engineers at L.E.E. (Laboratory of Electronic Engineering), obviously men of imaginative bent, decided to tackle
the problem with an entirely fresh approach. They discarded the exponential expansion formula and developed
a front -loaded corner horn based on the catenary curve;
hence the name, Catenoid. Reduced to the simplest descriptive terms, this type of horn expands much more slowly
at the small end (the throat) than does an exponential horn,
and more rapidly toward the large end (the mouth). Because it is easier to build than an exponential horn, it can he
less expensive. It occupies less volume for an equivalent

The Catenoid corner horn speaker system.

mouth area. And, say its designers, it is every bit as satisfactory in performance, if not more so.
Continuing along unconventional lines, the system crosses
over at 300 cps (low enough to avoid bass horn coloration
of male voices) to an excellent direct- radiator middle -range
speaker, totally enclosed in a small chamber filled with
sound- absorbent material. This operates up to 5,000 cps,
where an "equalized" horn tweeter takes over. The tweeter's acoustic efficiency is normally about equal at the top
of its range to that of the middle -range speaker; at 5,000
cps, it is much higher. The equalization consists simply
of
compensation for this natural rolloff by means of a filter, so
that the tweeter's response is flattened out and matched in
level to the cone speaker.
The result is a speaker system that, to my ears, is very
smooth and well balanced throughout the entire range.
There is no trace of screech or boom, and the middle range
is lifelike without being obtrusive. Bass
transients are superbly reproduced. The bass response goes low enough to
be felt as well as heard, which is a characteristic of true
low -bass sound.
Construction of the enclosure is at least as rigid as any
other we've seen, the finish is excellent, and the dimensions
are quite moderate (37% in. high and 29 in. along each
wall). Efficiency of the system is intermediate between that

of most direct- radiator assemblies and complete horn systems. Its sonic balance and integration, reasonable dimensions, and efficiency make it particularly well suited for use
in small and medium -sized rooms; even in large rooms,
many will find its middle -row sound more satisfying in the
long run than that of some bigger (and costlier) systems.
At its price, 8495, it is certain to be compared with the
most elaborate systems available. I believe that it will
stand up in this comparison very well. -R.A.
MANUFACTURER'S COMMENT: On the basis of objective measurements, we find the power-handling ability of the Catenoid to be entirely
adequate for the largest rooms that one will aver encounter in o home.
Cotenoids have been used to furnish high-fidelity sound in a number of
medium -sized (400 to 500 seats) auditoriums.

Trix T43 Amplifier and Preamplifier
SPECIFICATIONS (furnished by manufacturer): an ultracompact power
amplifier and remote control unit. Power rating: 1.5 watts. Frequency
response: -!2 db, 20 to 20,000 cps. Inputs: total of four; one for
Magnetic phono, one for Xtal or Ceramic phono, two high -level for Tope
and Radio. Controls: selector -equalizer (RADIO, LP -A (RIAA), LP-8, 78,
TAPE); volume; bass; treble and AC power. Outputs: 3, 8, and 15 ohms
to speaker. Dimensions: power amplifier, 11 in. long by 61/2 wide by
5 high; preamplifier, 9% in. long by 3 high by 3 deep, over -oll; preamp
requires panel cutout 8% in. long by 2% wide. Price: $79.95. DISTRIBUTOR: Ercono Corp., 551 Fifth Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

Extremely compact control units are not too unusual, and
neither are compact so- called integrated amplifiers (with
power amplifier and preamp on a single chassis) rare
phenomena. But a separate power amplifier and remote
control combination is generally quite large. The Trix
T43 is an exception; it is one of the smallest dual- chassis
amplifier systems we have encountered, and this factor
alone may qualify the Trix as a solution to problems of
limited available space.
The Trix amplifier is also unusual in that its remote
control secticm contains no tubes. The phono inputs and
preamplifier are mounted on the main amplifier chassis.
and two interconnecting cables carry the preamplified
signal to and from the separate control unit. The tape and
tuner input receptacles are on the control chassis itself,
and all input sources are selected by the function switch
on the control unit's front panel.
Listening tests on our sample Trix T43 showed it to
have very low hum and hiss, and indicated a high degree

The Trix 15 -watt amplifier and preamp.

of stability at both frequency extremes. There was some
interaction between the tone controls, and flattest over -all
frequency response was obtained with the treble control
advanced about 45 degrees past its middle setting and
the bass control set back about 30 degrees below its middle position. Vhen so adjusted. the T43's sound was softly
sweet, inconspicuous, and markedly veiled.-J.G.H.
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latest high fidelity developments from Rek -O -Kut Co., Inc., 38.19 108th St., Corona 68,

The

N. Y.

AMERICA'S BEST- SELLING ARM RE- DESIGNED FOR STEREO
The fabulous Rek -O -Kur Tonearm (che arm that
outsold all others 9 to 1) now goes stereo! Here are some
of the new basic features which make this tonearm a
"must" in any fine stereo or monaural high fidelity sysrem: 1. Mass of the shell increased ...to lower the point
of resonance. 2. Larger, heavier counterweight. 3. 4-conductor lead ... to accommodate all 3 and 4- terminal
stereo cartridges. 4. Four -prong shell for easy phasing of
stereo cartridges. 5. Supplied with wires already connected to terminal scrip.
In addition, the new S -120 and S -160 Stero -Monaural arms retain these exclusive engineering features
of the famous A -120 and A -160 arms: friction -free
micro -bearing pivot and adjustable Micrometer counterweight!

-

Model S -120 12"
Model S-160-16"

PRICES OF THE NEW STEREO-MONAURAL ARMS ARE
S -120,

12"

ARM,

527.95; MODEL

S -160.

MODEL

16" ARM, $30.95.

Stereo Conversion Kit
Converts A -120, A -160
Monaural Tonearms For

Stereo Reproduction!

Model

Rek -O -Kuc A -120 and A -160
Monaural Tonearms now can be easily and quickly converted for stereo
with the new Rek -O -Kur Stereo Conversion Kit. The new kir saves Rek O -Kur monaural conearm owners a
minimum of ten dollars, and includes
all parcs and two simple tools required for the conversion. The procedures are simple ... the entire conversion can be made in ten minutes.
No mechanical skill is needed, no
tools, other than those furnished in
the kit, are required.
The ease with which conversion
can be made reflects the simplicity
of the basic Rek -O -Kur Tonearm
design. All parcs are warranteed.

SC-

12-

12

"- $17.95

net

Conversion Made In
3

Model

SC-

16-

16

"- $19.95

net

SPECIAL FREE OFFER!

Simple Steps

The arm assembly is
removed from the base by
loosening a single set
screw with wrench pro vided. Old arm and count-

erweight are removed
from swivel by loosening

two screws. New pre assembled stereo arm and
counterweight are inserted in swivel and 4conductor lead is pulled
through the bottom.
After re- assembly,
leads are connected to the
terminal block furnished
in the kit.

Popular Audax Stylus Balance
Your Gift With Purchase Of

Stereo Arm or Conversion Kit!
The free gift of a popular Audax
Stylus Balance (regular value
S3.95), is now being offered by Rek
O-Kut to purchasers of either the
new Stereo- Monaural Tonearm or
Conversion Kit. This special premium is automatically included with
both of these new products now

-

-

available from your high fidelity
dealer. The Audax Stylus Balance
gift offer ends August 31st, 1958.

WRITE FOR NEW TONEARM CATALOG!

STUDIO ...DESIGNED

ENGINEERED FOR THE
Export: Morhan Exporting Corp., 458 Broadway,

N. Y

13, N.

Y.

FOR

THE

Canada: Atlas Radio Corp. 50 Wingold Avenue, Toronto

HOME
10, Ontario
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AMERICAN JAZZ
Continued from page 3I

COMPATIBLE
LOUDSPEAKER
SYSTEMS

FOR STEREO
t.

ff (ore
MODEL H

For lull range monophonic
reproduction, start with a corner horn system such as the
S.

KLIPSCIIORN or SHORTHORN

Y. In progressing to stereo.
insist on corner placement.
The KLIPSCnoRN and
SHORTHORN form a
compatible pair.

Or the compatible non -corner
MODEL H may be added as a
preferably
second speaker
placed in a comer.

-

L_I
9. Add

third

speaker to
two tonner systems with
MODEL H for third channel.
Utilize the simple KLIPSCHEAROLE amplifier connections
for 3-channel reproduction
from 2-channel sources. Circuit
diagram it free for the asking.

Stereo demands the same

high standards of reproduction
as monophonic.
The flexibility of Klipsch compatible
loudspeakers permits you to
expand your sound system and
maintain the highest quality at
every step. For Klipsch systems
have built their reputation on
one basis
the RE- production
of original sound.
Write

-

--IDL°'Cñ
AND ASSOCIATES

HOPE, ARKANSAS

he remains in the building -at the
mike, in conferences, at his desk answering mail-until 8:00 p.m. One of
Conover's many unconformities is that
he plays only his own records on the
program, an idiosyncrasy macle possible by a personal library of more than
60,000 selections.
Studio Two is bare save for a chair,
a small table for the microphone, and
another longer table covered with unpacked records. Conover labors over
the details of the day's work until
10:00 a.m., when Engineer Bob
Batchelder ( "I used to sing in a quartet when quartets weren't popular, so
music is kind of in my blood. I love
working on this program. ") flips the
switches on his Ampex recorders. With
smooth precision the pops hour-highlighted by Hal McIntyre's Love for
Sale, Harry James's September in the
Rain, and Peny Como's singing of
Magic Moments -is committed to
tape.
Between resonantly voiced interstices in which he identifies selections
and artists, Conover riffles through the
records on the adjoining table. He operates a bare one hour ahead of himself as far as programing is concerned.
As he weaves a tapestry of LPs, 45s,
and vintage 78s for the subsequent
hour ( "Each program consists of plan
and improvisation, much like a jazz
performance itself"), he nods his head
or taps his foot in time with the music
then being played. The observer
quickly becomes aware that probably
the most thoroughly bemused listener
to the program is-Willis Conover.
Observers, however, are rare. Al the
insistence of its master of ceremonies,
Music U.S.A. is the only VOA program taped without a producer in the
control room. Willis himself acts as
producer -and as announcer, planner,
researcher, and librarian.
Prior to the arrival of ex- singer
Batchelder at the controls, Conover
was on less than cordial terms with a
succession of engineers. "Willis is a
perfectionist," Batchelder explains.
"When he signals for something, its
got to be there. I enjoy working with
him because I guess I'm a perfectionist too." Of Batchelder, Conover says
enthusiastically: "He's one of us."
jazz Hour 1307 commenced with
Gigi Bryce's Satellite, ran through
Shorty Rogers' Blues Way Down
There, Milt Jackson's The Spirit -Feel,
and Early Autumn by Woody Herman. The hour reached high gear
with a trio of New Orleans favorites
Royal Carden Blues, Tin Roof Blues,
and Wolverine Blues-featuring Pete
Fountain, and wound up with Benny

-

SG

Goodman's King Porter Stomp and
Tommy Dorsey's swinging Marie.
Some of Conover's more esoteric
programing, however, would bring
tears to the eyes of a commercial station manager. Jazz Hour 1308, taped
that same day, offered Phil Sunkel's
long cerebral Jazz Concerto Grosso
( "A work like this deserves a hearing.
It represents talent, industry, and serious intent "), succeeded by a solid fifteen minutes of Stardust as reshaped
by an inspired octet at Pasadena's
Civic Auditorium in 1947.
"The Jazz Hour audience," says
Conover, "is drawn from every level
of society and every part of the world.
We're trying to guide their taste as
well as respond to it. That's why we
cover jazz's frill spectrum, including
its outer reaches. There's an exercise
in tolerance for all of us in listening to
a style we may not favor."
One fan in Zagreb, Yugoslavia,
however, had a complaint about the
programing: "I'm listening always
your radio program Music U.S.A. on
short waves and i don't no why you
never give some emition about the
new style in the jazz music, like
Rock 'n'
Two years ago Willis answered the
same question with a withering: "I see
no reason to poison the ears of overseas listeners." But he has mellowed.
And, while Rock and Roll is still non
grata, he expects to lower the bars
someday soon. "Rock and Roll isn't all
bad by any means. But I don't want
the Jazz Hour to get caught up in the
frenzy of it. This -the frenzy -is what
people of taste all over the world have
rebelled against."
Personal interviews play a significant role in the program, and Conover
has lured more than 125 top jazz personalities before the VOA mike. Far
and away the most popular-on the
basis of volume of mail received -was
the old Ambassador of Jazz himself.
the Hon. Louis Armstrong. Sometimes
Willis tapes interviews in the course
of his travels; these are stored to await
a suitable moment for broadcasting.
For example, an upcoming Music
U.S.A. highlight is a two -hour memorial to W. C. Handy. Pièce de résistance is a hitherto unreleased interview with the composer of the immortal St. Louis Blues.
Conover also tries to peg his programs to jazz developments abroad.
Not long ago, on the heels of a successful European tour by Lionel
Hampton. he hopefully presented a
solid hour of Hamp's best. But an indignant listener in Switzerland reacted sharply: "This is silly! Why
feature one hour of L. Hampton now

Continued on page 88
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FOR ANY HIGH FIDELITY YOU OWN

...

SIEREO

IS ONLY

60

SECONDS

AWAY

WHEN YOU CONVERT WITH THE HARMAN
60 seconds. That's all it takes to create a complete stereo
electronic center with the new Harman -Kardon Nocturne,
Model AX20. To convert your present system- component or
console -to stereo, simply plug the AX20 into your present
amplifiers This one connection does it a1!.
With the AX20 there's no shuttling back and forth between
two different instruments (you can even tuck your present
amplifier out of sight) ; no adapter box to complicate matters.
This one unit the AX20 controls the power to both amplifiers. It also controls treble, bass, volume, contour, balancing
and equalization for both.

-

-

The AX20, in brushed copper and black, is strikingly handsome in appearance and outstanding in its performance
characteristics. The amplifier delivers 20 watts of hum -free,
distortion -free power (40 watt peaks). An exclusive new high
gain phase inverter utilizing both positive and negative feedback drives the output tubes with minimum phase shift and
excellent stability. As a result, the power amplifier has instantaneous recovery time resulting in uniquely clean and faithful
transient response. The AX20 actually produces more clean
useful power than conventional 30 watt amplifiers.
The preamplifier is a dual stereo device incorporating ganged
bass and treble tone controls, loudness control, contour control,

-

..To round out your alerta eyston -add
cartridge or tape deck
or both.

-

KARDON AX20

rumble filter, balance control, mode switch, speaker selector
and function switches. Selectable equalization is provided for
records and tape (71/2 and 3a/a IPS). The second preamplifier
delivers 1/2 -volt output at low impedance.
The Nocturne, Model AX20 (less enclosure) $99.95
Model AC20 enclosure (optional) $8.95
Prices slightly higher in the S'est

For complete information on the AX20 and other fine Harman Kardon stereo and monaural high fidelity instruments write to
Dept. ilF- 8,Harman- Kardon, Westbury, New York.
THE

AX20

MONAURAL

IS PERFECT FOR
LATER

NOW- STEREO

The AX20 is the perfect unit for those who desire monaural high

fidelity today with the assurance of simple conversion to stereo
later. Because it incorporates dual stereo preamplifiers plus a
powerful 20 watt amplifier -just add a basic amplifier (the new
Harman -Kardon HK20 is ideal) at any time and your system is
complete. The remarkable AX20 costs no more than conventional
monaural 20 watt amplifiers. The HK20 price, with cage, $59.95.
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New G -E

AMERICAN JAZZ
Continued front page 86
that he's just played in every city,
town and village of Europe!"

The only stereo arm:

the

new
ESL
GIRO

BALANCE

An international broadcast aimed at
winning friends has its own peculiar
problems. The sensitivities of listeners
are, of necessity, a prime concern.
"We try to avoid anything even remotely offensive," says Conover. "To
illustrate, we've obviously got to steer
clear of a title like Buddha Rock. The
effect on Asian listeners would be
tantamount to someone here tuning in
the Chinese radio and hearing an item
called Jesus Jumps." Songs with racial
implications-no matter how tenuous
are avoided, as are any with suggestive

-

lyrics.

Bookshelf
Speaker System

Requests are not encouraged, but
occasionally Willis invites listeners to
submit complete programs of their
own. To one such recent request came
a delicately phrased reply from two
Belgrade buffs: "In this way the respond to your invitation for mutual cooperation in your program, we do regret so very mutsh not to be able to
come over personely." Number one on
their list: Charlie Parker's Ornithol-

8h" deep, 17h" long
G.E.'s new "Stereo Classic" Bookshelf
Speaker System takes only 1/2 cu. ft. of
space. Extended -bass design offers better
low -frequency performance than any
other speaker tested in enclosures up to
twice the size. Newly designed 6" woofer
and 2'A" tweeter. For monaural or
stereo systems. Choice of finishes. Hear
it at your dealer's soon.
General Electric Co.. Specialty Electronic Components Dept., W. Genesee
St., Auburn, N. Y.

ogy.

0

From the laboratories which achieved the
world -famed ESL C -6o Series cartridge
and the triumphant new ESL GYRO /JEWEL
stereo cartridge cones the first and only
arm designed for all stereophonic and
monophonic pickups.

0 The striking

new shape

of the GYRO/

BALANCE arm results from its unique
rotationally balanced design. Turntable
leveling is unnecessary; the GYRO/

BALANCE arm plays records at any angle
oo degrees!

up to

1

Stereo discs may be easily ruined by
vertical stylus forces which are satisfactory
for standard records. With a high quality
cartridge, such as the ESL GYRO /JEWEL.
the GYRO /BALANCE ant will track
properly at two grants.

0 No

other make of arm uses ball bearings
throughout for all vertical and horizontal
motions. This assures smoother operation,
increased record life, and longer, troublefree arm performance. Only S34.95,
complete with shell; write for derails.
PS: Magnificent for standard records, too!
For Listening At its Best

Electro -Sonic
Laboratories, Inc.
Dept.

H3c -s-

36tHSt., Long lslnnd City 6,N.Y.

"Stereo Classic"

Only 9" high,

While Music U.S.A.'s listeners are
ELECTRIC
inordinately faithful to the program, GEN ERAL
this fidelity exacts a price. For instance, although tape keeps the show ". , quite up to professional standards ..."
-High Fidelity Magazine
rolling no matter where the M.C. may
be, Conover's more devoted fans are -.but
suspicious and accusatory: "I can althe
ways 'feel' when mt'rc not 'there',"
wrote one. And another blazed: "Stay
'CONTINENTAL'
in Washington and produce some betis more
ter shows instead of gallivanting
than heat a
around the world!"
fine hi -fi
tape recorder
What inspires this loyalty in so vast
an audience-a loyalty so profound
that every year hundreds of people
run very real risks to post letters from
Communist states? What is the worldwide appeal of jazz?
Conover is not sure, but he has a
FOR EXAMPLE
good idea. "jazz," he says thought...He uaee the
fully, "is a reflection of our national
'Continental'
life. Americans can't see that fact:
at its
SLOW speed
we're too close to it.
"To me, and I think to most people,
democracy is a pattern of laws and
3 SPEEDS FOR VERSATILITY
customs by which we agree ooluntarSLOW:
ily to abide: within this fixed and
1/2 Inches per second
designed lot speech -with
clearly defined framework we have
the ultimate in tape eton
freedom. Only in such a society -and
omy
ours is the best example l know -could
MEDIUM:
3 inches per second
jazz have developed. It has its own
the perfect "compromise"
musical restrictions- tempo, key, chord
speed -for critical speech
recording as well as excelstructure. But within them the artist
lent musical reproduction
is free to weave infinite variations.
FAST:
Structurally, its a democratic music.
Viz inches per second
for high fidelity at its best
"People in other countries, in other
political situations, detect this element
NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS CO., INC.
of freedom in jazz. There isn't any
High Fidelity Products Division, Dept. 188
elaborate reasoning process involved.
230 Duffy Avenue, Hicksville, L. -, N. Y.
,

NORELCO

1

I
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Zf
you think
that all brands of
recording tape are alike

...

ferro -sheen

They can feel it- emotionally. They
love jazz because they love freedom."
Conover is passionately convinced
of the rightness of what he is doing on
the air waves. And he does it with
mull professional skill that, with an
eye to his aversion for the "disc
jockey" sobriquet, Down Beat'.s 1937
Annual named him Jazz Spokesman of
the Year. Metronome followed with a
special award in 1958. The citation
states: `I-Ie gives the finest in music
and comment to his millions of listeners with that absence of obvious gimmickry which is the truest showmanship, no less exciting because of its
taste; with that absence of political
statement which is the finest propaganda for America."
But the last favorable word on the
program remained to be said by a citizen of the most megalomaniacal of all
political entities. After stumbling
across the Jazz Hour on his shot -wave
radio, he wrote: "I wasn't aware that
the United States was broadcasting
programs of such quality."
The letter was postmarked Castel],
Texas.

....there is

to
erb

erformance

]

Morantz amplifying components are
pre -eminent os the standard for
quality. Made and tested carefully
in limited quantities, their superiority of performance is recognized by
those who know and understand
high fidelity equipment. Where only
the best possible results are acceptable you will find Marantz well

I

worth its slightly higher price.

WWI 11r401.1111. it 2r
MODEL 1, AUDIO CONSOLETTE 5153
Cabinet $1$
NO audible hum
Lowest hiss, distortion
Audibly superior sound

*
*
*

quality

HIPSTERS
Available wherever quality tape is sold.

GIBSON

GIRL...

TAPE SPLICERS
to 55.00
Six Models from 1.75
splicers
ROBINS GIBSON GIRL tape
SPLICES

of
assure
the accepted
IN SECONDS! They arPROFESSIONAL
and indusstandard of the professioial
because
trial users of recording tape
of
of their ease and reliability
of workoperation and high standards
which cut
manship. The only splicers
tape and tape
and trim the splicing
trim cut,
edges with an Indented
THE
making THE SPLICE WITH

e

GIBSON

GIRL SHAPE.

AT DEALERS EVERYWHERE
for FREE Catalog of ROBINS'

Write

Phono and Tape

Accessorlesl

ROBINS
INDUSTRIES CORP.
FLUSHING 54

NEW YORK

Continued from page

MODEL 2, POWER AMPLIFIER $198
Conservatively rated at 40

* wells, it

3.4

something guttural
stony-eyed flugel- horner who sleeps
in sport jacket
like Santayana recommends
outlines of his shoes in pockets
guy with plenty cheery gallic fangs
plays
what else lullaby of etc.
kind of ersatz C.P.E. Bach bass hand
like a petrified hero sandwich
way Alec Templeton used to do but
not so conical
lurid dynamics set up brutal chain reaction what with
murderous P.A. and loose change
And noisy goatees around and all
experimental chaps front and center
frenetic invertebrate percussion
turns into brassy
rugged stuff; honey- tongued alto -sax
nuns a photo -finish with
low-clown clinker -spewing trumpet

* Unconditionally stable
* Metered
tube adjustments
for continuing optimum
performance
* Exceptionally
fine
overload characteristics
MODEL 5, POWER AMPLIFIER $147
Cover Grille $730
Compact 30 watt version
of the Model 2
Full powered transients
without breakup. Is will
drive ANY speaker
system fully

*

*

MODEL 3, ELECTRONIC CROSSOVER $90
Cabinet $15

improvement
* Audible
for almost all speaker

systems. Adds the final
touch of perfection to
deluxe installations
(Requires 2 amplifiers)

COMING!

in

real expensive tandem now we get
big -band effects with the modest
expenditure of only four trombones
who may look like
lamster uranium -stock salesmen
stuff
flashy but gilt -edged
on comes gently introverted bass
player
like most his modem calling plays

... MODEL

6, STEREO ADAPTER

two Audio
* Connects
Consolettes for stereo.

Step type master volume;,
Speaker reversal; Master
power switch; Mosier
Function Selector; Monitor
switching,- etc. Choice of
horizontal or vertical

a

Continued on next page

is the finest

performing amplifier
available today.

mounting.

Prices slightly higher
in West

Available at deolers in quality
high fidelity components.
Write for literaluro

*

maranfz company
25.14 Broadway, Long Island City 6, N.

Y.
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HIPSTERS
Continued from preceding page

we

are ashamed

Made in Englam

to

mention the price!

0

New

Coaxial 700 Series Mark Ill

Some manufacturers are ashamed to mention
the price hceause it is so high
. we hesitate because it is so foal We know that most
Audiophiles (eel they have to make a big inveshneut to get a quality speaker. They spend
hours reading claims that look impressive on
paper hut (all down severely when translated
into actual performance. All we ask is that
you close your eyes and listen to the majesty
of sound that floats out of the R & A coaxial
phenomenon. Compare it with others
.
or
your present speaker. Your eyes will pup
when your dealer whispers the price to you
Icss than the cost of 2 good seats at the Met!
8 ", 10" and 12" Models -all with
Alamitos III Aniso- tropic Magnet systems of 13,000 Gauss Fins Densities.
Boy It
.
try it
wr back Balms with
a ;matey Lack gmaranrre. At all hi -fi dealers.

-

...

ERCONA CORPORATION

16

(Elrc conic Die.)
Wett 4G St., Dept. 76, New York 36, N. Y.
In Canada: Astral Electric Co. Ltd.
44 Danforth Road, Toronto 13

WEBSTER
STEREO -CERAMIC
"turn-under"

$29.50

x

Plays new stereo discs,
standard LP's and your treasured
78's -.7 mil diamond and 3 mil sapphire styli. Fits any standard arm.
Plug -in type. $24.50 with diamond stylus. 78 rpm insert, $7.50.
See your dealer.
ELECTRONICS DIVISION
WEBSTER
ELECTRIC
RACINE w1S

a big handsome complicated solo
then goes
appropriately inscrutable as the
bossy brasses hoke it up with patented
runs and horrid staccatos
twelve buns to the dozen group
tunes up
look respectively like
indigent chiropractor
A tic P store manager disenchanted
midget midwife who has lost out to
automation
but who play so good you got to
close your eyes to believe them
lady kimono -clad piano player at
mercy
of patriotic P.A. engineer out to
square up for Pearl Harbor
heavy- necked gent makes a little
horn sound like
IRT Express missing the big curve
at 59th Street
calculated chaos and kind of precise
anarchy brilliant
bridging passages not just cotton candy guff between
slices naughty sensationalism but
lots of
protein (if I follow me)
At this point I have apparently been
hurled up front where I belong professionally and my ink has run out or
a lady photographer asks me to reload
her Leica, which could happen to anybody. Since I apparently don't care to
say the last definitive word on jazz
anyway, no more notes. I retire gracefully, my shoelaces broken in several
places.
And later, scars and abrasions cosmeticized, I have wangled into a
post -mortem salon at some inbred
mansion where every other guest isn't
a guest at all, you see. but the cut of
Pinkerton who specializes in rhythm
sections and soprano saxes. I have
been frisked aulcl fluoroscoped and
popped like the cork out of a magnum
of lvlumms or maybe Dr. Pepper by a
rhinestone -eyed bouncer into the middle of a cultured discussion:
I been playing this coky artform for
thirty-seven years man and boll and
shucks I tell you man what I tell the
judge each time, it's a hoax. II-O -K.
Rock -n -roll, that's where the future is,
Prank. Alan you can play that stuff
for a week handrunning without having to think even a bitsy thought itke,
what's the name of this dog? Real restful
one more defeatist bleat out
of you, pally, and you going to have to
switch to the celesta permanent or
something where you don't need 120
teeth or lip . . . gig helps international understanding, George, like,
you got no tinte to make soap and
.

Ueita
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Iampslutdes out of people if you're
blowing this stuff on r. horn maybe or
even listening to it, you know?
old Adolf taa.s real hot to coz,y that
Wagner drag, why that stirs up the
Stanley you can't
goose step
army march to Kenton, them meta tarsical bones in your feet, man, they'd
crumble like Saltine crackers in no
time
. and into the night
Later I stand in the dark near a dim
street light in front of a retired hovel
the size and general appearance of the
Bureau of Internal Revenue listening
to the enfeebled sounds of the end of
party. In my crumpled seersucker
pocket is not the modest fortune in
sterling napkin holders I had rather anticipated but only a small tired anchovy.
Tomorrow, a panel discussion on
dope or the like, an unlimited supply
of virtuoso combos, another \\alpurgisnacht maybe, another party surely.
I stand enhaloed there, enrapt, trying
to codify the message that I promised
my public, the meaning of all this.
concentrating quite intent and 1 would
have had it too, but the lady Pinkerton I in waiting for comes tripping
down the dark street twirling her billy
and off we go into the unlikely Newport night. For the which it is not until later in exodus that it all comes into
focus, and perhaps less keenly.
.

.

.

.

a

L'envoi: Reflections in a Dark Bull
Fiddle Case -which is how I got back
to Crucidrool. Miss. and my studies in
Sutpen genealogy. The fiddle, a full scale model of a Guarnerius costing almost twenty dollars at a discount
house, rode first class up front in the
coaches with its owner and a cordovan attaché case full of the better
comic books.
Aforementioned reflections:
I. In quest of culture, yes go to Newport. It's closer than the Mille Miglia,
much less lethal, and pound for
pound, much more invigorating.
2. Don't forget your beer-can opener.
3. Wear the kind of safety helmet
recommended by Leo Durocher, even
so it's over your beret.
4. Don't bring a portable radio. It
just isn't clone by the best people. It
just isn't. Believe me. If the P.A. system conks out, light a candle and
play Guess What I Weigh.
5. if your cultivated neighbor turns
out to be a Freed -ian freudoid, and
turns up that dull dead beat next your
good ear, don't remonstrate. Pray for
him. And pour a can of beer on his
3515. That should short him out and
confound Fats Domino if only till the
beer evaporates.
6. No bad language or fisticuffs. You
have come for spiritual uplift, not a
gymnast gig.
HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE
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7. Sell your spare Madras- striped ker-

chief if necessary, but pay the extra
and sit up front where the real musical McCoy gives forth. And fifth.
There you got it made, fellahin.
Where else at the still point of this
or any other turning world will you
find Turk Murphy and Gerry Mulligan making common cause?
S. But be critical. Everything isn't that
good. Leave the cowbell home. Oscar
Peterson for example is fully as obsessive as Bruckner, although no
doubt more feasible to stage.
9. Expect and get a real true teleporting. Aesthetics aside or even to boot,
Newport is the most and the
Zootest.

SQUARES OF PARIS
Continued from page 37
were exploiting the ex- slaves, and
even today prejudice against White
musicians is extensive. They will listen
to them and outwardly judge them on
their merits, but underneath there is
a definite reservation which colors the
proceedings. The Negro is always
given the benefit of the doubt.
This is why Paris is such a haven
for the American Negro jazz musician.
For in France the Negro is treated as
a fellow being, an equal, subject
neither to the Southern bigotry nor
Northern tolerance to which he is accustomed in the United States. Behind
every Negro musician living in Paris
today is the specter of Jim Crow. Most
are quite frank in admitting that this
is why they stay, getting by on the
low French wage and cutting their
ties with families and friends at home.
A few deny that racial feeling has anything to do with their stay, but the
vehemence with which they attack
conditions in America cuts through
the surface of their protestations.
"If a Frenchman sloes something to
me," confided one of them, "I can
punch him in the nose and know that
when the cop comes up he's going to
listen to my side of the story, too.
Black or white makes no difference
over here. What's black? What's
white? They been telling me all my
life white stands for purity. Those
Communists don't know nothing about
brainwashing. Man, back home we get
brainwashed all our lives. They call
us 'boy' even if we're ninety years old.
And we step off the sidewalk when
they come by and we clean their
houses and make their food and we
take care of their kids. And vet they
don't want to sit with us or go to
school with us. And they call us 'boy'.

Continued on next page
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MONAURAL

STEREO or

DYNAKIT
Provides Complete Flexibility
and Control at Lowest Cost

74

74

Dve.akt

PREAMPLIFIER

STEREO CONTROL

*

* Lowest Distortion and Noise
* Easiest Assembly Using Pre -

-

Styling
Selected For Display at
Brussels World's Fair

* Only $34.95

Adds Complete Stereo ConTo Two Preamps Without Noise or Distortion

trol

* Unique Blend Control Fills
In "Hole In Middle"
* Level, Balance, Loudness,

Assembled Printed Circuit

* Handsome

2)ryaa6.:

Channel Reverse, and Dual
Tape Monitor Controls

* Only $12.95 Net

net

Descriptive literature available on request

DYNACO INC. 617

True
High Fidelity

Esporf Division:

N. 41st St., Phila. 4, Pa.

25 Warren St.,
New York, N. Y.

OXFORD 3 -WAY SPEAKER
SYSTEMS and

BASS REFLEX CABINETS
Enhance the beauty and comfort of your room while you
enhance the sound of your high fidelity. Every room will
sparkle with these OXFORD cabinets whether for stereo or
in a setting with just one cabinet. Here is double -duty
design
cabinets can be used for horizontal or vertical
with use of tapered legs or runners which
positioning

...

...

ore both supplied. Avail-

Cab,. Mode Ne.

able with or without

OXFORD 3W20 3 -way
speaker systems. to give
you the best sound reproduction.

Bl1M

eel Meho9onr.

311-1C

Cherry
Blonde

11R-Il

.

Oo.
rol rows., ,,,I.m
.61.1.

Complet. 3
for ebere
Malet 3W30

Arlin Mile

n.I

S111.00
117.00
1

S

F.O.B

r790
30.00

factor,

See your local radio delevision service dealer.

OXFORD
Components, Inc.
sub,;dlary at Orford

0.'1,4

Co1p.

556 West Monroe Street
Chicago 6, Illinois

lileroture
111 ustroked
availablo upon request.
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and easy way to find
the reference you want exactly
when you want it

SQUARES OF PARIS

A quick

-

Continued from preceding page
i can't play music in a setup

HIGH FIDELITY
A Bibliography of

i

Sound Reproduction

Compiled by K. J. Spencer
Foreword by G. A. Briggs
This new book, imported in a limited
quantity from England and available
in this country only through the publishers of HÍGH FIDELITY Magazine, is a volume whose value to
everyone seriously interested in high
fidelity need not be outlined.

it

contains approximately 2,600 entries that represent the whole field of
information and research on
hpublished
igh
quality sound reproduction, from
the subject's very early days up to and

$6.00

including June 1957.
HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE
Great Borringlon, Massachusetts

for which please send me
copies of HIGH FIDELITY: A 818110G.
RAPHY OF SOUND REPRODUCTION. (Add 55.: postage
for foreign orders except Canadian.)
I

enclose

S

NAME
ADDRESS

No C.O.D.s or charge orders Acose

'Mr/0

like that.

person. Over
here I can relax. Over here I can think
of the music, think of the music all

Over here I'm

"SENIOR"

America's foremost
high performance FM
broadband Yagi
Get more good

music stations
with your F M tuner. Improved

sensitivity increases signal
strength and minimizes fading,
distortion and background noise.

man,

a

time."
The seven Negroes are able to think
of their music and make a living in
Paris at the saine time, but the seven
white American musicians we hunted
down are not doing so well. They are
playing in the smallest and dankest of
the caves, and their salaries are hardly
enough to exist on -let alone live. They
stay in dingy rooms in cheap hotels,
and eat in dismal, sordid restaurants. A couple of them presumably
had talent once, but life and narcotics
have crushed it into a small hard ball
in the pit of their stomachs. They are
sad to see and sadder to hear.
This, then, is jazz in Paris. There
are the French musicians themselves,
listening to American records and
painstakingly imitating the sounds.
The "modern" saxophonist stands up
there bravely with the sound of Sonny
Rollins in his inner ear, and he affronts
the ghost of Charlie Parker. Or the
"traditionalists" merge together in the
wail that was New Orleans in another
land. another time. They strive to
make Beale Street talk, Beale Street

walk, but even a blind man can sec
that "Iwnjour tristesse" is not the saine
as "hello sadness." This is the New
Orleans of another people, of another
planet.
And every once in a while they hire
one of the top American jazz artists to
sit in with the group, and he huffs
and he puffs lint he can't blow the
house down. You put three Frenchmen to play with three Americans,
and yon have two trios playing the
song at the saine time. but that's about
all they have in common.
Deep down the French realize this
inadequacy in their jazz, this inability
to create a beat or imaginative solos
comparable to those Americans are
capable of producing. They are astute
in their criticism, and just as they
point out the flaw's in any kind of jazz,
so they can put themselves clown. It
is a tragic affair, and the only saving
grace is that the French appreciate a
good tragedy.

To be fully informed,

There are many reasons to go to
Paris. There are the charms of the
city, the Louvre, the Eiffel Tower, the
Champs Elysées, the history, the wine,

send 25o for book
"Theme And Variations" by L. F. B. Carini
and containing FM
Station Directory.

APPARATUS DEVELOPMENT CO.

Wethersfield 9, Connecticut

a

the women, the food, the clothes, the
perfume, and above all, the French.
But, man, don't go for jazz. It loses
something in translation.

.
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audiophiles

prefer the
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DUI20 FULL RANGE
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Get The Facts About
The Sensational New

sset
WIO

THE FIRST TRUE
HIGH FIDELITY

Stereo SPEAKER System
IN CUSTOMIZED CABINETS

At Reasonable Cost!
UNITED AUDIO PRODUCTS
202 East 19th Street
New York 3, N. Y_
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TRADER'S MARKETPLACE

NO HUM, NO BUGS
Continued from page 40

Here's the place to buy, swap, or sell used
audio equipment and records. Rates are
only 40e a word (no charge for name and
address) and your advertisement will
reach more than 100,000 music listeners.
Remittance must accompany copy and
insertion instructions.
Electronic crossover. Engineer
New. Will take best offer. Gus Boyar,
St., Jamestown, N.Y.

HEATH

assembled.
Chestnut

31

thru 66. 525 eap
HIGH FIDELITY Magazine,
collect, A. Snowe, 1200 Wayside Place, Cincinnati
30, Ohio.
1

ANY ELECTRONIC kit wired. Write R. Meyers, 3640
29, Ill.

W. 56th St., Chicago

One Brocinor Model 4C -DM s rner horn.
Brocinor Mark 30C control o unit. 540.
WaHick, 4837 Waycross Dr., Houston 25,

FOR SALE:

$260.

Jerry

One

Texas.

JANSZEN Electrostatic 5150; Lansing N -2500, 0 -75
tweeter S50; Heathkit pre amp S19; Fairchild cartridge, vans. S20. Sam Thompson, McConnell Hall,
Moscow, Idaho.

BROWNING R142 FMAM tuner in blond cabinet.
Like new. Express prepaid. Ross Hopkins, 2022
Orchard Dr., Cedar Falls, Iowa.

FIDELITY Magasine, 1.64. S30.00 plus post.
Marlin Krakauer, 127 Tonawanda Drive, Des
Moines, Iowa.

HIGH
age.

ELECTRONIC KITWIRING. Quotations, Lyle
1312 First St. N., Nampa, Idaho.

Esta.

brook,

Recorder, A692 Amplifier.
AMPEX A122P S
Speaker. Unused. $700 value, sacrifice $475. F.
Greenberg, 37 Valley View Road, Poughkeepsie,
N.Y.

type
TELEFUNKEN
CONDENSER
MICROPHONE,
guaranteed perfect condition, used only
U -47M,
15 hours. Cost new, $390. Will sacrifice for 5275.
Russell Cowles, 1709 Ridgevest Drive SE, Alleu.
querque, New Mexico.

teristic; that is, the positive and negative peaks of the signal are of equal
amplitude and duration. However,
most music and speech has an asymmetrical waveform. It may consist of
a series of transient signals in which,
say, the positive peaks may be, Over
a period of time, of greater average
amplitude or duration than the negative peaks. Similar asymmetrical transients may be introduced by current
surges when the machine is started
and stopped. These asymmetrical signals impart a certain amount of permanent magnetism to the head. This
effect is cumulative anal, the more the
machine -is used, the more strongly
magnetized the head will become.
In performance, the effect of head
magnetization is to raise the signal
noise level by several db and to increase second harmonic distortion
slightly. To minimize distortion and
noise, and to reduce also the chance
of possible damage to recorded tapes,
the heads should be demagnetized
frequently. If you use your machine
occasionally, you should demagnetize
(or degauss) the heads once or twice
a week. If the machine is used daily,
you should degauss every day -or even
several times in a day if you want the
ultimate in performance.
Head demagnetization is relatively
simple. You can use a commercial
head demagnetizer, such as Audio
Devices type No. 400, a bulk tape
eraser, or a transformer gun-type soldering iron for this job.
Whatever kind of demagnetizer you
use, the first step is to remove all recorded tapes from the vicinity of your
machine; these tapes should be at
least several feet away from the demagnetization tool. Next, remove the
head's dust cover and, if convenient,
its mu metal shield.
If you use a commercial head demagnetizer, first apply a layer of pressure-sensitive cellophane tape to the
tips of the demagnetizer poles. Press
on to insure good adhesion, then trim
the tape to fit the pole tips, using a
single -edged razor blade, an Xacto
knife, or some similar tool. The tape
presents a soft outer surface and prevents scratching the surface of the
magnetic head. Commercial head demagnetizers often are not equipped
with an ON-OFF switch; they are
turned ON simply by plugging into a
wall receptacle and OFF by unplugging. Do not leave the unit plugged
in for more than a few minutes or it
may overheat.

Continued on next page
AucusT 1958

How can I determine

what tape recorder will
best meet my needs?

Use the 10 -point

Tandberg Recorder
Evaluation (T.R.E.) Test.
TANDRERG, manufacturers of the world's finest
tape recording equipment lOr monaural and
stereo performance, have corne up with a corn parative check -list which takes the guess -work
out of buying a tape recorder. You no longer
have to buy blind. The T. R. E. Test Sheet will
tell you exactly what to look for, what to ask for.

naturally want the best machine your
money can buy. You can simplify your search
for the ideal tape recorder by taking the T. R. E.
Test Sheet along with you to your dealer. In
this way you can be sure that what you buy will
best meet your recording requirements.
You

copy

A

Of

the 10 -point T. R. E. Test Sheet will

be sent to you on your request.

1

Tandbery of AMERICA inc.
10 East 52nd Street, New York 22, New York

ONL
IC
OFFERS HIGH
QUALITY TATE

f

INA

\

PERMANENT'
PLASTIC
CASE!

QNORAMIC..
WIDE LATITUDE TAPE
Protects against dirt. dust, mishandling.
Easy to store.
Exclusive index system.
V -slot selection -finder reel.
Tapes easily accessible.

Distortion free, lifetime lubrication to ellm nate
squeal. adhesion, head deposits: Broad
plateau bias assures finest performance on all
recorders, high resistance to abrasion,
print- through, cupping.
For

FREE lifetime timetape ruler, write: H -109
FERRODYNAMICS CORPORATION
LODI, NEW JERSEY

9: 3

NO HUM, NO BUGS
Continued from preceding page

The demagnetizer pole tips then are
placed flat against the magnetic head
and moved back and forth and up
and clown nernss the entire pole surface of the head for about a second.
The tips then are moved slowly away
from the head before the unit is turned
off (or unplugged). Slow removal of

4

Aa

ai¡uiwir, (;il) adi str`J7t3

more

saves

Here are just two examples of
how we save you many dollars
on STEREO PACKAGES!

the demagnetizer is extremely important. This slow separation of head and
magnet gradually reduces the AC
magnetization induced in the head,
finally ending at zero. If the demagnetizer is turned on and off suddenly
while in close proximity to the head,
or moved away from the head suddenly, final separation may occur during the peak of an AC cycle. In this
case, the head may be left with

Visit any of our convenient showrooms
for an expert demonstration
no obli
galion, of course:

had originally.
If you don't have access to a commercial head demagnetizer. you can
use a gun -type soldering iron or a bulk
eraser for this operation. If you use a
soldering gun, hold the transformer
case (not the soldering tip) close to
the magnetic head. Close the trigger
to energize the transformer and slowly
withdraw to a distance of about two
feet or so before releasing the trigger.
A similar technique is used with 1
bulk eraser. Again, slow withdrawal
is essential to insure proper demagnetization.
An important point .
. note that
head demagnetizers work only on AC.
Thus fai-, we have discussed general
handling, cleaning, and maintenance
methods which may be employed by
the average tape machine owner and
operator. (It is assumed, of course,
that he will call on a skilled technician
if his machine requires extensive repairs.) In addition to general maintenance procedures. there are a few
special adjustments.
Head Alignment. For low noise,
best over -all frequency response, minimum distortion, and maximum output, the gap in the magnetic head(s)
must be exactly perpendicular to the
magnetic tape. Proper head alignment
always has been important, but mis-

CLEVELAND
848 Huron Road
Corner East 9th Main 1 -2816

alignment causes less trouble with
older single track tape machines than

New Bell Pacemaker Stereo Amplirier
Pickering Model 37I.7D Stanton 45 x 45

$129.95

Fluxvalve Cartridge
Garrard Model RC88 Record Changer

29.85
54.50

-

Two New Electra -Voice Three -way Systems
each containing the following speakers
LS12 12" Cone Woofer
TW 35 VHF Driver
CR35 X -Over Level Control
MR -10 Treble Driver
CR -10 X -Over Level Control
Total Speaker System ( $112.50 each)

225.00

Customer has choice of Corner System
or Sidewall Enclosure.
4.95
Base for Garrard Player
Total Audiophile Net $444.25
Our price for complete System only $349.95

SYSTEM B
Harman Kardon Model A224 Stereo
Amplifier and Nre.Amphher 12 Watts
each channel
$ 99.95
Garrard Model T Player.32.50
Base for Garrard Player
4.60
Electro -Voice 21D Stereo Cartridge
19.50
2 R1 Wharfedale (Containing Super 8 FS/ AL)
The pair
115.00
Total Audiophile Net $271.55

Our price for complete System only $216.99

AUDIO
CUSTOM
Division of Discount Records, inc.
...

-202

Michigan Avenue
In Sheraton Cadillac Hotel
Woodward 1 -2707

-201

North La Salle
Corner of Lake Central 6 -2165

CHICAGO

`SAN FRANCISCO

-

262 Sutter St.

Exbrook 7 -0472

`San Francisco orders delivered FOB Cleveland

Sonotone.
HI -FI SPEAKERS

you can
hear the

difference

greater permanent magnetism than it

SYSTEM A

DETROIT

WITH

Even the

price will be

music to your ears...
Model CA -12 only $2450
(Slightly higher In the West.)

ADD

HOLT

STEREO!

.

with modern double track and stereo
instruments, where it is critical.
Generally speaking, head realignment will not be necessary unless a
magnetic head (s) is replaced or unless the machine is subjected to unusual shock. When you need to align
a head, you can do so with a standard
prerecorded alignment tape (available
through most distributors).

94

MONAURAL THEN SOUNDS
LIKE STEREO
New encased model 6 tube converter and amplifier compliments any hi fi system. It begins where hi fi leaves off.
Connects in 2 minutes.
$65.00 postpaid in U.S. Sold direct, only, on moneyback trial.
Order yours or send for folder.
Read what customers and Hi -Fi
magazines say.

NOW IN KITS, TOO
Kit, complete, $45 postpaid (U.S.)
Encapsulated convertor network
$12 postpaid (U.S.)

STEREO

by HOLT

4712 W. Magnolia Blvd.

Burbank, California
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L1 most cases, the playback (or
"reproduce ") head is aligned first. Remove the head cover and, if necessary
to reach the alignment screw(s), the
head's mu metal shield. As always,
check your instruction manual. With
the instrument set for "playback" and
the test alignment tape threaded, turn
the tone control full up and the gain
(or volume) control for moderate output. Next, with the machine operating, adjust the playback head's alignment screw(s) to obtain a maximum
output signal. An acceptable adjust ment can be macle by listening to the
output signal (a single frequency audio tone) but, ideally, you should use
an output meter of some type. If your
machine is equipped with an output
level indicator, this will serve. Otherwise, connect an AC VTVM or a commercial Output Meter across the instniment's output circuit or loudspeaker voice coil leads. Adjust the alignment screw(s) for maximum output,
ignoring false peaks which may occur
to either side of the true maximum value peak.
If your machine has a combined
record /reproduce head, the alignment
is complete. If not, once the playback
head is aligned, the test tape should
be removed and `blank" tape threaded through the machine. With the
machine set up for Record, record
a moderately high- frequency signal
(say, 10 kc at î % -ips speed). Adjust
the alignment screw(s) of the recording head until you get maximum output. If your unit has provision for
monitoring the recorded tape, this
alignment is a relatively simple procedure: since the playback head has
been previously adjusted, it serves as
a standard for setting the recording
head accurately. It is not ordinarily
necessary to align the "erase" head.

PROFESSIONAL

DIRECTORY

CALIFORNIA

NEW YORK

IN SANTA BARBARA

ENJOY
PLEASANT
SURPRISES?

AUDIOVISION CO.

Wrilo us your hi -fi noeds
now, you'll be glad you
did. Ask loo, for our
unusual free audio catalog.

Headquarters far Custom High Fidelity
Sound Systems, Headed by Prominent
Sound Engineer Gordon M
Heer

KEY ELECTRONICS CO.
120 Liberty Street
N. Y. 6, N. Y.

rt new oud,o-vision speaker

1276 OLD COAST HIGHWAY

EVergreen 4.6071

NEW YORK

"BUCK STRETCHER"

HI -FI VALUES!

FOR THE TOPS IN VALUE
AND THE BEST TRADE -IN ON
HIGH FIDELITY EQUIPMENT

Expand the buying porter
of your 11141 dollar at

Sun Radio on new and fully guaranteed vante brand
components!

.

Check with Arrow!

ARROW)ELECTRONICS

-

SUN

65 Cortland) St., New York 7, N. Y.
Dlgby 9 -4730
525 Jericho Turnpike, Mineola, N. Y.
Pioneer 6 -8686

EVERYONE'S TALKING ABOUT

,0Op p

b

for

-

PENNSYLVANIA

Stereophonic Topes
Ait Brands over 800 Titles
1200 ft. Plastic Recording Tape $1.59
Write for complete catalog and prices
We mail everywhere

Write for our

Hi- Fidelity Electronic Sound Corp.
368 Montgomery Ave.

WHY!

Morion Station, Penna.

M.G2 eeath SI.

CANADA
IN MONTREAL

tor.
If you can, get a copy of the factory
service manual. You may not intend
to undertake extensive repair work

yourself, but you'll feel more confidence in your service man if he takes
the manual away with the machine.
AUGUST

.

.

IT'S

.

PECK'S
FOR HIGH FIDELITY

TAPE RECORDERS

All the better high fidelity components nt
net priers. Alga a snide selection of Equilr

EXCEPTIONAL VALUES

HI -FI COMPONENTS
NATIONAL BRANDS
WRITE FOR FREE CATALOGUE
215 HH E. 88 ST.
NEW YORK 28, N. Y.

CARSTON

ment Cabinets and Speaker ,Enclosures.

TREVOR PECK CO. LIMITED
1498 Sherbrooke SI. West, Montreal, Que.
PUERTO RICO

MAGNETIC TAPE

There are generally two technical
manuals available for every tape machine. One is the owner's instruction
manual furnished with the instrument; this booklet outlines the procedures for recording and playback
and indicates the function and use of
each control. The second booklet is
the factory service manual; intended
for the use of a professional service
technician, this latter manual is not
usually furnished with the machine,
but generally can be obtained from
the manufacturer or his local distribu-

Radio E Electronics Co., Inc.

650 6th Ave., New York 11, N.Y.
Phone: ORgon S -8600

Save Time and Money

free catalog and
SEE

Send for our aperitif price quo.
Cations and our Ifi -Fi package
epecialaf
Dept. ZS

INC

ROCK- HOTTOM PRICES
30 -15000 CPS- HI- Fldellty
Guaranteed Highest Quality
PLASTIC BASE
t for S 2.RS
600 Ft. Y" telI
fors 5.40
700 W. 5" Reel
7"
Reel
1200 Ft.
3 for S 3.95
1800 Irt. 7" Reel
for $16.95
2400 Ft. 10" Reel
MYLAR BASE
far $ 4.20
900 Ft. 5" Reel
.1 for S 6.85
1800 Ft. 7" Reel
.1 for $10.60
2400 Fr. 7" Reel
3 for $36.50
4800 Ft. 10" Reel
$ 6.50
Fiklt Aluminum B4- Tape Splicer

THE

ORIGINAL B. J. ARM
Tongcnuol Troc8ing

$22.50

1

1

.1

ORDER

......
or

your money
Satisfacllolt ahrolntely guaranteed
refunded. Add IS,' per red for postage.
PLORMAN AF BARB, INC.
68 W. 4511, Street, N. Y. 36, N. Y.

CUSTOM INSTALLATIONS
Sound Reinforcement 8 Television Systems
for the discriminating

Featuring

L'RACES

HOME
PROFESSIONAL

RENTALS
SERVICE

..,r
Specialized equipment built to order
ALTEC Consoles
AKG Microphones
s

-

OPEN EVENINGS

150

Hi-Fi HO
E.

46th St., N. Y. C.

-

PL

POST PAID

CASH
WITH

Only ohicin_F,'o iron

HIGH FIDELITY INC.
Ponce, Puerto Rico

Box 767

CHANGE
OF

ADDRESS
If you plan to move soon, please
notify us six weeks in advance.

Give old address os well as new,
clipping stencil imprint from wrapper of last copy received.

5-2650
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TRADE IN
YOUR PRESENT HI -FI
EQUIPMENT for
the new

GARRARD
MODEL 301
"The Professional"
Transcription Turntable

--

FLOATING ISOLATION MOUNT
massive mounting plate
Variable speeds
heavy duly motor
Built -in pressure lubricating system
FREE
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UON RCA
THE MIGHTY
WURLITZER

VICTOR RECORDS!
RCAVICTOR

RODGERS & HAMMERSTEIN'S

AND THE

soUTH PACIFic

ROARING EI -PI ¡

TWENTIES

Leigh plays 24 hot hit tunes of the
Roaring Twenties on the mighty Wurlitzer organ.
- eonard

Morton Gould's lush orchestral treatment of The
Man I Love, Besame Mucho, Manhattan, others.

The Original Soundtrack album of the movie hit
of the year in hi -ti. Enjoy it on L.P. or Stereo tape.

eat UlM a lulu Os1UYü....
BLAINE

WAYNE

UNDER
WESTERN

DESMOND

say,darling

SKIES

RICHARD BISSELL. ABE BURROWS & MARIAN BISSELL

..,

BETTY COMOEN. ADOLPH GREEN & IULE STYNE

GEORGE

MELACHRINO
AND HIS ORCHESTRA

BILLY
MURE'S
SUPERSONIC
GUITARS

The greatest sound ever recorded in an Original
Cast Album, from Broadway's newest smash hit.

Rc.\ y

real adventure in hi-fi. Billy Mure's Supersonic
Guitars play in dazzling, colorful musical display.
A

Icrc

TAKES YOU TO RODGERS
& HAMMERSTEIN'S
COFFEE BREAK

Reg Owen and his

with

Oh, But

I

REG OWEN

Orchestra create musical magic

Do! Every Day, and ten

others.

SOUTH PACIFIC & OKLAHOMA!

& HammerF.'s smooth piano style.

Lilting melodies of two great Rodgers
stein musicals, in

G.

ALBUMS SHOWN ALSO AVAILABLE ON RCA VICTOR LIVING STEREO RECORDS.

Melachrino's magnificent orchestrations include
Wagon Wheels, Northwest Trail, and ten others.

MUSIC FOR
NON

RCA

y1CTOR.121

THINKERS

GUCKENHEIMER

..y

SOUR KRAUT
BAND

The album to end all German band albums. A riot
of out -of -tune favorites for brassy, bouncy hi -fi fun!
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Electro -Voice totally compatible stereo cartridge

stereo's standard!
Model 505 Sterco Control with dual channel magnetic adapter
Price $11.50 Nct
Model 504 single magnetic Adapter
Price $3.60 Net
only
Model 21D Stereo Cartridge with
Price $19.50 Net
Diamond Stylus
Model 21S Stereo Cartridge with
Price $9.90 Net
Sapphire Stylus
Model 26DST Stereo Turnover to 78
Monaural, Diamond and Sapphire
Price $22.50 Net
Mode! 26ST Stereo Turnover to 78
Monaural, Two Sapphires
Price $12 90 Net
Good stereo depends on these vital features: flange Response: 20- 16.000 cps
2'4 db to RIAA: Distortion: Less
than 2 %: Channel Isolation: 20 db;
Vertical Rumble Rejection: 1.5 db with
5 meg input: Elements: dual ceramic,
(lead-zirconium titarnate);Weight: 21D
2.4 grams, 26DST 2.6 grams; Tracking
Force: 6 grams; Stylus: 21D-standard
.7 mil diamond; 26DST- standard .7
mil diamond- standard 3 mil sapphire;
Vertical Compliance: 2 x 106 cm /dyne;
Lateral Compliance: 2 x 104 cm /dyne;
Output: .5 Volt RAIS from Westrex
standard RIAA Test Record; Capacity:
500 mmfd per element for stereo: 1000
mmfd paralleled for monaural; Mountand
ing: ElA (RETMA) standard
7/16" centers; Recommended Amplifier input Impedance: 5 megohms or
higher.

Thousands being installed as original equipment attest to industry acceptance; thousands in use prove its unquestioned superiority for monaural as well as stereo. The E -V Stereo Cartridge uses a .7 mil replaceable stylus and dual
high fidelity ceramic elements so essential to the exacting demands of stereo reproduction. Pickup from stray magnetic
fields is non -existent, hum and rumble are far below the level of even the most expensive magnetic cartridges, and
PZT ceramic elements deliver a precise RIAA curve. The E -V Stereo Cartridges exclusive Rumble Suppressor
(pat. Pend.) virtually eliminates vertical turntable rumble without degrading full frequency response range of the
cartridge ... allows you to use it with any turntable or record changer. Totally Compatible ... for stereo, it's superb;
for monaural ... it's superior to even your present cartridge.
THE FIRST STEP TO STEREO. Many fine monaural cartridges are too "stiff" to play stereo records without seriously damaging them; therefore, if you replace your present cartridge with the new E -V Compatible Stereo
Cartridge, you may continue playing your present library of LP's plus all the new stereo records monaurally.
THE SECOND STEP TO STEREO. Connect the E -V Stereo Cartridge leads to the 505 Stereo Control Center
(net $11.50). You can then select from "monaural," "stereo," or "channel reverse" for easy balancing. The 505 also
converts your magnetic input to high impedance ceramic input. if required. Run one lead to your present high fidelity
system, run the second channel lead to a second amplifier (and speaker). NOTE: The E -V Stereo Cartridge is corrected for RIAA curve, doesn't need the equalization of a second preamplifier.
If you do not plan to purchase a second amplifier and speaker now, you can still get stereo by running the second
channel lead through the 505 to your radio or TV set phono input. You can improve your system later by simply
adding a second amplifier and speaker. Stereo records are available now. Why wait? Enjoy the vivid reality of stereophonic sound today. Whether you're purchasing your first system or converting now, use the Electro -Voice Compatible Stereo Cartridge. See your high fidelity dealer, or write Electro -Voice for free booklet on choosing 'stereo
equipment, and a special Stereo Demonstration Record ($1.50 prepaid).
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